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Preface

Wd wish to express our 'gratitude to the many people who advised

us during the period of our study. We received many ideas, which

appear in this report in one frm or another. Most of this advice was

given in the context of critical discussions which were always lively

and stimulating. The consequence was that we explored all aspects of the

performancebased teacher education movement, thoroughly examined a variety

of proposals, and developed a focus and a program of action which we think

is unique.

The project director wishes to express his personal gratitude to

the members of the Coordinating Committee who spent'many hours thinking

4
producedand writing about the ideas presented here. They produced this report,

o.

and-if the National Commission on PerformanceBased Education proposed

here is successful, the largest measure of credit belongs to them.
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Frederick J. McDonald
Project Director
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A Center of Yitional Leadership for the

Performance-BaSed Teacher Education Movemenit
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THE CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

This report has a double purpose: (1) it describes a study of the fea-
O

sibility of creating a national organization to stimulate, develop, integrate,

43

and lead a movement for performance-based teacher education and certification;

(2) it proposes creating such an organization. Although the twofold purpose

is adhered to in the organization of the report, both parts are explained and

developed throughout in their relationship to the rationale for the performance-

based education movement: its philosophy and its emergent technology.

The feasibility study was undertaken because the fragmentation of the

movement appeared to be, eroding its potential support: its advocates had

been moving in directionsthat were either unrelated or at cross-purposes.

Worse, recently recommended changes, demanding complete reorganization of

programs, new functions for faculties, and new styles of learning for students

have, by their scope, exacerbated fears and encouraged restiveness.

Indeed, some of3b these fears are not entirely unrealistic. In recent

years, both the states and schools of education have engaged in a flurry

of activity with regard to teacher evaluation and certification. Each move

has in its way presented problems. Several states, for example, have either

enacted legislation or taken administrative action to change the rules

governing certification. They are asking candidates to present evidence

of demonstrated teaching competence or requiring schools and departments of

education to develop programs emphatizing the acquisition of teaching.

competence. Some have even proposed that certification be renewed

periodical:1y, and that the criteria for such renewals be based on evaluations

of demonstrated teaching competence. Assuredly, such actions will be a

powerful stimulus in changing programs for the education of teachers, but
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. they have aroused anxiety and even hostility. Teacher educators resent

the imposition of changes by the state'or they claim that too much is

expected too soon or they are threatened by the dilution of the university

and colleges' traditional control over the education of teachers.

Schools of education, too, have begun to develop performance-based;
%

programs, but these efforts are generally unrelated. One consequence of

uncoordinated development is that teaching competence has come to be

defined in many different ways--not necessarily incompatibly, but with no

clear relation to each other. If programs were to continue developing

in this manner, it would be difficult to specify minimum levels of competence

for all teachers. Nor would there be any way of determining whether teachers

educated in one program were More or less effective than those educated in

another. 4. .

lisparate efforts, furthermore, dilute the limited resources available

for development., Exchange of ideas, methods, and mate-vials continues to be

extremely limited. Thus, each new developmental enterprise perforce begins

about where its predecessors did, by defining anew teaching competencies

and by developing its own instructional and assessment systems. The

inevitable consequence of such isolation is that new programs emerge very

' slowly, and they unfortunately aggravate the anxiety of those seeking to

satisfy demands for rapid change. Moreover, many new programs are liable

to charges of parochialism or idiosyncrasy.

Thus, despite great interest and purposeful movement toward change,

there is a squandering of resourcesc-disparity of effort, and too-Slow
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progress in creating viable programs. In the absence of common conceptions

about the nature of teaching competence and of assessment systems for

measuring it, the impact of the initiated changes is deflected. This

dilemma Permits those opposed to change to exaggerate the difficulties

inherent in .describing and measuring teaching competence and hence to

,claim that the movement can never succeed. But even the sympathetic are

disheartened by the overwkelming quantity of work needed to bring about

effective change in the context of an uncoordinated movement.

Nevertheless, there continues to be genuine interelt in and commitment

to evaluatin teachers' effect on student learning. This climate of

opinion has arisen bftcause both professionals and laymen are distressed

with the quality,of teaching, as each year yields further evidence that

large numbers of children are Inot,mastering the )sic skills. The ennui of

youth, the drug culture, the dropouts, the unterculture, the disorder in

the universities have alb also been taken as evidence that the American
.3

1

educational system is somehow inadequate to its responsibilities.

Explanations offered to account for these, phenomena have often been

absurdly simplistic, and the proposed solutions have been, to, say the least,

bewildering in their diversity. There are calls, for example, for

alternative schools, for a deemphasis on schooling, for the initiation of

statewide assessment of student learning, for the passage of accountability

laws, for delaying the granting of tenure to teachers, and for their

periodic recertification. But there is a Common call: ,something must be

done to improve the quality of teaching-in American schools. Many suspect,

9
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and with good,reason, that teachers lack sufficient instructional skills.

Teachers are further seep as insensitive to students, unable to motivate
4

or help them ito learn, anciiiirable_. to adapt their teaching to changing

social mores and life - styles.

The impugning of teachers has probably been too sweeping: in many

instances it is little more than bewildered scapegoating. Bilt the post-

World War II era has,lavished large sums on improving teachers' salaries,

school facilities, and curricula. It is therefore hardly surprising that

the public thinks it now time to demand improvements in educational

results. This accounts for their interest in improving the effectiveness

of teaching.

AO, There is surprising consensus on the cause of ineffective teaching

It is generally believed that the \program of schools and depart-

ments of education are at fault because they teach about teaching rather

than facilitate the ptactical acquisition of teaching competence. Programs

for prospective teachers typically comprise courses set in the traditional

academic,mold: fixed hours for lectures and discussions, assigned readings,

and periodic tests. Grades in such courses mean just about what they usually .

mean in academic courses -- they denote standing of the student relative

to others in a class. But they are rarely measures from which an accurate

estimate of teaching competence may be made.

Where minimal practiCal experience is indeed provided, it'may be

, inadequately supervised. Moreover, if a prospective teacher performs poorly

in practical work, the only consequence to him is a lower ,grade.. He is not
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4,

4prevented from moving into a teaching post. It is a safe genpralization,

in any- case -, --that graduates of most programs have had very little direct'

teaching experience and that practically nothing is known about the

prospective teacher's instructional skills or potentil.

The status quo is prolonged year after year -- not because teacher

educators or their students are unaware of the predicament, but

because of impediments to developing comprehensive alternatives. It

is obviously difficult to"change the academic course structure there habit

impedes imagination. Further, although there are few who do not pay lip

service to the value of practical experience, educators are often loath

to scant, for its sake, what they regard as important theoretical knowledge

(no matter now remote or.tenuous its relevance to practice). When more

practical experience, such as internships, is added to programs, it

is not infrequently more of the typical under-superviSed kind. Obviously

a comprehensive reSorm is badly needed.

Those who advocate the shift to performance-based teacher education

programs are seeking just suchradicalege. This change should

achieve, before all else, an educational program that trains for and

assesses teaching competence. Another important goal is to change teachers'

ideas of professional responsibility and to help them learn the attitudes

and skills required to assume this new responsibility.
lk

Professional` responsibility should mean that teachers accept the

charge to evaluate the quality of their teaching and to improve it. Account-

ability should not, of course, have to be imposed on teacher's. But if ,teachers

are to be more responsible in this sense, they cannot be ed Cated as they

ii-
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are now. The prospectiver teacher typically plays a passive role as a

student, with little re ponsibility for self-direction and self-evaluation.

The consequence is a erson who enters thp profession expecting to be

monitored and eva ated by others and expecting to be told how to improve.

When such help, is inadequate, as it all too frequently is, teachers can be

mired in helplessness, an impasse they seek to circumvent by routines that,

may reassuge them but that offer few benefits for their students. Since

the goal of performance-based teacher education programs is to produce

teachers who can assumehlwsponsibility for personal improvement, the

programs emphasize self-evaluation and learning how to learn on one's own

initiative..

The advocates of performance-based teacher educ programs are

urging significant changes in the goals, methods, and spirit of programs

for training teachers. The most important of these changes is to be the

primary purpose of the students' work and, consequently, of the crite

by which the program is` to be judged:, the student's goal-mg be the

achievement of'instructional competencies. These are defined as specific

teaching skills and combinations thereof whose acquisition the student

'must demonsecate to some pre-speCified level of performance. The trainee

is notto be permitted to.mova through the ins ctional system until Ile

has demonstrated that he has acquired co ete ce each step and level;
410,- i

he may not graduate dr complete requirements 'imply by taking courses.

. Designers of performance-based programs 4lso advocate creating struc-

tional modules whose function is to facilitate acquiring -each specific

12
0\
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teaching skill. When thii paradigm is applied, one result will be to

eliminate the traditional structure of courses. Another result will be

the student's greater freedom to learn and rvponsibility for his own

learning. That is, each triinee Will be permitted to demonstrate competence

as quickly as he or she feels ready to. Nor will the trainee be obliged

o go thYough any instructional module' if he or she can demonstrate the

petence for which the module would prepare him. In effect, the student

may de ,gn an individualized course of preparatory 'studies.

One o the most significant changes advocated is emphasis on the
Ave

andspir of the methods for evaluating students' achievement of

nce. Thep methods must above all evaluate teaching performance;

'asessme t of knowledge about teaching is Only of secondary importance.

Evalu do will be made against 7a pre-specified criterion (which means

that tra oval grading systems will disappear).- Evaluations must help

clarify what tAlitudent'netds t'8 do to improve. The student is to be

encouraged and helped alsq,to evaluate hit own competence. Finally, a

product of the evaluation system would be a well focused picture of the

44:

student's strengths, so that he and others will know'what he does well

and where he functions with only'minimal competence.

Such changes are not mere gimmickery; their purpose is riot to eliminate

the traditional in favqr of modish innovation. Rather, their intent is

to reform teacher education by changing its focus, emphasis, and methods.

Their effect will be to promote institutional and professional accountability

through comprehensive and objective evaluation of teaching skills.

'Jr
.

13
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We have come to believe that only if programs can be changed to emphasize

,and facilitate the growth of teaching competence, and only if those students

who hav= demonstrated competence may be certified to teach, will any sub-

stantial provement be made in the educational profession. It is this

belief that has spurred the performance-based teacher education movement.

Thus, if the Movement is to achieve its goalspf reformirig teacher education,

descriptions of,teaching competence must be expeditiously developed and

:their validity must be tested. Instructional and assessment systems must

7.

similarly be designed and tested. Brit these are not simple tasks; they

require a massive effort. N

If the promise is great, then the lack of direction, coordination, and

leadershi2 is a critical matter. There is a very real danger that the

combination of rising expectations about what performance-based teacher

education can accomplish, and t e need to meet the rapidly changing require-

ments for certification will catch\the universities and colleges unprepared.

The feasibility study described in this report was condUcted to determine

what could be done to create leadership and hasten its development, to

stimulate the movement's rapid growth, and to resolve its problems especially

in the context of a pressing situation in which certification requirements

are changing while institutions are ill-equipped to meet them and school

systems unprOoared to participate in training and evaluating new teachers.
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GOALS OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDY

One of the major goals of the feasibility study was to determine

whether there was widespread concern about the directions which the

performance -based teacher education movement was going in and whether

others felt the need to organize present efforts into a comprehensive

and coordinated,Inovement, with well-defined goals and articulated

programs of research and development. Was our impression that there

was a lack of leadership a valid assessment? Was there a desire to

organize into a coordinated and integrated movement? Did others

see the need for national leadership and direction? Would they be willing

to work together to create a national center?

A second goal was to assess the state of the art. What was actually

being done? How many and what kinds of programs had been initiated? What

kinds of instructional materials were available for widespread use? What

resources might be available for guture developments? Who were the leaders

in the movement and what had they accomplished? What organizations were

expressing an interest in performance-based teacher education? Were,there

groups or persons likely to oppose the development of performance-based teacher

education
4

and certification?

The third goal was to determine what kinds of programi of research and

development needed to be initiated. How could those working on performance-

based programs be brought together to interrelate and integrate their efforts,

to use each other's work, to create centers of performance-based teacher

education serving as models for emulation or adaptation? What needed to be

done to anticipate problems that were obviously emerging when faculties



and certification officers attempted to create performance-based teacher

education programs and certification systems? Did an organization need

to he created to lead the movement, and If so, what kind of organization:

what would be its purposes, its programs, its resources?

The work of the feasibility study was organized to answer these

questions. This report describes the answers to these questions at this

point'in time.

Procedures

Two general methods were used to construct the study. First, we

engaged in extensive consultatiorcon the need for creating an organization

to lead the performance-based teacher education movement. Second, we

analyzed the current state of the art, out of which emerged the proposals

for action.

Between Febivary, 1972'and August, 1972, we held three majOr meetings.

At the first meeting in Atlantic City, in February, 1972, we assembled

a numbei af persons who were of national prominence in teacher eduCation

to seek their advice on'the need for a national organization and on the

characteristics such an organization might have. Originally, we had

considered forming a consortium of the states which Were already making

rapid progress in stipulating new requirements for certification. Those

present at this meeting told us that there was a great need for coordinating

the performance-based teacher education movement, but they urged us to

consider other ways of structuring such an organization. They argued

that integrating the programs of the states was too difficult because of

the diversity of these programs and because creating a consortium of

states would be fraught with political problems.

16 .
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The second meeting was held in Princeton, in March 1972. Deans of

schools of education, directors of teacher educatio]n programs, and

-
state certification officers were invited to attend. The invitations went

to those states and institutions which were presently making changes or

which had plans t.o do so. This group comprised those persons who would

have to give thei4 consent to organizing the leadershipaof.the performance-

based teacher education movement. They were those whose cooperation and

assistance were essential to the creation and influence of a center for

national leadership.

This group also assured us that organizing the movement, particularly

if it were directed to,solving certain.problems,.was essential. Much of the

meeting was spent in describing what
lb

needed to be done to make performance=
.

based teacher education a reality. -

A third-meeting was held in Princeton, in August, 1972. We invited

to this meeting those known to be making major contributions to research!

anddevelopment in performance-ba'ped teacher education. By this

we had formulated a tentative concept of the kind-of organization needed.

4
We asked the conferees for their ideas on the kinds of programs a national

organization Should undertake. Again, this meeting was of critical

importance because the advice and consent of the individuars presekie,lwould.

eventually be necessary if the center for national leadership were to take

form. A detailed description of the purposes and discussions of these

meetings as well as a list of the participants,ds presented in Appendix A.-

There was almost unanimous agreement that the performance=based teacher

education movement needed leadership. Those who were doubtful thought
ti

a national organization might not be practical because of the diverse

Institution's to be involved. Some were also concerned that centralized

leadership might be too restrictive. Most of the advisors, however,

I



agreed that this very diversity required a center to focus and coordinate

it. They also thought that if a national 'organization provided for

genuine participation of all concerned, consulted extensively, and

worked with what was being done, there would be no reason to fear undue

influence. Much of the discussion centered on what kinds of problems

needed to be solved, what kind of organization should be created to.

facilitate their solutions, who should be involved in the organization,.

and how it might help work already underway. From these discussions

emerged a very clear idea of the kinds of problems that needed solution.

It was also apparent that there would be willing cooperation in an Organiza-

tion if participants were assured of an'effective rolein its creation

and development and if its undertakings facilitated their present work

and
L.

did not seek to supersede it.

Our second method for conducting the feasibility study was to create

a Coordinating Committee which served as a continuing body, to determine

what was occurring in the performance-based teacher educaL'on_ movement,

to assess its stage of development and,its worth, to analyze the substance

of the discussions conducted with many educators and, researchers, and to

'refine a concept of a center for national leadership in the movement.

.The'Coordinating Committee was created shortly after the Atlantic City

meeting and worked on this study over the next eight months. The persons

who were asked to join this group were themselves leaders in the performance-

based teacher education program. Each was involved in a significant way

in the work of creating, performance-based prograMs, had many national

contacts that served as,4,source of information for the Coordinating Committee,.

was deeply committed to the idea of creating a center', and was willing to

spend his energies to create one.

18
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The members of the Coordinating Committee were: Mr. Theodore Andrews,

Bureau of Teacher Education, New York State Department of Education.

Mr. Andrews is director of the Multi-State Consortium, a project to

coordinate the efforts of state education departments in developing'

information and management systems for performance-based certification

systems; Dr. Karl Massanari, Associate Director, American Association of

Colleges of Teacher Education, and Chairman of the AACTE's Committee on

Competency -Based Education; Dr. Robert Houston, Director of the Performance-

based Elementary Education Program, University of Houston, and coauthor

of Competency-Based Teacher Education; Dr. Howard Coron, Director of New

York University's Project on Performa BaSed 'Teacher Education,. one of

the trial p ojeCts approved by the NeWYork State Department of Education;

Dr. Horace Aubertine, who served as Associate Director of this' project.

Dr. Aubertine is Coordinator of Teacher Education at Illinois State University,

one of the largest 'teacher-training institutions in the country, where

there has been active development of performance-based programs and which.

conducted a program of research on performance-based assessment in conjunction

with Educational Testing Service; Dr. Frederick J. McDonald, Project Director

of this study, is Director of the Division of Educational Studies and

chairman of the Teacher Behavior Research Group at Educational Testing:Services

ler. David Potter, member of the Teacher Behavior Research Group at Educational.

Testing Service. 111r. Potter is director of the ETS participation in the

Hofstra Consortium, another trial pfoject approved by the NewYork State

Department of Education; Mr. J. Hollister, Executive Associate to the

President ofEducational Testing SerVice, and the Project Director for the

Conant Studies of Teacher Education; Dr. Allen Schmieder, Bureau of Educational

Personnel, U.S. Office of Education, joined the gioup in the later stages

10



of the-study; Dr. JamestDeneen, Director Of'Teacher Examination Programs,

Educational Testing Service, contributed valuable advice to the Committee

over the period.,of its work.

Each member participated in many meetings with colleagues who are

developing representative programs in performance-based teacher education.

Dr. Coron, for example, served for the Sears Foundation in the University

of Toledo's program, one of the most completely developed in the country.

Dr. Massanari has been in touch with practicajLly every performanc -based

program in the United States, r. Schmieder has helped to develo the

major programs in performance-based educati supported by the Office of
-7#

Education. Dr. Aubertine kept us current o the work of the Illinois

Task Force on Performance-Based Certification. Dr. Deneen )as worked

with the Teachers Licerlsing Board of the State -of California and the

.

California Teachers Association on plaps for implementing the state's
. f .

new certification law. Dr. Houston is one of the most freciiently called

upon speakers on performance-based teacher education, and is a member of

a group of directors of the Model Elementary Education Programs, a project

supported by the Office of Education, and one whichybas had considerable

influence on the growth of competency-based programs. Mr. Andrews'

Multi-State Consortium project has joined together the certification officers

in those states that have made t}ie most progress in changing their state

certification laws; Dr. Potter is chairman of the Task Force onNthe

)-

Definition of Competencies of the Hofstra Consortium. The credentials

of these professionals are described in further detail in Appendix B.

The Coordinating Committee met once a month for several days at a

time, and on two occasions it had working periods of fotir and five days.
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The members also served as sounding boards`for those attending the three

meetings discussed above. Further details about the work of the Coordinating

Committee may be found in Appendix C.

One outcome of the Committee's exploratory work was a foregone

conclusion: they could find no,common focus for development in extant

programs. Moreover, they discovered no common goals toward which programs

of research were moving. Such funding as had been made available was

being used prinElpally for stimulating interest in the concept of performance-
.

based education. Fur4114, it became apparent that many of our colleagues,

concerned,about the blunting of effor , genuinely desired leadership,

The task of the Coordinating Comm' tee, t erefore, was to design both

an organization and a program a eptable to the committed and involved,

one that would satisfy thei iplying needs.

A major idea about how ize a center for national leadership

emerged in these discussions. roblem was to create an organization,

bdt what were we to organize? Odginally, as we have noted, we thought of

organizing around states that were changing their requirements for certification.

But our advisors stressed that the proposed organization should be independent.

It co not lead if it had to cope with the problems_ that would inevitably

arise if it're linked too closely to existing institutions. They also

stressed how importatiP.it was that this organization be fleXible. They

meant tit should have the freedom to begin new programs expeditiously,
,

seeking to invOtve,persons whose knowledge and skill were most relevant to

4.

the task at hand. Out of our dikussions of this advice emerged a concept

L



of an organization unencumbered by bureaucratic sloth, parochial-iaterests

and local commitments, an organization free to find the best talent for, '

its work,, free to consult widely and to involve persons in various ways.

We decided that a National Commission (whose characteristics will

be described in Part II) was the most promising method for organizing

such a center of dational leadership. But we needed to decide what this

,Commission ought to'do. What specific programs should be the substance

of its work? Our study of the cu rent state Of performance-based teacher

education led to the inevitable conclusion that it needed as underpi&ing

an integrateds.program of research competence',development on 'teaching competence

on what were the most effective ways to train for it, and on how to evaluate

it. It will be useful in understanding our proposals for both the structure

of the Commission and its programs to consider what we learned when we

examined what was happening as pvformance-based teacher education programs

began to develop and as the ideate such programs began to stir interest.

O

22



THE SCIENCE AND ART OF.PERFORMANCE-BASED EDUCATION

We needed to know how far the science and art of performance-
zz

based education had advanced because the National Commission was to/Mount

a program of research and development. If there were sufficient knowledge
/

about teaching competence that could be applied then the/tesearch and
z//

development program ought to be directed to deve opipt instructional systems

so that teachers acquired this knowledge and th skills derived from it.

//
lf, however, there was an inadequate scientific basis for stipulating

what competencies a teacher ought to acquire, then the Commission should

stimulate the development of this knowledge.

A related questionWas, how much is known about the practical-arts of

teaching that might both be used in training teachers and be a starting

point for research? Many practical arts develop bore there is a body of

scientific knowledge that supports the practice; medicine and engineering are

notable examples.

Similarly, we might ask whether the educator 9f teachers is already

so skilled in the arts of training teachers that he or she can readily apply

what is known to a new style, a new modality for educating teachers.

Research on Teaching Skills

What do we know about those kinds of teaching Qompetence that are

likely to affect significant" hangei in students? First,,liere is yet Co

be developed a description of the essential competencieS requirea'for teaching.

For many reasons--comparatively little research, nadequate research, impobe ished

conceptualizations of the nature of teaching- the research on teaching
A
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4competence has not produced enough knowledge from which to derive a clear

concept,of the goals of a performance)based teacher education program.

The lack of a .substantial scientific foundation to support the choice

of teaching skills to be learned does not mean that professional educators

or teachers themselves'have no idea as to releVant competencies needed

in teaching. There is a rich, if not overabundant, literature.on teaching

and teaching skills. But the concepts, theories, and hypotheses about

teaching skills necessary to produce certain desirable changes in pupils

are largely.untested. To say that they are untested does not mean that the

ideas are worthless, only that their validity remains to be demonstrated.

Further, some of these concepts of teaching are contradictory; that

is, if one were to accept one theory or one concept of relevant teaching

skills, he ought not V accept a competing theory or'concept. Many of the

theories are still only vaguely described. There are, to be sure, lists'

itemizing highly sppcific skills, but 56pir interrelations are still un-

known. Still, this body of knowledge will be a rich base from which to

ultimately derive more valid concepts oft,specific teaching skills.

It is essential to grasp the significance of this point. We cannot

assyme that'creating performance-based teacher education programs is simply

a matter of devising a better program of training. It is simply not suffi-

cient, for example, to add More praotical?experience to teacher training

programs or to make these programs, in the current jargon, "field-centered"

without first answering the critical question: for what competency shall

this practical experience train?

"F.
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The Development of Assessment Strategies and Procedu es

The concept of a performance-based te'cher OUCation movement dictates

that evaluations be made of the teaching skills acquired by students so

educated. Performance-based programs provide for continuous training and

evaluation of the candidates until they'reach a specified criterion level

of perfor)rance. Both the acquisition of specific teaching skills and of

general teaching competence muse assessed and evaluated.

Many of the persons with whom we consulted pointed out again and again

that the greatest lack in the performance-based education movement was

assessment strategies for evaluating competence. There are several reasons

why this is so. First, th essment of teaching performance is an

undeveloped field of measurkmentl, There are measures of subject-matter

knowledge teachers must have, measures of knowledge about the psychology of

teaching and about teaching methods, and measures of teachers' attitudes and

values. These are not, of course, measures of teaching performance. The '

relevance to teaching skill of what they measure has yet to be demonstrated.

Not only do new techniques have to be devised to assess teaching performance,

but also the decision-making strategies required for evaluating teaching

competence must be developed.

Apdrt from a large number of observational systems of variable quality,

there are, however\ no measures of teaching skill. Existing observational

systems are based on some concept or theory of what constitutes adequate

teaching. One assumes that they are valid measures of teaching performance
4P

only if one can grant that what they are measuring is a teaching skill.

But in fact many lack the necessary characteristics of an acceptable

measuring instrument.

'ro
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Tie se nd reason that teaching-performance assessment strategies

have not been developed is that the instructional strategies and systems

used inperformance-based teacher education programs must be different.

Unlike much traditional testing, performance assessment is not designed

to select those who already have high aptitude for teaching. Neither is

the function of performance assessment to describe large groupS"of teachers

in terms of where they stand with respect to each other in teaching skill.

Teaching-performance assessment will have two purposes; one purpose will

be to provide the teacher educator with contiuous information on the acqui-"

sition of specific skills by the teacher trainees. The teacher educajor needs

to know, .s *1-:e candidate proceeds through instructional program, whether

or not he or she has reached specified criterion levels for specific teaching

skills.
0. .

The second purpose of performance_assessment will be to provide the teAcher

educator with information that he needs to make a sumuative evaluatrOn about

the competence of a teacher that is to be certified. Summative evaluations

must tell the teacher educator whether o t the specific skills have been'

VIintegrated into complex behavioral patterns which the teacher trainee can adapt

to a wide variety of teaching tasks, such as those associated with differences

in pupils, differences in purposes, and,differences in the conditions in.which

learning takes place. The teacher ed.,,cat,orkkeds to know whether the teacher

trainee will perform as a competent teacher consistently on a day-to-day.basis ,

under normal teaching conditions. He also needs to know the specific capabilities

or aptitudes that fit one teacher for one type of speCifii..teachl,ng'situation,.

o problem rather than for another.



Two concepts prevail in most discussions of what performance assessment
0

should be like. One of these is that assessment procedures Should be

criterionreferenced: that is, the level of attainment of a teaching skill

should be specified, and the trainee should not move from one training

.component in a system to another until he or she has reached thAspecified

criterion level for the performance in the first training component.

The seAnd concept is that the assessment program must provide

LNormation on a variety of skills by specifying the degree to which a

4

teacher is competent in each., The assessment system must provide

ir4ormation of this kind about the trainee at each stage of his

or her development as each trainee progresses through the training program.

Because teaching performance assessment is undeveloped, we made the

development of assessment 'strategies and procedures an integral part of

our projected program of research and development\for specifying and wilds

teaching skills. The reason for linking these two aspects of teaching .

0

ti performance--one, the behavioral definition of the skill:and demonstration

of its utility, and the other, the procedure for measuring the level of
d6

skill acquired--is that the two aspects are intimately related. The

process of defining and describing in behavioral terms the nature of the

teaching performance is part, and parcel of the prqcess of developing an

assessment procedure. An assessment procedure cannot be developed without

a clear description of a skill,-and testing the relationship of the skill

,
to pupil learning cannot be studied unless one has the procedures for

evaluating teachers performance and student performance.

The first program of the proposed National Commissign, therefore,

has two majorapd interrelated goals., One,'to develop a ta,bmy of teaching

performance whose elements have been demonStrated to affect student learning

(// ;
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significantly; and two, the development of reliable and valid measures of

these teaching performances. It is worth repeating that unless a research

and development program is initiated which attacks these two problems,

the performance-based teacher education movement is not likely to have

much impact on teacher education progrAms.

The Art of Designing Instructional Systems in Performance-Based Teacher

Education Programs

Since teacher educators spend most of their professional time in the

training of teachers, one woulii think that the faculties of colleges and univer-

sities would love little difficulty in adapting their owledge in the service of

developing performance-based programs.
RealisticaYly, however, we must face

the fact that most teacher educators are not instructional psychologists;

0.

that they teach much as they have been .taught themselves; that the

range of teaching methodologies used in training programs is limited largely

to lectures and discussion. The objectives of the courses in these programs

are frequently vaguely defined and often specify ;what one ought to knOw

about leaching rather than what one has to learn to teach effectively. The

methods of assessment are typically measures of knowledge about. teaching

and are rarely well-designed measurement procedures. Many teacher educators

are more interested n the'substance of what th are teaching about than

in the science and art of inculcating learnin in their students. Unfor-

tunately, teacher educators are not noticea y different from other univer-
.

sity and college professors in their approach to instruction.

But a performance - based. teacher education program is built. on such

principles as: (1) clear specification of what is to be learned; (2) testing

. modules of instruction for whether they, produce the acquisition of the

I

specific objectives; (3) assessment
procedures specifically related to the

2 3
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objectives of instruction. In other words, the design and construction

of a sound performance-based teach education prograi require the skills

of an instructional engineer.

In making a change from traditional programs to this new type of

program, the teacher educator faces several problems. First, the new

type of program reqiires a total redesign, the teacher education program.

The designer faces problems of time and resources to bring ut such`

total redesign. Moreover, he usually lacks the resources to test e iently

ectiveness of his training modules. Further,.he faces the uncertainities

that have been described above of what constitutes competence and-E-Cw it

may be measured.

Practically, the development of performance-based teacher education

prog ms seems to be a cottage industry. Developers scattered throughout

the country work with scant funds and in almost total isolation from

each other to develop instructional systems and the instructional modules

which they comprise. It is true that a few schools have developed fairly

comprehensive programs--Weber State College, Western Washington, t e

UniverSity of Houston, the University of Tolely, and Southweste

nesota. B in these cases relatively small numbers o

programs hay/just een tiatedare involved n the programs or

and their/effects are yet unknown.

In a few places a most discouraging practice is occurring. Traditional

''---
courses are simply being repackaged as instructional modules. In such

cases, it is dubious whether these programa are performance - based.

2
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There is a genuine need for tested instructional systems significant

for teaching because of their reference to a proven body of data.

We decided, therefore, that a program ot research and development was

essential to create effective instructional modules and, subsequently,

effective instructional systems, but that such a program should start

only after some solid achievement in validating competencies and developing

procedures to measure them.

Our plan is to begin within the first year a program to describe, test,

and measure teaching skills; and in the second year to begin another program

for developing and testing instructional modules designed to train, for the

validated skills. The Commission's structure is designed to give great

flexibility in initiating programs at times when it becomes obvious that

such programs should be initiated. We expect, therefore, to begin work

e-starton the design of instructional systems as quickly as possible.

04 sui work /will depend upon the progress made in our first 'program.,

Th ManageMent of Performance-Based Teacher Education4,Pi Mg(

We wete_leol.d repeatedly that creating performance ased programs

created unique 'administrative problems. -The grading of students, for

. ,

example, in performance-based programs IS entirely different from that in

traditional progfams.

) . .

The question of how to manage the grading system in a performance-based

education program is representative of a number of administrative problems.'

4ach of these problems arises because the organization of instruction will

change in some significant way and the old methods of monitoring and cost -

accounting the system will no longer be useful. Further, administrators

of these programs have difficulty anticipating the problems that are likely

:.
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to arise in the new organizational system which mediates the'performance-

based program.

On the other hand, those who Shave already worked on performance-.

based programs have acquired considerable experience in solving the problems

of managing them. But like much of the knowledge of the administration of higher

education, the ideas garnered from these experiences, reside largely in the

heads of the developers and managers.

We decided, therefore, that the third majbr program of the National

Commission should be to assemble those.experienced in managing these programs,

have them analyze the management pToblems to be solved, and train others

beginning new programs in the required skill.

A' related oblem iSchow states will manage certification processes as

/
,/, these programs become established: The-Multi-State Consortium is working

/ on this questio
/ We.expett to work closely with the Consortium and use its

____ ,
.

expertise to build management systems. - -

.

Research and Development and Educational Reform
0

The preceding-sections have sketched the problems that many months

of,obseTvatidni4Thlyses, and'discussfak revealed to be criticaliirleading

us to conclude at the performance-based movement would become another

!educational fad ifthey were no first solved.

It may be useful to cons!der briefly the difference between what we

shall propose as a research and development program to be spo ored by the

National Commission and the educational reform movement of the p st fifteen

/ years--the history of curriculum reform in the '60s is a relevant example.

The curriculum reform movement should have succeeded far better- than it

31
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10C
did, because it did not have to face sct of the problems that the perfor-

.

mance-baseckteacher education movement must face. The curriculum 'reform

movement, for example, had relatively little difficulty in persuading

people of the worthiness of its goals. Large numbers of professionals

were readily assembled to construct curricular materials. There were

attempts to evaluate the curricular reforms on a national scale. Yet

these changes in educational programs, despite all the support and re-

sources of money and talent, have done comparatively little to improve

the qualitytof education.

//
One of the reasons is that the reformeis identifie only part of the

problem. They thought that r urbishing, upgra ing, modernizing the substance

of the curriculum was sufficient to produce alia.dical improvement in the

quality of educe They underestimated the need for changing the

way that t chers taught. There was only a miniscule amount,of research

effective teaching methods and on effective ways of training teachers

to teach the new curricula.

There are two conclusion /(o be drawn from the experience. Educa-

tional quality will not improve without substantially affecting how teacners

teach, and it is not sufficient to have good intention& or ideas if they

are largely unitested in practice. The performance-based teacher education

movement is similarly characterized by excellent intentions and ideas,

but it too will 'not succeed in reforming teacher education unless it

faces up to its most serious challenges--what competenCies are teachers

to acqui how shall.we know that they have acquired tAm, and what are

the most effective ways for instructing teachers so that they may acquire

3 2
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those competencies? ThuS we must create a program of research and

development that puts our ideas to the ultimate empirical test.

In the early days of our discussions we considered some obviouction:,

that a national organization perform. For example, communication

among th4e developing performance based teacher programs is essential

and is likely to promote the development of such programs. However,

we decided that the Commission as such would not undertake_ building an

information exchange as its majOr program" We had two reasons for relegating

the interchange of information to a secondary role. We thought that exchanging

untested ideas had relatively little value. Initially such exchanges might

help promote concepts and practice, but eventually a moment of truth arrives

for all practical educational programs--do they produce what they claim they

will produce?

Our second reason was practical. There were other organizations that

could better perform this function. They had already well-established communi-

cation channels and were regularly looked to for information and advice. We

decided to support and seek to fund the development of the communication

capacities of one or more of these organizations.

The more we studied what exists in the field, considered this new

reform movement in the light of our experience of the past fifteen years,

looked at the practical problems of developing Performance-based

programs, examined the materials that people were using, studied the

specific kinds of competencies for which the training,prograns were being

created, the more convinced we became that, unless the performance-

based education movement were undergirded by a research and development

program, it would founder.

33
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Our problem became how we could persuade our colleagues and the public

trit unless such an effort is undertaken the promise of performance-basud

education,is unlikely to be realized. How do we convince others that we

are not advocatin g research and development simply because it is good;"

but because it is n cessary. Practical , how do we create a program that

does not create b4 impression tha eventually, after long research; pie

might come up with a well-vali ted program of performance -based education?

How do we make our program a genuine combination of developmental activity

and s'o'lid research so that progress is being continually made, so that

programs are being created which are reed in research that tests the

validity'of their conceptions and their methods?

- //
The solution to this 'problem is critical to both the, acceptance of

the idea of the Commission and the achievement of its goal. If the '

Commission were seen only as a funing agency to generate support for

a variety of diverse projects, it might`be appealing to those who want

such a mechanism to generate support for their awn-activity. But it

-would contribute nothing to the development of a\solidly founded movement.

Furthermore, we have had fifteen years of experience ith a variety of

funding mechanisms, and if one conclusion is unequivocal, it is that

the support of the individual educational researcher has relatively

little, payoff for practical change in education. If the program of
4

>7/
research and development seems unduly protract_e__,1,-if will be

honored as neqesAiry' but considered la elirrelevant. We would again

hear the "doJrs" saying that p formance-based'teacher education is too

important to wait for the results of research.

a.
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We have therefore set goals for ourselves of creating a sophis-

ticated and practical program of research and development. We have

proposed programs that are targeted to specific goals. We have set time

limits for the accomplishments of.these goals. We have looked at the
r

possible course of evolution of our program over a five-year period.

We shall specify priorities for accomplishment so that the program migh

be both integrated and-evolutionary. We shall create mechanisms f

keeping in touch with the practical application of research in programs

and for using what was being created in programs as .a basis for further

research. We are careful to distinguish between formative research and

summative`research, so that we.may promote the former to help develop

pxograms while anticipating the necessity of the-latter as programs become

fully developed.



O
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OF A NATIONAL COMMiSSION ON PERFORMANCE-
SED TEACHER EDUCATION

The need -for a National Commiss s rooted in the fact that the

performance-based teacher education movement is sprawling, diverse, and

uncoordinated, working under the most difficult circumstances. Those

involved express their need for national leadership.

But what is there to begin with? First, there is'a corps of practi-

tioners spread throughout the United States who are totally committed to

the concepts and principles already described. They have expended considerable

energy and effort in elucidating the concept of performance-based teacher

education and in persuading their colleagues that teacher_ education must

move in this direction. Further, these same persons have set about creating

the kinds of programs they have advocated. Although these ptograms are not

numerous in proRortion to the large numbers orstudents being trained as

telacher4, they are a gopd beginning. Only o4P4ho appreciates how different .

the performance-base education program is from the traditional program can

appreciate the significance of, for example, the creation bf the Weber State

program; or the - importance of institutions like Southwestern Minnesota

and the University of Toledo, and, soon, Florida International, t ning their
-T,

entire programs to performance-based ones; or the meaning of a program such

--- 6 as that inThWestern Washington where the activities must be coordinated with

- the desires and approval of groups other than teacher educators. There_has

been significant achievement. There are thus cadres to Support the performanct-

based teacher education movement and to -count on as a nucleus for its fruitful.-

development.
N.
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In the light of the foregoing analysis of problems in developing a

performance-based teacher education movement, this optimistic statement may

appear self-contradictory. The reader ght be helped, however, in resolving

the apparent c ntradict,ion by recalling that the authors of this report are

themselks_deeply involved in the movement and have spent countless hours

consulting with those committed to developing and prothotih\g it. The crit cism,

insight into problems, concern about what needs to be done me from prof ssiona15._;

who know and are involved the performance-based te. er education movement.

These are the preoccupations and criticisms of ose who have come far, but

who know how much further they must go to ake a genuine reform movement.

Another reason to be optimistic,about the possibilities of a National

Commission is the kinds of activities occurring in states as they consider

how to shift certification systems to performance -based standards. It is

difficult to state precisely at this moment what and whether significant

changes in the requirements for certifiCation have actually been made.

Several states are far along in designing new certification systems. Such

/ states as Texas-, Florida, and New York have master plans or administrative
.1

directives that speCify how and when teacher education programs must be

shifted to a performancerbase. Other states,,such as California, have enacted

legislation which will require a shift to performance-based teacher training.

However, in some instances, legislation has nit yet been backed by-either

the resources to stimulate the change or by widespread acknowledgement of

r

the reality that change must come.

= -

States such as Illinois have task forces Oat have developed programs

and plans for shifting to performance-based certification procedures.

3rd)
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1,

New Jerse,has set up task forced to develop performance-based crite ia

,

for certification. Washington is almost three years into a,program for

,developing new certification standards. 'Among the states mpst active in

---
promoting changes in certification are ConnecticutaRe-New York in\the

Northeast, Florida in the Southeast, Texas and Arizona in the Southwest,

Michigan and I linois in the Midwest,. and Washington and California in the

Far West. We expect such states as Ohio, Oregon, and Georgia to translate

- ,

their planning into attionwit in the next year.

5,!

Several agencies of the Federal gove ent have invested substantial

sums in the development,of progra of teacher e uCation which are performance-

'-'\
based and in projects which will Lontribute to the developOnt of such programs., _

\
,-.,

Teacher Corps, for example, has hanged its programs to performance-based ones.
---\, '

-,,,

The Model Elementary Education Programs project has had a substantial influente,

------,,

on the conceptualization of pro rams. The Trainiftl,of Teachers of Teachers

projects stimulated marry reformsand promoted a spirit of,4incivation. The

Multi-State Consortium, the Protocols Project,-.44e Southern Consortium, and

the Texas Teaching Centers are major projects underway which will stimulate

the growth of performance-based teacher education.

Thus, there are people and programs, ideas 'and projects, and commitments

and desires to makd reform in teacher education a reality. The proposed

saillf National Commission will supply the missing ingredients in these diverse

activities, and will give the movment thrust and a substantive base.

In the following section we provide the details of the proposed

Comm ssion's structure and program. The plan of the Commission provides

for its evolution as its influence and achievement grow. Its beginning

Will be relatively modest; its promise and potential are great.

e

A
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Part II

The Design for a National Commission...,
StrucclIre

Manag4plent

ProgramS

3

4
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In the preceding section we argued the cage for a center of national

leadership for tLe o,...rforr:ance-based teacher education movement. :In.th.is

sectioq we describe the characteristiis Ofa National Commission anditS

programs. .

The Commission, we propose, will be n independent, non-ptofit organ-

mni:ization. Durin ,its fist year, the CO s
V. sici, will operate under the aegis

of ETS, usin the tesources of that_organization to provide support services

which it wo ld otherwise have to provide itself. By the end of the Second

year, how er, the Commission's operations will expand to"the point where

it wilLbe

sustaining enti

ractical to incorporate'the Commission as a separa:e, self- ,

. The proposed rganizaponal structure has been designed

,

to accommodate and stimulate t is growth

/

Representativeness of the cOnSOttlencies.and interests in performan

baled teacher education wily be achieved by,composing a Board

\
.

a Coordinati \I g Committee fahtch NH.11 serve as thautive committee of

the Commission,,,,And Task Forc s to develop and carusuLprogram The

!

Task Forces will also insure lexibility go that the Commission can solve

new prdblems'as they arise; [ht' will also provide for increasingly wide-

:

spread participation in the Com iislon's activities.'

THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMMISSION

ustees,

The s ructure of the National Commission will have four levels.

Figure 1 po rays the organizational structure of the commission. The tdp

level is the Board of Trustees, whicb'will be responsible for setting

policy, reviewing the progress and activities of the Commission, a advising
40 . .

the Coordinatto Committee on long-range.plAhning.,

.D
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The second ldVel, will be the Coordinating CoMMittee, chaired by an

executive director, and having ultimate responsibility for all Commission

activities. The Coordinating Committee will plan, organize, and monitor

all of the Commission's operations and programs. It will be accountable

to both the Board of Trustees and funding agencies, and will be responsible

for,policy impleffientation.
yF

,

'-:-Management of the day-to-day operations of the Commission will be the'

responsibility of the third level, the central office. This office, under

the supervision of a program manager, will act as the liaison between the

Coordinating Committee and outside agencies such as fundiqg sources, task

forces, consultants, institutions, and persons engaged in the Commission's

programs It will be the administrative arm of the Cpordinating Committee,

perforfning such basic functions as monitoring project funds and expendi-

tures, preparing budgets, for proposals.; monitoring the task forces and

projects' progress, maintaining Commission-records, and carrying on all

Other activities necessary to support the Commission.

The National Commission's research and development projects and

assessment activities will'abe carried out at the fourth level of the

organization. The programs of the Commission will be condUcted through

task forces that will be groups of persons or organizations that conduct

specific research and development activities. Three permanent task

.k forces will conduct the major work of the Commission in the foreseeable

future; others will be added as needed. Later in this section we shall

descrjbe the specific activities ofehe task forces. Each has been set ,

up to solve'current ma or problems of performance -based teacher education.
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Figure 1: The Organizational Structure of the National Commission
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The Board of Trustees of the National Commission

The credibility and impact of the National Commission will depend nn

, 4 its success in involving all of the diverse groilps that have an interest

in and an effect upon American education. The composition of the Board

of Trustees will reflect this concern; members will hold prominent positions

in education, business, government and national affairs, and other pro-

fessions. Final selection of the members of the Board will be made as

soon as the Commission is established. The following names are repre-

sentative of the kinds of persons who will be invited to join the Board

of Trustees:

Publishing

1. Mr. Fred M. Hechinger
Editorial Board
New'York Times

2. Mr. Norman Cousins
Editor: World
Formerly Editor of the
Saturday Review

3. Mr. Hedley Donovan
Publisher
Time Magazine _

Business & Finance

1. Mr. David Packard
Hewlett-Packard Inc.

2. Mr. Rudy Peterson
Chairmen of Board
Bank of America (Retired)

Professionals Organizations

1. Dr. Edward Pomeroy
Executive Director AACTE

4 tl

Education

1. Dr. Michael Scriven
Professor of Philosophy
University of California

2. Dr. David Krathwohl, Dean
School of Education
Syracuse University

3. Dr.' E. Nyq uis t

Commissioner of Education
State of New York

. Dr. John Porter
Superintendent of Public Instruction

. Michigan

Foundations

1. Dr. H. Thomas James
President, The Spencer Foundation

2. Dr. Edward Meade
Ford Foundation

,3. Dr. Wayne Holtzman, President
Hogg Foundation

Federal Government

1, Dr. Donald Davies
Deputy Commissioner USYE
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2. Mr. David Selden
President AFT

3. President or representative , NFJ

4. Dr. Harold Webb

Executive Director
National School Boards Association

5. Representative of American Bar
Association

6. Representative of American
Medical Association

2. The Honorable Edith Green
Member of U.S.
House of Representatives

3. The Honorable John-Brademas
Member of U.S.
House of Representatives

Coordinating Committee

The single element most crucial to the development of the Commission

will be the Coordinating Committee. This group will be directly responsible

for project planning, allochation of resources, and solicitation of resources.

It will plan, organize, monitor and control the Commission's opdrations.

It is, therefore, essential that this group be composed of persons who

have .lemonstra=e1 professional competence relevant to performance-based

education; are cedicated to the performance-based education movement: and

have demonst"rated their ability to work together as members of a highly

,professional team.

We propose that the individuals who have onducted the study leading

to this report serve as the Coordinating Committee. Others may be added if

the need for additional expertise arises. Commitments to continue as members

r

of the ordinating CAmittee have already been received from: Dr. FrederiCk

J. McDonald, Ed tional Testing Service; -Dr. Horace Aubertine, Illinois

State University; Mr. Theodore Andrews, New York State Department of Edu-

cation: Dr. Howard Coron, New 'fork University: Dr. Robert Houston, University

of Houston; Dr. Klrl Massanari, NACTE; Dr. David Potter, Educational Testing

Service; and Dr. Allen Schmi-eder, United States Office of Education.

44
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Central Office

The Central Staff must be administratively efficient. We saw no need

to create a large staff. We chose therefore to place administration under a

program manager who would have a small support staff. The Central Staff

can be expanded as the scope of the National Commission's activities

expands.

The selection of a highly qualified person as program manager is

essential to successfully coordinating and maintaining the daily operations

of the Commission. The description of the qualifications and responsi-

bilities ofthe program manager are in Appendix D.

9

Task Forces
dr

The staffing of the projects and activities in Level 4 of the.

Commission's organizational structure will be determined by the require-

ments of each' program which the Commission undertakes. However, in order

to maintain close working relationships with the, Coordinating Committee,

members of the Coordinating Committee will -act as chairmeriofthe task-

force projects established during the first year of operation. For

example, the propose6 task-force project on Instructional Models will

be chaired by Dr. Robert Houston. The proposed task -force project on

the Management Training Institute will be chaired by Dr. Horace Auhertine.

The permanent Task Forces are these: 1) the Task Force on Research on

Teaching Competence; 2) the Task Force on Program Management and Evaluation

Systems; 3) the Task Force on Systems or Training Teaching Competence..

Each is obviously directed to solving t e basic problems we described in

Part I.

4 3
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Specific programs have been developed for two of the Task Forces: the

Task Force on Research on TeachingCompetence, whose program has been

projected over a five-year period; and the Task Force on Program Management

and Evaluation Systems. A specific program for the Task Force on Systems

for Training Teaching Competence will be developed in the Commission's

fit year because its work will be dependent on the achievements of the

Task Force on Research on Teaching Competence.

A major characteristic of the work of these groups is that their

rams are interdependent. The program of the Task Force on Research on

Teach ng Competence has specific goals to achieve each year, and what is

learned in reaching these goals shapes the work to be undertaken in.the

other two Task Forces. Their accomplishments in turn shape the'program of

the Task Force on Research on Teaching Competence.

Our purposes in designing each program are to create specific goals

to accomplish on a realistic but precise time schedule, engage the most

competent persons in the country to carry out a program and include them

in the planning of the specifics, ensure that each program is likely to

have consequences for other programs, and find ways to get the results of

these programs applied as quickly as possible. \\

Budget for The National Commission Activities: 1973

The following budget is the estimated expenses foi. the National Comthission's

operations for the first year, at three levels. Level 4, the task-force

projects, is to be financed through separate proposals for funding and is

not considered as part of the fixed costs of the National Commission.

Only the first-year's budget has been developed for the National

Commission. These costs, however, will remain relatively fixed in successive

4 6
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years except for normal increases. We have attempted to keep the adminis-

tration of the Commission lean. The administrative work is mainly planninr

and monitoring. It should also be kept in mind that the members of the

Coordinating Committee including the executive director will be involved

more than appears in this budget because they will be working as chairmen

of Task Forces and directors of specific projects. The costs for this

work will be absorbed into the funds b.,1- specific projects. Alir

As the work of the Commission expands there will be corresponding increases in

time for some personnel categories. We have, however, estimated time and

cost requirements for work to be done, and expect to justify future budgets

in terms of accomplishments and next steps.

I

,
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THE MAJOR PROGRAMS OF THE COMMISSION

The preceding pages describe the formal organization of the_ National

Commission on Performance-Based Education. What is the Commission going

to do that requires this structure?

Research on the kinds of teaching performances which significantly

affect student performance is the most critical need. Three kinds of

activities are needed. A taxonomy of teaching performances must be de-

veloped. Assessment procedures and strategies for measuring competence

in these performances must be developed. The research which demonstrates

the relation of these performances to pupil performancelyst be under-
,

taken. We established a program to meet these needs under the direction

of the Task Force on Research on Teaching Competence.
fb

We established a second program to solve a problem which we were

told repeatedly was a critical one. ,Deans and program directors said-they

were having substantial difficulties in managing performance-based pro-

grams. These difficulties arise from two characteristics of such programs.

The programs typically are',"modularized." This framework eliminates the

traditional course-credit structure in which instruction is organized.

Moreover, students in these programs are evaluated in terms of achieve-

ment of specified kinds and levels of This characteristic

S

eliminates traditional grading procedures. The problems of institutions

are compounded at the state level where a system is needed for evaluating,

recording, and disseminating descriptions of teaching competence-achieved

by teacher trainees seeking state certification. Our second program was

established to conduct research and development on these problems. This

program is the responsibility of the Task Force on Program Management

and Evaluation Systems.

40
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A specific project was developed for each_of theseTrograms.andt

plans for successive years were outlined.

The Models of 'Instruction Project

One of the two highest priorities for a first year project set by the

.Coordinating Committee is to initiate a project to select and test five

instructional models that have applicability to the design and operation

of programs of performance-based education. The choice of this project

by the Committee was-based on the folloWing grounds:

. There is a need for.the profession to becothe more scientific in

the specification and refinement of instructional models which

will be the basis for the training models of performance-based

teacher education.

. There is a lack of empirically tested theories of instruction

to serve this purpose.

. the selection and testing of_the models of instruction will

facilitate the development of a Taxonomy of Teaching Competencies,

contributing to the evolution of viable theories of instruction

and strategies for the assessment of teaching competence.

In the first phase of the project five models of instruction will be

subjected to testing. These models were selected from those described by

Professor Bruce Joyce of Teachers College, Columbia University.
1

His

descriptions are based on a careful study of educational, psychological

and sociological literature, and study of institutional styles. The five

models selected Care the instructional models for:

1
Joyce, Bruce & Weil, Marsha,,ModelS of Teaching, Prentice Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1972, 398 pp.

4J
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1. Concept Learning

2. Contingency Management

3., Inquiry Training

4. Awareness Training

5. Creativity Training

Objectives of the Project:

The several specific objectives of the project are yese:

1. Draft, test an °d revise the specifitations of the five Models of

Instruction.

2. Draw and test implications of each instructional model for teacher

training.

3. Analyze the five models of instruction for common characteristics',

attributes and goals, and distinguish the salient aspects unique

to each model. O

To accomplish these objectives, the following steps will be taken:

1. Specify the kinds of behavior change expected of pupils when

each model is the basis of instruction.
e

2. Identify'the teaching competence necessary to facilitate these

changes in students.

3. Investigate through research the relations between thesespeeifica-

tions of teaching performance and pupil learning.

4. Conceptualize the training systems for the teaching competencies.

5. Develop the procedures for assessing teaching competence.

6. Organize the teaching competencies into a taxonomy of teaching

performances.
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In order to accomplish the above objectives a plan spanning five

years of research and development has been prepared. During the first

and succeeding years, the results of the projects's efforts will provide

additional Might and direction in formulating plans for succeeding

aspects of the project. Appendix E contains a list of the operational

objectives for each of the five years, a Gantt chart schedule for the

project, anda budget.

.z>
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A Training Program for Managers of

Performance-Based Teacher Education Programs--

For the performance -based educational movement to make an appreciable

impact, the National Commission must devote a share of resources to
.

developing and testing strategies for implementation of performance- /-

basd ,programs. Many potentially worthwhile innovative educational programs comp

to grief because their developers lack expertise in translating a blueprint

for action into a functioning system.

One of the causes of difficulties and failures is the inadequate

attention paid to such factors as:

1. formative evaluation of system componends

2. pilot testing of a prcitotype program

-3. interests and abilities of training personnel

4. development of back-up systems

5. development of capacity to modify program during its operation

6. design and operation of the decision-making system

7. involvement of road segments of available personnel in program

deve}op-Ment and assessment

Educational managers arot trained to think in terms of the design

and operations of a system, a task they must be able to master to install

programs. Also they are not habituate looking for the

kin problems implied in the list of factors above, in part because

these pt bleMs have ee,41 reso ve in the programs they now manage. PBTE

programs need managersiiho-b-ave the skills of systems analysis.

5
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The Nature and Scopetof gducationa Management

)'
Educational mana ent must be concerned with four basic questions:

1. What r> the intended outcomesyf the programs? (objectives)

2. e, the intended, outco es going to be realized? (program)

w wild it be deteAri4ed whether the programyfunctioning as./

ed? (formative evaluation)

. How 'will it be determined whether' the intended outcomes of the

program have been realized? (summativeevaluation)

These questions are focal points for many activities. The educational

manager must, therefore, initiate a variety of processes which fall into three

categories and which keep attention focussed on these questions. First,

processes must be developed to define,"clarify\and specify purposes, and

to reach consensus on their relative significance. Processes must be

initiated to design and test the training system, to stage its implementation,

and to rede ign it when the purposes of the program or its components

are not being achieved satisfactorily. Lastly, the manager must 'insure

that the effects of the program's components as well as its products

.

are evaluated. The manager must also,organize these proCesses so that

they interrelate .to each other meaningfully.

Ilk Currently in many performance -based teacher education programs there,

is a discernible lack of formative evaluative procedures, a lack which tends to

reduce their flexibility and adaptability. It is important to avoid

fossilizing an innovative program at the drawing -board stage or in the first

form of itt operation. too often programs are abandoned or modified in the

direction of the traditional program because the trainers are not prepared

to learn from mistakes or to properly identify them or to redesign when

objectivesarynot being met satisfactorily.

5r-'61*
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. .

The day-to-day ope ions of a PISTE prograd need monitoring more than

do traditional progtams. We learned of one p gram that failed

because it could not keep students on schedule and could not lead them

through the system, so that they knew what was expected of them at each

step. The students portrayed their plight graphically in the student

newspaper by a cartgion showing a student surrounded by question marks and

arrows pointing in all directions.

The importance of keVeloping, planning, and monitori stems to handle

these-problems is apparen- t when one constiders the complexi the

5r-.1....-performanCe-baed"Modkl. Recall that students proceed throu i stJ, ru tionat
. t

modules at different times. The system usually requires considerable technology.,

The trainers a-.d. managers ,get-laZormation bout students' performance in a,

variety of ways and must evaluate its credibility., relevance, and significance.

There must be provisions for dandling various kinds or breakdowns,in the

system. Obviously a system is needed to plan schedules and to monitor their

operation, to e.,;sign personrel-effici y, and to detect problems'as they

occ

--------While4hese systems are e aential to successful operation of Fn

program, a most critical elemen is rhe'necessity foi pilot testing

of the prototype before full-scale implementation occurs, Adequate planning

can help minimize the probl ems a new program will haire, but it cannot

anticipate eve problem. Pilo testing provides an even greater opportunity

for program designers to ferret out and to correct hidden problems,"Chus

4

enhancing the probability of a successful implementation.

Among ,the ordinary problems that may be identified in a pilot test

are discrepanciesbetween stated objectives and training piocedures, in-
.-

sufficient or inadequate facilities --lid technology, incapaCity to

provide student's with evaluations of their petformances, and conflicting

. schedules of supervision. Each pilot test also turns up problems that

54
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are not usually anticipated, arising from-the personalities orthe

,
individuals involved, the culture of the school, its Fules',and policies,

the expectations of students and their teachers, and Che difficulties

bf'adopting new habits to get onself to different places at'different times.

If all of these problems are not quickly identified,and resolved before

a program is put into operation, it is likely to founder, never to be revived.

t , .

Another -factor that is critical 'in the management'process, Of program
,,,..

'

. , -

implementation is the inclusion- of all relevant personnel,'Ohenever possible,
% .. , 1

,

Tin the decifionr-making process. Commitment to a'program cante generated

if a conscientious effort is made to pride a'brobd ba.e.of participation,

and open communication among the,involved persons. Some of the Current

I

performance-based teacher -education programs have been planned without

involving the teachers who will serve as supervisors of student teachers in

their practical work. The lack of such participation creates doubts about

theilikely success of new programs. Experience has shown that teacher

educators must establish heir credibility through genuine involvement

of and work with teachers in program design and testing.

Moreover, the desire for 'parity" in deciding. who enters the profess ion,

expressed by-teachers through their organizational representatives, is

growing, arid cannot be ignored by collegiate personnel. it is reasonable

to, assume that new teacher education programs will have to be developed .

within a shared working relationship among teachers, college facultrand

state department personriel if the implementation of new'PBTE programs is

going to hav hance to succeed.
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Training Institutes for Program Managers

In order to develop a cadre of skilled PBE program managers a series,

five training institutes is propbsed, to be, instituted over a five-year
.

period:

The primary objective of the training institute will be'to'develop

the following skills of-each. partiCipant:

,

1. To plan and develop PBTE programs using a systems approach

2. To develop strategies for implementation of programs.

3. To develop strategies and acquire the art of monitoring programs.

4. To develop problem-solving skills, for coping with problems as
they emerge in the operation of a program.

5. To develop formative and summative strategies f r program evaluation.

6. To selectfand train personnel for designing and operating programs.

7. To design formative and summative evaluation strategies.

8. Tb"develop a dissemination system.

The Institutes will be performance-based; that is, the instructional

program will be organized around instructional models directed to acquire
t

the specific competeagies associated with the objectives described above.

7

These modules will be designed by experienced program tanagers. Each

participant will receive a profile,of his or her skills derived from

evaluations of their performance in the Institute. ,An advisory service

will beavailable to former participants to Help them with their problems

in their, home institutions. The effects of the Institutes will be evaluated

by"theCommission.

A five-year plan for the operation of these Institutgsris presented.

in Appendfx F.
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Proposal for a National Information Clearinghouse on

Performance-Based'Education

The creation and operation of a national information clearinghouse

are needed to support the research, and development activities of the flational

Commission on PBE. If the ComAissionis to keep in touch with a patiomal

movement, it must know what is happening rid where. If it is to help give

direction to the movement, it must be in contact with educational insti-
44

tutions and agencies. Through the collection, nroceising, and dissemination

cf ,information about existing and emerging progrTs, experiment;, pilot

Studies, and research activities, the Commission can keep in .t&ic with the

state of the movement and help to give it direction.

The reader will recall that we have said at several points in this

report that the Commission would concentrate its efforts on the creation of

a research and development plan, and that it would not be an information

exchange as such. But such an, gxchange will be necessary. Therefore, we.

.are proposing that the Commission seek, funding for another agency to

establish this exCharige..

Functions,of the Clearinghouse

1. Serve as an information storage arkpl retrieval center.

2& Provide facilities'fbr small on-the-spot research projects.
.

3, PF6Vide educational displays and training packages for

institutions, conferences,' and workshops.

5
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4. Develop and apply criteria for the collection and processing
.

oCinfurmation.

5. Develop and disseminate pertinent reports, bibliographies,

and other related informational pieces.

It is expected that the Commission will draw on the resources and

capabilities of other existing national agencies to Perform this important

task. It proposes to utilize the experience and capabilities of other

tar4duplicate activity that is already underway. lc
yr

example, the American Association of Cblleges for Teacher Education (AACTE)

in 1Tashington, D.C. and its affiliated ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher EducatiOn

have the kind of capability needed to support the research and development

'activities of the Commission. The AACTE, composed of nearly 900 colleges

and universities, has an established communications network at the national

level which could be utilized for the collection and dissemination of

information about PBE. It is affiliated with and its offices are adjacent

to the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, which has extensive infor-

mation storage and retrieval capacities. The ERIC Clearinghouse is nart

of a larger national network of such centers.

Currently engaged in a national project on performance-based teacher

education, the AACTE is well acquainted with the movement and is exerting

its influence to help give it appropriate direction. Its publication

capabilities would further enhance this project. As part of its PBTF.

project, the AACTE has already set up 'an _information clearinghouA, but it

is operating on a "shoe-string"'basis. As now operated,it-Would be

inadequate to support the research and development activities proposed by

the Commission. The plans and budget for this project are in Appendix Gc
.. 5v
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A Proposal for a National Survey and Assessment of

Performance-Based Teacher
t
Education

As we consulted with various persons about the state of the art

in performance-based teacher education, it became apparent that it was

difficult to obtain precise information about what was going on. Details

about the specifics of programs, such as the number of students enrolled,

the kinds of instructional modules being used, the evaluation strategies,

faculty in7ic4ved,.and similar items were not available. A more important

observation was that there was no information about the quality of materials

and programs,'Olough 'individuals did give us their impressions. It was

this lack of detail that made us suspicious of claims about how much had

been or was about to be achieved and which stimulated us to design the

Commission's activities to solve research and development pr'oblems. Also,

we were regularly turning up persons and programs that had little prominence

but looked promising.

We propose that a national survey and assessment be conducted with two

goals: (1) to find out what is being done and by whom; (2) to assess its

worth: The first goal is directly related to the Commission's goal of

involving persons and institutions committed to and actively engaged in

performance-based education. While we think we have sufficient information

'in this respect to begin the work of the Commission, more precise information

will be needed as the Commission's program develops. Further, this information

can be fed into the National Clearinghouse Lo make it available to others.

Some type of assessment of available materials is badly needed. Such

materials and programs ought to be evaluated in the ways we have advocated

59*
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throughout this proposal. But it makes sense as a first step to use

another form of evaluation to out the pwmising from the unpromising.

. .
.

A program of evaluatidn based on expert judgment used against cle4ar criteria

is a useful way of achieving this sorting out. There are precedents for

this type ofevaluation which have keen successful; for example, the U.

Office of Education's dissemination branch established such a program to

evaluate the products of the Regional 1.boratories and the R and D Centers.

We propose to develop a similar type of program.

In general, the development of a comprehensive plan.for national

. leadership and for research and development in PBE requires fr)m the first

as clear a picture as possible of the nature and promise of PBE and o:T

program progress to date so that the following will occur:

The National Commission and its Task Forces Will have an accurate

perspective on the national situation.
1.

1
2.

3.

4.

5.

I

I.

c_.

7.

Program priorities of the National Commission will relate as

closely as possible to the needs of current programs.

Program plans can be built as much as possible upon Work, already

done so that "wheels will not be rediscovered."

Program plans can as much as possible strengthen current efforts

by linking them more effectively and helping them to relate to a

national strategy for program development.

There will be a higher degree of "sharing" and a greater economy

of development.

There will be at) identification of current centers of action, of

key resources and materials.

There will be developed a firm basis from which to communicate to

the public the essential characteristics ,and promise of PBE.
. ----

.
The specific activities to be carried out in this survey and assessment

Lare described in Appendix H. Each activity is described in terms of what

is to be done and ^who is to do it; a projected upper limit on cost is also

given.

GO
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l'he National Commission will seek funding for these activities and develop---
a master plan for carrying them out and integrating them into the work

of the Commission.

Other Projects

The Commission is set up so that it can begin other projects as the

need develops. One important line of activity will be developing plans to

coordinate work with such groups as the Multi-State Consortium, the Southern

Consortium, and similar groups. We know, foi example, that working with

the Multi-State Consortium will soon require our attention so that we can

help institutions coordinate with the plans for the information systems

being developed by, this Consort-Dim.'

The Coordinating,Committee will be responsible for initiating these

- .

relations and new projedts gr ing out of them. We 'have requested in our

budget a relatively small sum t facilitate the initial stages of development

of such projects.

Conclusion

This section of our report has\presvoted a plan for a National Commission

on Performance-Based Education. The organizational structure is lean but

t

has the capability of expanding if that seems desirable. It provides for
P 4

the wide participation necessarto achieve consensus and commitment to the

leadership of the Commission. It is designed to involve 'many persons in

carrying out its programs. We therefore\think we have created an-rTgan-

ization with t I.(e characteristics our advisors said were necessary if the

Commission were to be accepted as the leader of the national movement to
U

perfOrmance-based teacher education.
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Equally important is the character of the program f the Commission.

There is no question that the Commission proposes to do what is not being

dOne and what needs to be done if the movement is to achieve its goals.

Its Prb rams are concrete; they are not vague statements about desirable

goals or fli outlines of what might be,done. They have been tested on

professionals who w. 11 use their products. We have obtained the cooperation
ti

of the, persons who will p t-icipate in them. In short, the Commission is

ready to go to work.

For these reasons, we are optimistic about what the Commission will

accomplisti,.as.are those who have reviewed our plans. Enthusiasm and

or
commitment prevail among those willing to support the Commission. For

once, the goal of reforming teacher education seems realistic;.

MA. ,,,,,,
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Planning 'Meeting, February 16, 1972, Atlantic City, N.J.

Participants

Agend

Summary

mt
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=
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AGENDA

February 16, 1972

Atlantic City, New Jersey

Meeting to Discuss Consortium of States on Performance Certification of Teachers

\)**,

The purpose of this melting is to discuss with you and. to receive your
advice on the preliminary, plans that we have made for the organization of a
`Consortium. We have assumed that the role that the potential members of the
consortium will expect us (ETS) to play is that of coordinator of-the activities
of the organilation. We assume that they will want us to propose ideas about
how the consortium may be organized. Therefore, we have sketched out what we
think is,a workable organization and which we will propose to its potential
members. We are asking you to critize the concept and the speci fic tasks
outlined for the 'various components of the organization. As you review the
plans will you Please prepare your comments around the following items:

1) What-do you think of the concept of the oitanization proposed?
The Council of Supe'rintendents i,s designed as a major element because the
superintendents' leadership in each state is'necessary for the success of
the consortium. Other committees proposed represent groups who are important

fl

for the development 'of the consortium.
4s.

2) What do you think of the composition and role of the Coordinating
-Committee? This committee' is'the working committee which will coordinate and
integrate the plans of the other' groups' and will draw up the final ,report on
the consortium's work.

3) What do you think of the tasks assigned to each of, the council. and
committees? We tried to select tasks that needed to be done and that could

l\ best be. done by the committees to which they are allotted.

4P
In responding to these queStions it might be helpful te: remember that the

goal of the first phase of the consortium is to develop plane that will be
coordinated among the states for carrying out the eventual construction of a
performance based certification,sy.stem. It,is also the purpose of this phase
of the consortium's work to identify people who will be committed to the
project over a five to ten year peiiod and who can make commitments for themselves
and -their institutions to do the work Of, the 'consortium. Following is a list
of specific questions about} the tasks assigned to the various groups which we
wish to discuss with you: ,

,' . ,

.*, 1., In'what ways do you think the superintentlents r. lcilit ate
state acceptance 'of he consoglium? ...

2: What might' be the twos or three major p robl a super ntendent
.

would encounter in gettrng state ,participation in the consortium?* .
. ,

6cj
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3. What might be some alternatives available to a superintendent
solve these problems?

4. In what ways can a superintendent enlist support for the
consortium amon: the business leaders and interested citizens in the state?
What are some of the pitfalls likely to be encountered in working with business
leaders and interested citizens?

5. How might a superintendent approach institutions of higher
education within a state to obtain their support and participation in a consortium?

6. How can the consortium facilitate the Performance Based
Certification Movement within a state?

7. What citizens' groups might be interested and concerned with
supporting and publicizing the goals of the consortium? How might such support
be obtained? What problems do you foresee in involving these groups?

8. Should business leaders become involved in the task of
obtaining financial support for the consortium? If so, to what extent? And
in what ways?

9. Should funding be sought on a yearly basis or a long term basis?

10. Do funds raised within a state remain within that state, or
are they shared among the states?

11. Should citizens' groups_ lobby for funds from state and federal
governments, or shOuld lobbying be left to some other group?

12. What are the potential sources of friction and conflict
between state teacher certification, of ficers (and boards) and the state
superintendents' teacher education...institutions, end teachers' organizations?

13. What would prohibit or inhibit
from working together as a committee?

tate certification officers

What might be the two or three major problems a dean would
encounter in gaining institutional support for participation in the consortium?

15. Should the issue of reciprocity of certification standards be
raised at this 'time with the state'superirttendentt? If so, in what way?

16. What kinds of problems may arise in:gaining the approval and
support of the governing bodies of the participating colleges and universities?

17.,Should the deans recitiest funds from their own institutions
for the sup port of their developing programs. If so, to what extent?

18. What problems should we anticipate with the teachers' organizations

T

ri; ii

4
c %
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These questions occurred to us as we thought about three problems;
1) how do, we secure the participation and cooperation of each of the
individuals and groups who'Se assistance the consortium needs if it is to

succeed; 2) how do we create widappread interest so that the consortium is
the focal point of a movement; 3r since future developments will.depend on

funding, what should we be doing now that will lead tO securing that funding?

Ottler questions'and problems will occur to you asfyou read this proposal.

We are hoping that you will raise these questions and point out the problems..

We will revise this proposal or completely rework it alter we meet with

you. Out= next proposed step after 'that will be to .invite the superinwdents
to Princeton in March to discuss the idea and plan of the consortium. After

that we propose calling meetings of the various advisory committees.,

e

,..

gra i. I ,

.., .0 .

\:.

4.
.
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Preliminary Planning Meeting For",

The Rockefeller Brothers Consortium of States:
An Outline of Major Points

'Educational4Testing Service
Princeton, N.J.
February 1972

MORNING SESSION

I. Introductory'Material - ETS - Fred McDonald:

A. Plan for formation of a Consortium--proposed general structure:

1. Advisory Council
2. Consortium Coordinating Committee
3. Council of State Superintendents
4. Special Advisory Committees (working committees):

a, Deans and Teacher Education'Directors
b. State Certification Officers
c. Citizen & Business Leader Groups
d. Teacher's Organizations

B. Major questions to bs,answered:

1. 1016i kind of organitation should we attempt to create?'

2. Who should4 involved?'
3. What kindt of =things should they do?

C.' Central.,Issue:. The development of basic materials of instruction

aricl'as6ssment-evaluation in the area of teacher performance.

II. General Discussion - Major Points:

A. Organizational Purposes
.k

MIS

1. Marshal funds for research and development in field

2. Create mechanisT for mutual stimulation and result sfiaring.

a. Several states and colleges have initiated. programs

intependently. -

b. NEA Conference on topic

.
Identify useful common measures for teacher performance and

pool knowledge.'

a. For assessment of teacher performance

b. For development of instructional materials (possible

opposition noted)
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2. Teacher Corps Associates Program Trying-to enlarge pool of

/expertise in people who can offer assistance and development

in performance-based programs.

IV. Fourth Report Karl Massanari - Committee on

education program

A. Broad base of part
but careful advan

B Has,representatio

I. Association
2. American As
3. College an
4. Researche
S. Genera
6. State de

performance-based

cipation and diversified viewpoints gives slow

ment

from:

of Classroom teachers
ociation of Teachers
University sectors

YS

ofessional organizations
tments of education

7. Minority,! group

8. Student
9. School/administrators - e to be added soon

4

C. has liaison officers and groups

D. )Expansion is to include:

1. Southern Consortium

2. Ben ,Rosner's Outhouse group

3. Model directors
4. Ted Andrews' new multi- staate consortium

S. RoCkefeller Brothers Consortium of States. group (future)

E Committee's prior work

1. 111/2 years

2. Started with inservice education on performance-based methods

3. F'epared on site case studies to get and articulate facts

4., Prepared preliminary bibliography

S. commissioned papers

j. state of the art paper - PBTE in historical perspective,

indicating its promises, potential, and problems (eg.

assessment)
working papers from Weber State,University of Washington

at Seattle

c. Houston, Utah (institutional) and Ted Andrews (state) papers

on assessment--others to be added

6. Saft s ot search--current paper topics

a.i PBTE and humanism in teacher education

b. Implications when decision-making base is broadened.

c. Though from the office of education

d. Managem t problem

F. Noted lack of nati p I support - proposing six regional conferences

dissemination and performance-based methods.
(with teacher co
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L. Necessity,of having performance-based evaluation for all levels
of teaching (not just at certification level--certification too weak).

F. Perhaps include other groups--for both positive and negative reasons'
(negative - to avoid vetos).

11 Professional (such as MLA, national,Math organization, etc.)
2. School administrators

Other_ groups (at whatever level) which have alrefdy started
smaller programs of this kind.

AFTERNOON SESSION

On-going projects in performance-based education

I. First Report - Al Schmieder

A. Other national-level organizations concerned with same set of prohlem

1. AACTE
2. Teacher Centers Leadership Training Centers (had general group

define Maj4 problems; then appointed specialists to work on
solutions) '

3. Models Group - two kinds of experience:

a. Consortium as resource pool
b. Their own separate plans

4. Teacher Corps
S. State Consortium ("Title Five")
6. Office of Education educational renewal efforts - coordinating

money for more local impact

'B. Publications in the field

1. The Power of Competency-Based Teacher Education (to be published

by Allyn Bacon)
2. R. Houston (ed.): Problems, Prospects and Progress (to be

published by SRA)
3. "Proceedings of the Teachers' Conference" in Education Today

(April '72 issue)
4. Reader's Guide to the Comprehensive Models for Preparing,Llementary

Teachers
S. Other bibliographies (including one put out by Task-Force '72)

II. Second Epport - Ben Rosner - Task-Force,-'72

A. Task Question: What are the various mixes that can be recognized and
give some form to the following five, elements (at various stages of
development or funded in prior years)?

1. Protocol materials
2. Training

7 4



3. Concept of performance-based teacher educa ion or teacher

certification
4. Elementary models
5. Training complex

)".B. Identified key problem for competency-base teacher education as

the measurement problem.

C. Recommendations

1. Fund a group to begin the-systematic task of devising operational
measures of various competencies.

.2. Fund the development of instructional materials.
3. Found a "training -lab" or "teachin center" to house instruc-

tional materials for organization f certification process
Ns

.

(leading hopefully to eventual se aration of training and
certifying agencies).

4. Consider new approaches to encou age teachers to augment present
skills -,(a number of specific recommendations were made).

D. Other 'projects

1. Identified six criterion level in teacher education

2. Prepared models for state and egional operationsfof developing
competency-based modes of edu ation. (example: model established

some effects of populatibn density)

III. Third Report - Jim Steffensen - Teacher Corps

A. Present' Developmental Orientations

1. Oriented now toward buying competency rather, than just putting

young interns in schools
2. Trying to join together a research effort (models) with an

operational program
3. Looking at teacher corps aslpart of competency-based movement- -

the developmental part (as opposed to operational) in four areas:

a. Training
b. Development

c. Technical assistance.
d. Forward planning

B. Present Developmental Projects

I.:. Model development

a. Bank inHouston - competency-based programs and models by
specialists

b. University of Wisconsin: What are the smallest units (some-
thing larger than a course) which can'stand alone independent
of the rest of the teacher education program?
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2. 1;eficher Corps Associates Program - Trying to enlarge pool of

/expertise in people who can offer assistance and development

in performance-based programs.

IV. Fourth Report Karl Massanari - Committee on performance-based

education program

A. Broad base of part
but careful advan

B. Has,representatio

1. Association
2. American As
3. College an
4. Reearche
S. Genera
6. State de

cipation and diversified viewpoints gives slow

ment

from:
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ociation of Teachers
University sectors

ys

tofessional organizations
tments of education

7. Minority/ groups
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9. Schooljadministrators

C. Has liaison officers and groups

D. )Expansion, is to include:

e to be added soon

1. Southern Consortium
2. Ben ,Rosner's Outhouse group

3. Model directors

4. Ted Andrews' new multi-st te consortium

S. Rockefeller Brothers Consortium of States group (future)

E. Committee's prior work

1. 111/2 years

2. Started with inservice education on performance-based methods

'3. Prepared on site case studies to get and articulate facts

4.' Prepared preliminary bibliography

5. Commissioned papers

A. state of the art paper - PBTE in historical perspective,

indicating its promises, potential, and problems (eg.

assessment)
working papers from Weber State,University of Washington

at Seattle

.
Houston, Utah (institutional) and Ted Andrews (state) papers

on assessment--others to be added

6. Seft s ot search--current paper topics

a4 PBT and humanism in teacher education

b. Implications when decision-making base is broadened.

c. Though from the office of education

d. Managem t problem

F. Noted lack of nati in 1 support - proposing six regional conferences

(with teacher co dissemination and performance-based methods.
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V. Fifth Report - Ted Andrews - New York State Department

A. Support for multi-state Consortium on PBTE assured

B. To begin in April ('72) with following states:

1. Washington

2. Oregon

3. Arizona
4. Utah

5. Minnesota
6. Texas'

7. Vermont
8. New York

9. Florida

C. Each state will establish a management system for development and use

of P.B. approach to T.Ei and T.C.--wherq-"management system" is

defined as a detailed description of the logical steps needed to move

an idea from its initial conception to its full implementation.

D Focus questions

1. What has been done?
2. What needs to be done?

E. Future projects

1. Possibly publish newsletter as liaison effort

2. Planning summer work shops (assessment, teacher corps, etc.)

CLOSING REMARKS

I. ha4ea number -of institutions, centers, and individuals interested and

ready to move on these performance-based programs.

II. 'ice need:

A. Definitions - before going to th public

B. Development of an acceptable "package deal"--i.e. shobldn't attempt

to evaluate people separately from program evaluations.

C. A conmittment orientation - to avoid piecemeal trial and error approach.

D. Clear understanding and statement of the proposed consortium's mission

1. Should it pull all related interests together to make desirable

changes (may be difficult due to size and diiversity) or...

2. Should we first give the Consortium a focus with a key elbment

such as the development of a measurement apparatus for PbTE and

PBTC? (Problems nay arise here too, however, if we view performance-

based programs as involving assessment, specification of objectives,

management capabilities, and instructional systems and yet focus

the consortium's efforts on only one or two of these.)

I IT. Continue planning efforts at next meeting in Princeton, N.J. on -March -14th

and 15th, 1972.

k

7 ti
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Section II

First General Meeting, March 14 & 15, 1972,

Participants

Agenda

Summary
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PARTICIPANTS

CONSORTIUM OF STATES

1. Mr. Wendell C. Allen
Assistant Superintendent of
Teacher Education and Certification
Board of Education
Olympia, Washington 98501
206: 753-6738

2. Dr. Theodore Andrews
Associate in Teacher Education
N. Y. State Department of Education

-22 Washington Avenue
_-,,Albany, New York 12210

518: 474-6440

3. Dr. Horace Aubertine
Coordinator of Teacher Education
Room 301, Schroeder Hall
College of Education
Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 61761
309: 438-2103

4. Dr. Willard Bear
Director of Accreditation and Certification
Oregon Board of Education
942 Lancaster Drive, NE
Salem, Oregon 97310
503: 378-3569

5. Mr. Vito C. Bi
Assistant S rinten nt
Department of Pro sional Relations and Services
2.12 East Monroe Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
217: 525-3774

6. Dr. Caseel D. Burke
Dean
School of Education
Weber State College
Ogden, 'Utah 84400
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7. Dr. Howard Coron
Director of Student Teaching
New York University
School of Education
Washington Square
New York, w York 10003
212: 598-28

8. Mr. James Deneen
Director
Teacher Examinations, General Programs

e-EduCation5I'Testing Service
Princeton, Ntw Jersey 08540

609: 921-9000

9. Dr. Edward Dticharme

Assistant Director
New England Program in Teacher Education
Rhode Island College
Mt. Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908

10. Dr. Lionel Duncan
Department of Education
Morgan,State College
Hillen Road & Cold Spring Lane
Baltimore, Maryland
301: 323-2270

?1,

11. Dr. Joseph Durham
Dean
School of Education
Howard University
Washington, D. C. 20000

202: 636-7340

12. *Mrs. E. L. Evans ,

Member on Committee for Teacher Preparation and Licensing
1020 Street,
Sacramento, California 95814

13. Mr. George Gustafson
Executive Secretary
Commission for TeaChet r,reparation. and Licensing

1020 Street
Sacramento, California 915814

916: 445-0228



14. Mr. James Hartgraves
Deputy guperin.tendent

Department of Education
Suite 165, State Capitol
Phoenix, Arizona 85007
602: 271-4272

15. Dr. Henry J. Hermanowicz
Dean
College of Education

University of Illinois
Normal, Illinois 61761
309: 438-2103

16. Dr. Richard H. Hersh
Chairman

Secondary Education ,

University of Toledo
Toledo, Ohio
419: 531-5711

17. Dr. Herbert Hite
Dean

Western Washington State College
Bellingham, Washington 98225
206: 676-3000

18. Mr. John Hollister
Executive Associate
Office of the President
Educational Testing' Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
609: 921-9000 ome

19. Dr. Robert Houston
Bureau of Educational Research
College, of Education
University of Houston
Houston,'Texas 77004
713: 748-6600

20. Dr. Rqbei-'t How'sam

,Bureau of Educational Resedirch
College of Education
University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77004
13: 748-6660
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21. Dr, Lorrin Kennamear
Dean

'College of Education
University of Texas
Austin, Texas '78712

22. ,Mr. Richard Lacey,
The 'Ford Foundation

320 East 43r4
New York, New Tdifc 10017
212: 573-5000

23. Mr. Richard Maietic
Program Director

National Teacher Examinatp6ns
General Programs
Educational Testing Service
Princetqn, New Jersey 08540
609: 921-9000

Q.
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24. Dr,--Karl Massanari

ASsociate Director
American Association f Colleges of Teacher Education
One%Dvpont Circle

ngtol:i, D. 20036
2 012 293.-

25. Dr. Fre e'rick J. McDonald /

Dire or

Edt ational Studies
E ucationa1 Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

1)0°609: 921-90'00

,,26. Mr. Richard McNair

Commission for, eacher Preparation and Licensing
1020 Street
Sacramento, Califo is 95814

fg.

916: 445-0228

27.' Mr, Edrard J. Meade, Jr.
Program Officer in Charge
Public Education
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York, New York' 10017
212: 573-5000
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2'8. Dr. Jonathan Messed i

Dean
.

itofstra University of Education,- . _11,

, - Hempste*,
Lotig Island, New ,YOrk 1155T '., .

,.

, 316: 5 -050,0''
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. , ,

, Higher Educat ion Agency

29. Mr. Charles W. N . .
.. ; Associate Cpmmiss iotier for Planning

20I,,Eapt..1.1th $treet '
AUst in, Texas -78701*

c

*N. 72Dr.. Edward Pomerpy .

Executixtet Dj. rector
American Associatipn ,ortolleges for Teacher Education (AkCTE).
One Dupont Ci cle, I1'.W. 't
Washington, D Cr. 20.036
202:- 293-245

I
.

1
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31. Dr. David Pot er
500 Princbta riC,ingston Road 6
Princeton, ew Jersey 08540. '
609: 924-4770

32. - Dr . -Thomas Quirk
Research Psychologist
Teacher' Befiavi or _ ,

'Educational Studies
Educational 'Testing ,Se'rvice -

Princeton , New .Jersey' 0840 '
609: 921-9000

33; Dr. Ben Rosner(
Dean

, City' UniVerSity of-gew York
.1411 koadway; 11th floor
New York; New York 10'018
-212: 249-7430 .

.

34:, DT . Gi 113-e r-t----Sarren .
..Chairman

%. Diviion of Eleinentary .Edticat ion,
..',"

CO1 le-ge o f Edk.tc, t ieri---.*
II

. tin,1%e rs kty of Ge,..oTgia .
Suite 47 ,, ,

-. .ode rhold Hall .
i Athens, daoitia ''.., ' ,', - -4(41.':' 542-4244 (....
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35. Dr. Ward Sinclair 4

Director of College Curriculum` for Teacher Education
Department of Education -t,

225 West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
609: 292-4477

36. Dr. G. Wesley Sowards .

Dean;
School of Education
Florida International University
Tamiami Trail
Miami, Florida 33144

37. Dr. James P. Steffenson '

Chief of Program Development Branch
Room 2089, C teacher CORPS
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W.

Washington, D. C. 20202
202: '962-7981

38. Dr. Tom T. Walker
Directqt
Dillision of Teacher Education and Certification
Texas Education Agency
201 East 11th Street
,Aus in, Zexas 78701

5121 '475-2721
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Plan for Oce Meeting

Purposes:

The general purposes of this meeting are twofold; 1) to identify the

,problems and reds of state departments, teacher training institutions, teachers'

organizations, and research and development groups, and organizations with

respect to using teacher performance as a'basr5 for certification and training;

2) to create a structure which will develop a plan for a consortium of

these groups that will work together over the next five to ten years t-o,

'solve these problems and to meet these needs.

. '

-The work of this meeting is discussing and planning. It will be the

first in a-serieswhich will h

opment of the_ Consortium.

Specific Objectives:

to shape a Proposal for the future devel-

1) Identify thQ priori needs-and prdblems related to the development
.=,

OfTperformancetbased programs dPi'eacher education, the accreditation of
.

these prograits, d the certification of teacheri on the basis of performance;

- .

2) Achieve consensus among the different groups represented at the
. .

meetings on the prioisty needs'apd problems; .

. - ..
.' .

. 4
. t

I

3) RecoMmendttfie'catevries 6f%.infofmation .to be surveyechtb assess
.t.

,
,-

.

.

.

.. .
,

the current status of performance-based education and certification and plans
, .

0

.for its deyelopment;

4) Identify alterriative structures for the,orglnization of:the Consortium.

Meetings:

There are three kinds of meetings plinned, general sessions and two

kinds of smaft group work. The gene.ral sessions are to be used for'presenta-
.

Lions and open,discussion among all the members.
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The small croups for ciscussion are organized in two different ways.'
0

On Tuesday morning groups will be qrganized by institutions and roles.

These groups will have common experiences and views. The purposes of these

meetings is to have the different groups represented describe the needs and
:

problems,of performance-based education and certification and their priorities

as they see them.

Oil Tuesday afternoon, the groups will be, reorganized across institutional

affiliations. The purpose of this afternoon's meeting is to achieve consensu,,

on the priority needs and,problems.

On Wednesday, we will meet again in mixed groups to discuss other problems

of the Consortium.

te.

fr
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Consortiilin of States for PerformanceBased
Teacher Education and .Cert ,ifigation

First General Meeting

An Outline of Major Points

Educational Testing Servite
Princeton, N. J.

March 14- 15,'1912
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I. Conceptualization of the System
A. Definition and position

1. Develop and standardize definitions of basic P.B.-System
concepts and terms

2. Develop position papers to give consistent and coherent
theotatical strength to the groundwork of the. Consortium

B. Structure ,
,,

1. Grand Design
,

a. Purpose of education - perhaps develop a position paper
b. 'Development of present and future Consortium structure

(see#2. below) -14.-

c. Educational governance system -
'i. The need exists and will surface with the rise of P.B.T.E.

ii. The purpose would be to operationally interrelate the ,

following elements:
(a) State boards of.education
(b) Colleges and University
(c) Local school districts
(d) Professional organizations

iii. Th working -model construction might bes't be undertaken

outside the Consortium = The Consortium could, however,

stimulate this action.
iv. The goals-would be a definitive legislative policy statement

and a related working model
2. Structural organization of the initial Consortium

%a. Purpose of the Conortium -- (What are we attempting to do? --

Where shoUld we place-and/or allocate our emphasis?)
i. Production? 4

ii. Direction?/

iii. Delivery?

b. Consortium identity (What are,we?) Suggestions and questions

i. Development group (as opposed to dissemination group)
ii. Not a lapse confederation

iii. Include: planning group (or policy-formatiqngroup) that

4' is representative, yet separate from advisory group
iv. Small advisory group
v. Larger group as idea source and/or sounding board

vi. Involve special interest groups (e.g., State Department
of Education, AACTE, etc.) through special assignments
and Consortium planning projects

vii. Establish satellite groups

viii. Selecl leaders with strength, concern, and time to lead.

ix. EXpand System to include more teacher association members
..end(local) NEA representatives.
Select or encourage teacher association members and/or

N NEA members to form a concern group simikar to ours --
to do'what we have done without our suggestiong, wish the
goal of pooling ideas and perhaps drawing a new planning
group from both working groups

88
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c. Membership -suggestions, and criteria (Who are we? --
Who should we be?)
i. General criteria

(a) Committment from participating organizations to
guarantee regular participation of selected members
(who not only provide status but a.solid contribution
as well)

(b) Limit participating organizations to those that can
benefit

(c) Aim prime participation at organizations that can
benefit and contribute -- direct Consortium efforts
toward (mutually) beneficial tasks and provide
evidence of benefits to participating and/or'
desirable orgnaizations.

ii. Representation 'concerns
(a) How should social and environmental divisions effect

representation? (Consider - geographical, city vs:
rural, and minority group representation)

(b) Membership suggestions include:
(1) Observors (non-active members)
(2) Administrator groups
(3) Teacher groups
(4) Speicalized groups (e.g., NCTM, NCTE,. AAAS)

(5) Those who control money , 4

(6) Those who control certification
(7) Teacher educators
(8) Discipline representatives ,
(9) School representatives
(10) Concerned citizen representatives

iii. Spetific criteria suggestions
(a) State criteria -- (partial list)

(1) Committment of perSonnel and time to Consortium

for F.B. E.
(2) 'State funds for P.B.E.
(3) Evidence of state interest (s.,k,, literature,

meetings, etc:)
(b) Institutional criteria -- Such criteria are needed

to avoid the inelegibility of interested Institutions
from uninterested states -- Criteria could involve
proposal, papers, - effort expended, degree of commitment,

A

etc.` A

d . Initial Consortium goals !1,-,questions and recommendations:
In general the Consortium should:
(a) Permit a more comprehenMve Pp13.T.E. and P.B.T.C. movement

than possible by separate institutions or grottps
(b) Generate greater visibility, impact; and interest

than probable via single institutions or groups
(c) Enhance external funding possibilities
(t1),, Share idea4;;' experiences, activities, results, and

difficuit
(e) Encourag and coordinate other group efforts

80 L\,



ii. Establish:
(a) Standards on which to evaluate pl:ormance-

based programs
(b) A grand design for a governance of teacher e.c!.

iii. Define and fund initial tasks leading
.example:

(a) A t k forcLe to supply and/or increase knowledge
of P B.T.E. to future participants and the genera'

public
(b) Task efforts to increase and display participant

benefits

. Consider:
Preliminary planning meeting recommendations:

(1) 'Provide brainstorming sessions and writing

time following these
2) Perhaps have group chairmen meet foran additional'

day to write proposals and meeting summaries

(b) 'Objectives and projections for the future

3. 'System administration
a. Centralized -- ETS, Other?
b. Decentralized -?'

If yes,

i. To what degree?
ii. Which functions are best centralized and which best

decentralized?

1
II. Operation of the System

A. Methods and Information: Development. and Exchange

1. Communication
Gthering, storing, retrieving, and disseminating information

a. Strengtherijiand develop internal mechanisms and liaisons-

i. Consortium letters, reports, surveys

ii. Group meetings
Dswelop intergtoup (non-meeting) means of communication

as operational superstructure unfolds-

b., Develop External mechanisms and liaisons--
-i. Oonsottiumscould function as a coordfhator and distributor

of information'
ii. Consortium or sub-groups could gather-data through existing

organizations which woad then be incorporated into the
superstructure and/or create appropriately affiliated

groups for such purposes.--For most kinds ordara'the
former approdChseems more reasonable

2. Subject Matter

a. Developmental, experiments

b. Model testing-- ,
fa,

:Develop mechanisms for testing t e effectiveness bf the system

Models tarried-into operation, an for furthei- developing, them

Development, testing,'-and dissemination of performance-based

miter a
Resources 0

a. Recilnize early production needs for effective Consortium

614 Focus disparate reptrces--What mechanisms exist or could be

develop0 for the'P&pose of providing.a usefuljocuss o

framework toir2 in the use ,of current disOafaie,,resoUrces

or those that might develop?

c. Organize and uhe existing apparatus

. tP"
t
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Obvious cooperative contacts:
(a)

ERIC

AACTE

(c) NCATE
(d) N.Y. State - O.E.

Survey proposal:
Dr. James Deneen (ETS--Director-Teacher Examinations)
volunteered to circulate a questionnaire (to be used
to survey U.S. Educational Institutions) to all Consortium
members for their reactions (i.e., additions, objections,
comments). The results of the survey will then be
shared with the Consortium.
ew current "P.B." practices no adequate descriptions

of cur teacher-education programs (traditional or P.B.T.E.)
exist.

e. Allocate on,neea'b'skis
B. "Assessment and Evaluation

1.91echanisms and methods of the System (points of structure) .....

'a. Define P.B.T.E. System components
b." Perhaps construct a communication or cybernetic model on

definition base
c. Establish guidelines for assessing both component and model

functipn and adaptability to change
d. Stimulate data-base work, model studies, cost analyses, and

evaluation-feasibility studies
e. Create centralized mechanisms for adding needed experimental

fleXability or, administrative focus as the system develops
2. Training methods, materials, and Products of PA.T.E.

of content)
a. Identify and analyze present practices
b. Develop a P.B.T.E.,, paramertheory
c. Level-of-competence parameters-to include (at least):

i. Teaching knowledge, performance, decisions, strategies
ii. Content knowledge

iii. Complex-learning outcomes
(a) Identify arid, analyze these, apparently as correlated

with teachIng decisions and/or strategies
(b) What complex-learning outcomes are the objective

of P.B.T.E.? (Criteria descriptive rather,than
prescriptive)

d. Identify any universal criteria ter competency_
e. Identify criteria and/or performance s andards which are.,

unique to learning characteristics
initial and advanced competency' demonstraFigns by

students d teachers
g. Study and assess teaching expertise in different teacher education

schools and colleges
h. Study-Th-li'-d-asse-sscrjrla of style of b'oth teaching and learning
i. Stpdy and assess performing :teachers as decision-makers as well,

as technologists
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C. Support

1. Determining and gaining financial aid
2. Winning acceptac

Involve:

a. Students
b. Teachers
c. dministrators (power base)
d. Community

3. Avoiding and alleviating opposition
(offensively and defensively)
a. Corrective strategies for existing and anticipated forMs ilf,

opposition
i. Responsible objections--suggested correctivestrategies:

(a) Have clear understanding of opposing pos.ition

(h) Assess its importance
(c) 'Communicate with those opposed

(d) Attempt to achieve cooperation
ii., Objections based on misunderstanding

(a) Possible causes:
(1) Complete or partial lack of information

'(2) Faulty information
(b) gested corrective strategies:

(1) Educational campaign provide promotional,

explanatory, and justificatory materials
(2) Emphasize change concepts and their advantages

(3) Adapt in- formation and its presentation to
individualiic-rugs and their needs

iii. Blind objections--suggested corrective strategies:

(a) Attempt to involve those in question
Help eliminate'the sources of blindness (e.g., fear
of change, status Oreat, fear of involvement,
additional work load, etc.)

(c) Use modes of confrontation judiciously
h. Effective communication tactics

i. Develop and maintain sensitivity to informational needs
ii.- Judiciously select and assign spokesmen to_ individual

interest *groups "

iii. Develop d maintain, sensitive-feedback mechanisms
iv. Develop a system or functional model for effective

utilization of feedback and adjustment of communication
44 procedures

v. Provide operational evidence-(through successful 1'.B.-
systems in operation)

c. Dissonance avoidance by problem anticipation
d. Cooperation and communication with other consortia

D.' Certification and Accreditation
1. Establish relevant relationships between the P.B.- movement and

the teaching profession'and public school-practices ,

2. Mork toward art, integration of these-related elements of teacher

education

9 ti
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Sectio4 III

Second General Meetin ust 10 11 12 1972 Princeton N

Partici p

Outline for4gask Fo ce,

Paper Deyeloped by"Herbervqiite

Otestions and Problems Developed by Allen Schmieder
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National Commission on Performance-Based
Teacher Education

august 10 - 12, 1972

Princeton, New Jersey

J. Hugh Baird
_Green House
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84601

Dr. Bruce Joyce
Teachers College
Columbia University

-New trifkINew.Aork 10027

Dr. Charles Reed
State Department 6f --

11181118 Miles Johnson ldg.

Tallahassee, Florida

Dr. Herbert Rite
Western Washington State College
Bellingham, Washington 98225

Dr. Robert Peck
University of Texas
Education Annex 3.203
Austin, Texas 78712

Dr. Vere M. DeVault
Professor, C & I
University-of Wisconsin
750'University Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin .53706

Dr. Gil Shearron
College` of Education

University obGeorgia
, Georgia '30601

Dx. Allen Schmieder,
U. S. Office of Education
7th and DrStreet, S.W., Room 3682
Washington, D.C. 20202

0"-

4,
Dr. Norman Dodl
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida

, ,
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Dr. HOr ace- Aubgrririe

College of EdUcatio,
Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 6176L

.----'

Dr. Howard Co on

11,# New York Uri' 1 1- sity

School of Education
Wapington Square
New York, New York 10003

Dr. Karl Massanari
CTE

One Dupont Circle, Suite 610
Washigton, D.C. 20036

Dr. Theodore Andrews
N.---'Y-.--State Dept. of Education

99 WaAinitbn- .

Albany, New York 2-111.

Dr. Robert -Houston .

Bureau of Educational Research
College of Education
University of Houston
'Houston, Texas 77004

, Dr. Fre ick J. McDonald (ETS)

Mr. Jim Deneen TS

Dr. David Potter (ETS

Mr. John Hollister ,(ETS)

Miss Puff Rice (ETS)

Dr. Judith, Henderson

Professor-15f Education.
Erickson:Hall
Michigan State University
Eastaansing, Michigan
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.1. Describe di 1.1"ns ions along
which raDdel s 'nay be
di fferen tinted.

Theory

eftlza
Process
in Roll
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eor-i-4 f Training
ice' y

2 Identify al ternati ve 1)6 ten.-
ti al models worth devel o i rig
(ABTE)

a. Give basic rationale of
each

b. Major distinguishing
characteristics

A

3. Develop plan for developing
model s:

a. Conceptualization

b.. System design

c. Needed Research

d. Cost of Oval opmeb t plan.

TRAINING TASK l'O'ftCE

1. Describe dircnsions along i:hi ch
Training Sy;;tems can he
di fferenti ated

2. Identify dajor training systems
to be developed: .

a. Give basic rational e of
each

b. Majoi2 distinguishing
characteristics

c. Problems to be solved

3. Plan for Development .

a. Conceptualization

b. System design

c. Needed Research

d. Cost of development plan.
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Terminology
A

,

Assossment -- The process of measuring an effect.

Evaluatibn - To judge an effect against a criterion.

Research 1: Hypothesis- testing research;.e.g., relation
between teacher behavior and pupil behavior.

Research 2: Decision-making research; e.g., ("Does this
program produce the desired performances;
(2) does this progrTa produce the resu3t more
effectively than angalternative?)

Research 3: Assessment research; 1 the process of developing
the measuremeAtt techniques, their reliability and
validity.

Research 4: Operation research
(a) this modQ1
(b) operating program

4:1
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TAXONOMY

Conceptual 41t
Class i f 1 cat 1 on Sys tem

. Select Teacher Behavior
and Pupil Behavior

Linkages

Research 3 Research 1---4

2

_ . MODEL.`;

Ne.

11-2-/'ln
-;tructi coral

Design

rnia ve

Re:,c arch

(Local Oprati on)
IZese arch 2

1

Research 2'
(Summative

Research)

Model Revision 4

Out put

IT Program Development
(Gene rail za t ons )'

Research 4
Operations Resi,arch
(Local Operaton)
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Paper Developed by Herbert Hite

OBJECTIVES

To extend CBTE to significant degree
To develop X operational CBTE programs
To prepare X T's by CBTE
To modify elementary-secondary education in cooperating schools

whose teachers participate in CBTE
To define CBTE models and demonstrate their efficacy
To developanitestaILTRoselcdCB.I.E--

PROPOSAL:

Define "non-negatiables" of CBTE
Identify X institutions with emerging

are different from each other, but
non-negotiables

Solicit other institutions associated
to develop- 0.1.01 CBTE programs

CBTE-programs--whcich
which exemplify the

with "schooling" types

--each will choose one of above (Ins t.A.)

Inst. A will implement a process in which TT's at Inst.. B will
define their choices as to nature of components of their
own CBTE pilot program

Inst. B. will contract to test their definition of CBTE with X
students of teaching in period of time

--Cooperating schools and experienced T's will contract
to define compOnents releIgnt to their expertise- -e.g.,
pupil traits

-Goal of CBTE will be in terms of appropriate changes in elementary
and secondary pupils

Feedback system

---e/tmems....ary-secondary pupil changes

t
changes in performance of students of teachipg

changes in strategies of TT's

t

oriented)

achievement of objectives df I St. B's CBTE programs

T
achievement of National Commission's goals--via Inst. A
(implement CBTE program definitions in B .Inst.)
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PROPOSAL 2

tro'

Establish a Continuous and free-floating seminar on CBTE research

Identify significant and persistent research problems associated
with CBTE e.g., effects of specifying objectives upon behavior
of T's and/or TT's

feasibility of identifying and evaluating teaching behavion

associ ted with complex learning objectives.

Identify researchable problems generated by development teams

Outline and assign to participants or research team

Disseminate to operational programs - field test and revise.

9
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Questions and Problems Developed by Allen Schmieder'

1. Levels of performance goals - determine levels and focus developmeht
on highest level
Turner, etc. 6 criterion levels
Joyce - 14 domains

2. How to demonstrate expected behavior in other than real situations.
i.e. as in past, students will not always have access to real class--
so protocols, micro-teaching, etc. will need to be used but are
presently not necessarily performance based.

3. If PB is to hold student accountable for "essential tasks of teaching,"
what are they? what evidence do,ye have that they are essential:
are some more essential than others?

4. What processes are best for determining key competencies be
demonstrated? What are built in systems for adjusting the key list
regularly?

5. How do we really know when competencies have been mastered? What
are levels of mastery? What reinforcements arm needed? Wht graiths
can be expected after 1st level mastery, etc.?!

6. What populations or mixes of populations should determine key competencies'.
Will it be e_fferent for skills and knowledge competencies? 0 should
the reservoir of competencies be made as large as possible t serve's
vast range of knowledge-skill mixes--with complex-systems of selection
-at the ready to develop and retrieve these mixes.

7. One of the major possible goals of the TP approach is
training program. What program strategies work be t?
at MSO work thousands of students through X numbe of

The logistics will be immensely complicated-Lwh t are
of individualizing programs at a time when people ar
scarce.

a ore personalized
ow do we e.g.
ompetencies?
esearch implications
abundant and dollars

8. What are the best kinds of modules? Who develops them? How "hard"
should they be? What kinds of deAvery systems .re needed to Maximize
'sharing" of modules across regions and states? What are the problems
of "sharing." Transfer (adaptation) etc. have seen key issues since co-op
research, yet little research on problem.

9. What evidence do we have anywhere that prog ams with exit requirements
have worked--that proves that such prior qu lifications are not necessarily
needed?

\N

--

10. What kinds of feedback systems ere most effective? How dO' we train people
to-develop and use these systems?

.\

100
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f
11. What are some new and effective systems for field interrigtips?

What are implications for pupils of student teachers? (e.g. might
they have even stronger levels of mischief than in days of lab schools.)

12. How can diverse groups most effectively work together? What will
major problems be re consortia, e.g. over-lappin decision domains, etc.

13. Protocol and training materials being develope. are or most part
demonstrative/a small piece of the range of g odies n eded. What are
most crucial p & t materials? What is' adequate" range of p & t
materials? Can p & t materials be developed "locally"?

14. What are best examples of "regenerative" systems?/
15. Need to_ expl-o-reinfpliciticks of a broader base of research, e.g.

greater involvement of teachers.

ImplicatiOns of constantly adjusting to new situations i.e. if 4
knowledge base and maybe even system change in several years,
can't wait on, traditional research cycle.

yr-

16. 'What are best systems for developing a professional from beginnihg
to end? For linking pre and inservice? Research implications \pf same?
What are major developmental questions for TP re pre - service? Re
in-service?

17. What are best techniques for measuring relationships between'teacher
.behaviors and student learning? How do you measure complex
relationships e.g. deeper love of life, etc.?

18. What are implications of TP/and vice versa for other "major innovations"
of last decade or so, e.g. protocols, mini-courses, programmed instruction,
differentiated staffing, etc.

19. What are different problems in introducing concept to the great
variety of unfamiliaf constituencies-- e.g. problems of introducing,
(let alone implementation) to community are quite di trent from
problems of introducing to adrinistrators and supery sors.

20. Lack of conceptual clarity.

21. Lack of commoh terminology.

3,

22. How to best show it (TP) is not "anti-humanist".

101
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23. Problems of specifying the "unspecifiable".

24. Lack of a comprehensive national strategy--how does R & D relate to
whole? What should R & D priorities be?

25. How do you get maximum quail* and keep minimum restraints when
getting more and more specific?

26. Are competencies determined within perspectiGe\of today's world or to
prepare for tomorrow's?

\\

27. How to best deal with all those "external factors" that influence
the process of learning a competency- e.R.environment, quality of
_materials, teacher-trainee, student's receptivity.

2.& What are imp"Trtations of major reform directions e.g. field centered
teacher training, more technology, etc. for TP and vice versa.

2§. Materials base shallow--theorkical range immense--how to set priorities

30. Do TP programs cost more or less than others?

. \\\bao

\

10

et
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Appendix B

Vitae of Coordinating Committee
1
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.Present Position:

4 D

Former Positions:

Education:.

Books:
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VITA

Frederick J. McDonald

Senior Research Psychologist; Director, Division of
Educational Studies; Chairman Teacher Behavior Research
Group, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.

Associate Dean for Instruction New York University,

1968-1970. Professor of Education, and Psychology,
Stanford University, 1956-1968; Director of Technical
Skills of Teaching Program and Intern Data Bank Research;
Director of Heuristic Teaching Program Stanford Center
for Research and Development in Teaching, 1965-1968.

Member of Advisory Committee, University of Texas Research

and Development Center in Teacher Education. Member of

Advisory and Evaluation Committee for the Center for the

Study of Social Organizations of Schools and the Learning

Process: The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland,

1967-1968.

Ph.D0, 1956, Stanford University, Stanford, California.

Educational Psychology: Wadsworth Publishing Co., San Francisco,. 1959,

721 pp. (Asian Edition, Overseas Publications, Ltd. Kaigai Suppnn Boeki,
KK. Tokyo, Japan) British Edition,- Prentice-Hall International, Inc.,
Lon'don, England, 1961.

Educational Psychology: Second Edition, Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont,

1965.

Chapters in Books:

"Psychologi,Fal, Foundations of Education," Chapter 5 in On Becomin an

Educator, V. Morris, (Ed.), New York, Houghton-Mifflin, 1963, pp 120-168.

"The Relation of Learning Theory to Education: 1900-1950;' in heories

of Learning and Instruction, E. R. Hilgard, (Ed.), 63rd Yearb ok of the

National Society for the Study of Education, Part 1, Chicago University

of Chicago Press, 1964, pp. 1-26.

"Heuristic Teaching" in Research in Teacher Education, B. O. Smith (Ed.),

Prentice-Hall, 1970.
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"Beyond the Schoolhouse" in The Schoolhouse in the City, A. T.

Offler -(Ed.), New York: Frederick A. Praeger, J.968.

Articles:

"An Investigation of Presentation, Response, and Correction Factors
in Programmed Instruction" (with D. Allen), Journal of Educational

Research; July 1962, 502-507, (55).

"Children's Judgments of Theft from Individual and Corporate Owners,"
Child Development, March, 1963, 34, 141-150.

"Meaningful Learning and Retention: Task and Method Variables,'!

Review of Educational Research, 1964, 24, 530-544.

"The Influence of Social Reinforcement and the Behavior of Models in

Shaping Children's Moral Judgments" (with A. Bandura), Journal of

Abnormal and Social Psychology, September, 1963.

"Beyond the Schoolhouse," ,Urban Review, 3, 1968, 10-15.

Research Reports:

"Teaching Scientific Thinking at the High School level",(with W.

Shockley), U. S. Office of Education Project 2-090,. August; 1964.

"Training Efects of Feedback and Modeling Procedures on Teaching
Performance," U. S. Office of Education Project 0E-6-10-078, 1967.

"Experimental Test of the Shockley Training Program," U. S. Office

of Education, Project 0E-6-10-026_,_ 1967.

Recent Papers:

"A Theoretical Model of Teacher Training Variables," American Educational

Research Association Convention, Los Angeles, California, 1969.

"Heuristic Teaching," American' Educational Research Association,

Minneapolis, Minnespta, 1970.

Major Research Grants:

Teaching Scientific Thinking at the High School Level (with W.

Shockley and P. Hurd), U. S. Office ofTducation, 1964.
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Teaching Scientific Thinking at the High School Level (with W. Shockley
and P. Hurd), U. S.'Office of Education, 1965-1967.

The Effects of Modeling and Feedback on the Acquisition of Teaching_
Behavior, U. S. Office of Education, 1964.

The Evaluation of an Experimental Curriculum in Nursing, NIH, 1964.

The Effects of Age and Practice upon Children's Conceptualization of
Space, National Institute of Health, 1965-1966.

An Experimental Investigation of the Influence of Mpdel Characteristics
and Reinforcement Contingencies' on the Imitative Behavior of Children,
1965, Proctor and Gamble Fund, Stanford School of Education.

Influence of Discriminative Context and Relative Effectiveness of
Perceptual and Graphemic Representation in Second Language Learning,
U. S. Office of Education, 1966.

Training Studies in the Learning of Teaching Behavior, Stanford Research
and Development Center on Teaching, 1965.

Heuristic Teaching Research, Stanford Research and Developient Center
on Teaching, 1967.

The Development of a Teaching Anxiety Scale, Proctor and Gamble Fund,
Stanford School of Education, 1966.

Influence of Level of Abstraction_and:Number of Examples on Complex
Concept Learning, Proctor and Gamble Fund, Stanford School of Education,

1967.
4

The Development of Performande Measures of Teaching Behavior, Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 1970.%

Professional Organizations:"

Fellow and President-Elect, Division 15, American Psychological
Association; American Educational Research Association; American
Association for Advancement of Science; Sigma ?ii; Phi Delta Kappan;
Certified Psychologist with the State of California.
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VITA

HORACE AUBERTINE

'43

I. Current Position: CoordinatOr of Teacher Education - IllinoiS
State University (1970)

Specialization: Social .Studies Curriculum and InStructioa
, . 0 ,

40
II. Educational Background: A.B.,, 'University of California.

(Berkeley) , 1950
M.A., University of California

, (Berkeley), 1952
M.A., Stanford University, 1954
Ed.D., Stanford University, 1964-

r

III. A. Professional Experience:
4

1956-1960
1960-1961
1964-1966
1966-1967
1967-1970
'SS, 1965
SS, 1966

Menlo-Atherton' High School
San Carlos High School
Whitman College
Arizdna State University
Colorado State University
Pennsylvania State University
Washington State College

B. Related Experience:

1956-1961 Social Studies Curriculum Committee member,
Economics and, U.S. History, Sequoia-Union
High School,District

1966 Social Studies Curriculum Consultant, Walla-
Walla Public School District, Walla Walla,
Washington

1906 'Social Studies urrictlI..m Consultant, nich
land, Washington

190 onsultant for Media Project of Alk.C.T.E.
1968 Reader and BValuato for social studies project

p posals, Project ace, Title III, U.S. Office
of Education

1969-2970 Chairman, Social. Sciences Undergraduate Cur-
riculum.Committee, Colorado State University

Current Reader and :Evaluator for project proposals to
be submitted to U.S. Office of Education Sr.at
of Minnesota, Szate Department of Educat:..on
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-Current Associate Projpt Direbtor, ,NationalCOmmission
' on. Performance Based Teacher Education and

Certifibacion *ederick J. McDonald, Project
.Dixector), Plann\ing Grant - Rockefeller Brothers
Foundation - $69,000,00 (Relcased time from

I.S.U. time - February to July, 1972)
Current Consultant, Teacher Education Studies, Educational

Testing Servicec Princeton,llex.4 Jersey
A. Current Institutional Coordinator of PeaceCorlis4-Vista

Programs at Illino4s State University

IV. Funded Rpsearch: I

dr

1961-1964

1970-1972
Current

SS, 1967

1969

1971-1972
Current

Research Assistant, Stanford University, SeConda.:./
Teacher "Education Project, funded/by the Ford

FoundatIkan
Research Associate, Teaching Skills Project,
Research an"d Development Center for Teacher Educa-
tion, Stanford University
Field Researchork with Cheyenne, Wyoming high
schoOl social studies teachers developing a.program
for including anddeveloping social studies 'skills
in the curriculum
Project Director, U.S.O.E. Experimental Elementary
Teacher Edtcation Project for Socia Science MajOrs

($75,00d)
Project Supervis-Or-, Teacher Educatio Research

Project Educational Testing Service ($23,500) j

V. Publications: 4

Aubertine,,Horace. "The Use of Simulation-GameSin Classroom
.instructiqn", Paper presented at the National Association of
Iliology Teachers, Chicaao, Illinois, Oc ober,,1971.

Aiibortine, Horace, and Johnson, Xilliam D. "Teacher Perform-

'ance,Appraisal Scale", copyrighted, Sp g, 1969.

Aubartine,, Horace. Co-inventor, educational Game in G ography
"testination", for ,use in.junior and Senior high Schoo social
studies classes, Spring, 1969.,

Aubertine, Horace. "Rural Student Speaks Oux.", Phi Delta

Xappan, Juno, 1964. f'4"
, 9

-11 *-

A.
,,

Aubertine, Horace. "New Tools for Educational 'Research and. -

4CCeaciller Training ", Educational Tolevision, March, 1969. r
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Aubertine, Horace. "The Use of Micro-Teaching in TrainiLg-
SupervLsing Teachers", The High School Journal, November,
1967.

Aubertine, Horace.- "The Set Induction Process and Its Appli-
cation in.Teaching", The Journaloof Educational Research,
April, 1968. 44.

Aubert?40,4Horace. "The Use of Micro-Teaching in the Process
of Tral ing Clinical Supervisors", Paper presented at Session
210 of .E.R.A, Conventions, February, 1967.

Accepted for Publication 1972-73: "The Renaissance of .the
Laboratory Schools" by4rhe Journal of Teacher Education.

"Secondary Curriculum Design" by Education, Technology, Fall,
1972: Special Issiee on Competency-Based Education.

VI. Graduate Faculty Epetie
4

3fP^

Chairman of doctoral committee for -

Robee'rt Schuck, Ed.D., Arizona State University, 1967.

Chairman'sf Master of Education committee for -

Seng Seok Hoon, M.Ed., Colorado State Univers.ity, 1969.'
Mary Opoku, M.Ed., Colorado State University, 1969.*
Constance Behr,.M.Ed., Colorado State University, 1-970.
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VITA SHEET

n_

Theodo x a E. Andrews

Little Falls High School,`Little Falls, New York - 1950

Hartwick College, Oneonta - 8A. (History mpjor,.English minor) - 1954

State Univeisity of New York at Albany - M.A. - 1960

State University of New York at Albaoy - Candidate for Ph.D, degree in
Foundations of Education (History). Topic,accepted,

i research completed, writing underway.

4

Certified to teach secondary'English and Soc

United States Army - 1954-56

Studies

Taught at Laurens Central School, Laurens, New York - 1956-58

Taught at Shaker. High School, North Colonie School District, New York - 1958-

Assistant Professor, State UniverSity of New York at Albany (English
Alducalion) - 1962-66

Associate, Bureau of Teacher Education, New York State Education
Department - 1966 to present

Considerable experience as a newspaper reporter (including a positidn\
with. t1 Albany Times Union)

Date of birth - May 2, 1932

0 Married to former Katherine Coady

Two Children - Laura - four

Barbara - nine

Reside at: 8 Sevilla Drivc
Elnora, New Yovk

Telephone..:L_AC 518 371-6583
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Professional Publications and Activities:

"A Mandate for Action," New York State'Education,
0 November, 1967.

.
4

"Humanities Education in the Elementary School," The
Humanities Journal, Fall, 1968.

"The Search for 'Better Folk,'." New York'State Education,
February, 1970

"Preface," The Assessment Revolution, National Symposium on
Evaluation in Education,. Robert Berkhart, Moderator-
Editor,; New York State Education Department, Division
of Teacher Education and Certification--Buffalo State
University College--Teacher Learning Center.

'"Observer Comments," 1970 Annual Teacher Education Conference,
Ellensburg, Washington

New Directions in Certification, Case Study, ate of
Washington, Office of Teacher Education n Certifi-
cation--Funded.by Improvirig State Leader p in Education,
Denver, Colorado--Assd4ation of Teacher Educators,
Publication, 1971

Manchester Interview: Competency-Based Teacher'Educatioet/Certifi-
cation, Performance-Based Teacher Education Project, American
Association of "Colleges for Tea5hers (February, 1972 pUblica-
tion).

"Competency-Based Certification," Tojbe published in Competency-
Based Teacher Education: Progress, Problems, Process by
Science Research Associates, 1972.

I
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In addition to the attached vita, I have posed the following
questions (and answered them) as a slightly different approach to
a vita presentation.

BRIEFLY WHAT EDUCATIONAL POSITIONS HAVE I HELD?

Laurens Central School, 1956-58, two years as a highschool
teacher of gnglish and social studies, Laurens, New York.

Shaker High School, 1958-62., four as a high school '

teacher of English in the North Colonie School District,
a suburb of Albany, New York.

The State University of New York at Albany, 1962-66, four

years as an Assistant Professor in English Education

worlOng with student teachers and Teaching cdu,.!ation

courses.

The New York 'State'Education Department, 1966-71, five years
as an Associate in the Bureau of Teacher Education in

Albany, New York.

WHAT ACADEMIC STUDY HAVE I COMPLETED?

Graduated from Little Falls High School. in 1950, Little Falls,

New York.

Graduated from Hartwick College in 1954,. B.A. in history.

Graduated from the-State Universityof New Y.ork at Albany, in

1960, M.A. in Teaching.

Sixty hours of additional graduate work beyond the Master's

' degree.

Recognized candidate for Ph.D. degree, pro dm in History of
EduAAAon at the State University of New York at Albany, dissertatic
topic'accepted, research completed, Writing underway

WHAT HAVE BEEN MY TIES IN THE NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT? .

The Bureau of Teacher Education in which, Associate is

responsible or approving teacher education p in app ximately
110 colleges and universities in New York State. We are legs, ly charged

with reviewing proposals for all programs for tie preparation of teachers
and for scheduling and coordinating onsite visits to the campuses, At

least once every five.years.

I have acted as chairman for approximately 30 college visits a

year. In most cases'these werd.team visits utilizing consultants bothe
from withixr he Education Department and from outside educational

11-2
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institutions. It has been my responsibility not only to schedule
and coordinate team activities but also to prepare the written
report on the visit'and make recommendations for"official State

action. on the programs that were reviewed. Samples of -such

reports could be made available, to you, if you wish to see them.
I have also participated in numerous Middle States and NCATE
evaluation,visits.

In addidon to the formal approval and registration responsibilities,
I spend a great dedl of time in informal consultation with the colleges
.thaf arc preparing teachers. Approximately 40 such visitshave,taken
place each year that I have, been with the Department. These visits are

shorter and often clearly designed to deal with only one particular
problem, for example, how to establish a fulILLime sttwienc tetthing
experience within a liberal arts college.

Another ongoing activity has been appearing at professional meetings
to present material to the field on positions that the DepartMeht has :,

taken. For exampke I have spoken in recent years at meetings of the

New York State Association for Student Teachers, the New York State,
Council of Teachers of English, and the New York State Business Tpacheis
Association.4

1 most Ave in hat is now the. Association "of. Teacher Educators. I have

been chosen p ogram direCtior for the 1972-ATE Nationgl Works146'p to, .

be he State Universit31College at Fredonia, New.York. The°topAc

for this meeting is the Usessment of Pexformencv and approximately 4

500 participants are expedted. ,

In addition to myschpol teaching experience and my educational,
experience I, .Cor many years, had a dual career, as a newspaper reporter
and I have written hundreds of articles in the varying daily and weekly
newspapers.fOr which I Worked. Because ofIlthis I have been'invorved in
other writing activities for tlie Department such as a report On the

Returned Peace Corks Volunfee Conference published iR 1967. Also

o
while I was a member of the stafrat till.: North Colonie School District,
was assigned.the responsibility for Alic.relations in that district.

As a part of these respensibilities I .attended of Echicatinn k

meetings; scheduled press conferences Whe appropriate, edited a district
newsletter that appeared three times a yea , and prepared a 20 minute
sound movie on a prospective bond issue.

WHAT OTHER PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL ACTIVITIES HAVE I ENGAGED IN?

I have been specie ng,for the past three years in developments

dn the field of certi ication by performance. Beginnin with the ,

responsibility for planning the National SymposiuM on luation in 1968,

I have often acted as the Department liaison at State and: Natio/111 meetings

to discuss the feasibility of developing a performance basis for
certification. -

During my years as a publid school teacher I was active in the
New York State"Teachers Association serving as a epresentabive to theta

State housdelegates in 1957. In the past few years lhave been

I 113
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Howard Coron

Present Position: Associate Pro fessor of Education, New York.University,
(Early Childhood and Elementary'Education)

Education:

/

Professional
Education:

Dirqtor of Student: Teaching - Elementary and Secondary

;DireCtor of Teaching'Performance Center
(aivideo center for the analysis of teaching behavior)

Brdoklyn College

M.A., Teacher's College, Columbia University

6th Year Diploma. Queen College (Supervision and Administrate.
!?, f

University of Wisconsin (Cu5iculum and Instruction)

194 =,1964 Elementary School Teachef

,1,90 :1;1968 Instructor and Supervisor, University of Wisconsi
r,

.-------- --Dther Curre
Activities:

2

I

9

Airman of the Policy Board of the NYU-Park East
"-High School N.Y.S. Trial' Project - P.B.T.E. - English Educatio

` Creator of P .B.T.E. guidelines for the Apprentice- Teacher
program.of the NYC Board of Education

AASCU-Sears-FOundation member of advisory 42loard and Site.

Visitor for planning projects in P.B.T.E.
4e4s.

Writer of several reports on teacher training programs for
AACTE/ and Board of Education, City of New York

Co-Chairman of WNET-Channel 13's Committee on-Higher Educatou

IB

3'
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PROFESSIONAL DATA

W. Robert Houston

444 Education Bldg. 92 Voqur.
University of Houston Hou -ton, TexasI
Houston, .Texas 77004 77155 1

J,Phone: (713) 749-3621 P ne: (713) 467 -3088

Educational Experience

1970-Present Universit of Houston, Hous , Texas'

Professor Curriculum and ',Instruction

Director, .Cbmpetency-Based Teacher Center:
Purpose of the center is to design asnd test,
innovative teacher preparation. prOgr-r,
,cmphsizing compttencies, personalization and
modular instruction. Supported b§ USOE and
Texas Education Agency grant:

Co-director, Southwest Technical Assistance
Center. Provides technical assistance
competency-based teacher education to Teacher
Corps programs and Colleges of Education in
15 universities in Southwestern United States.
Supported by National Teacher Corps.

Director and Senior author of the Houston Needs
Assessment System, designed for individual
schools to explore their programmaticsand tear-her'

, competency needs, and to formulate programs on
the basis of results. supported by grants from
Texas Educational Renewal, Center.

Co-Director, Competency-based Module Development
Project. Exemplary modules are being designed
through this project which is supportedby USOE,
and the Teacher Corps..

Coordinating Committee, National Commission on
Performance-Based Teacher Education, iLindce, 1)y
Roqkfellpw,Bros.to Educational Testing Service
to focus national efforts in imprgving teacher
education on vital issues, and coordinate thcAe
efforts.

115
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Planning Committee, six regional 6.nd onc ,nlonal
conference, 1972-1973, sponsored f.,y t#.e /.:,erican
Association for Colleges of Teacher i..:ducation;
with resporisibility for designing the program
devoted to instructional development.

.
Member, Six-man FaCilitation Team working with
USOE Associate Commissioner or special assignment.
During 1971-1972, projects have included USOE
reorganization pattern,' USOE staff into env and
training, Community Task Forced---L-eacership
Tra33g Institutes reformulation.

Steerin mit-te".6, TeXas Educational Renewal
Center.

Consultant to about ten collegees in competency-
', based teacher education.

1961-1970 Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan

1961r1963 Assistant- Professor
1963-1967 Associaterofessor.
967-1970 Professor .

1961-1964 .

. .

CoOrdinator of .experimental Student Teacher
-tducation 'Program.

\

rogram.
ip

..

1966-1970 Director4of Elementary InLcrn Procram. tilP Is a
four -year 'undergraduate program culuminatIng,in
a full year of internship., Students complete' all
professional work in one of the breven EL? centers,
including educational psychology and sociology,
teaching strategies, pre-internship teaching,.an0
internship. Interns are supervised on a six to
ona ratio by intern consultants. -Over 500 sty d6nts.
were enrolled during 1969-1970. In each center,
an MSU\faculty member coordinates the instructional
programtupervises intern consultants, and main-

.tains coMii1
mm

nication with the local school districts

111.\Y\
and ccuni college, The Ell? Director is respon-
sibleLfor the .statewide direction of the program.

1961-present InstruCtor in graduate and undergraduate 01.4s;ses
in mathematics education and in elor.lry educatio

1961-present Consultant in efemeritaiy mathematics education to
school distriCts..in Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Texas,
and the Panama Canal tone; to American Schools in
San Salvador; Tegucigalpa, Honduras, Guatomala City,
The Hague,.Amsterdam, yotte oam, and Dot iccht,
Netherlands; and,,p0D schoo s in Heidelbur Germany.

116
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1968
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Project Director for the Belmvioral Sci,:nr:r!
Teacher Educ,ttion Ptcgram, one of hine
in the nation support cfSy the USOE :iureau of

Res-earch to develop i novative teacher education
models. BSTEP focuse on the contributions of
the behavioral science to all aspects of pro-
,fessional and general ducation and employed
the "clinic behavior s yle" as/a. mode for develop-
ment and implementation. More than 2700 explicit
instructional modules w re developed by a staff
of over 150 profeSiona s representing seven'
colleges in MSU,pther niversities, schools, and
educational agencies. in addition, a 'complex
*formation retrieval-s stem was developed and
a management esign projected-. Project Contra
No. OEC-0-8 025-3314 010).

Project,ai ector of Fea
again sup y USOE
and'pote lay of
_modula rogram. ?EAT
utili in projecting
devel
benef i
futuri
educati

ibilit Study of 3STEP,
to determine the viability
mpetency-based, personalize
diagrams and designs were
sequences for program

t; -the theoretical constructs' or a cost-
ly9is system was initiated; use of
/educatio and faculty in- services
Scribed; and an organizational plan
/Project ontract No. OEC-029-320424-develope

404

/
Summer, 1963E Visi6ting P ofessor

of Hawa
A

Summer, 1964 -
1965

SuMmer, 19-69

in mathematics educat
1/.

-4-

Visiting in mathematics education,
Texas T chnologi al College:

1

Visiti g Pro/fes
Univet ity gf

1966-1968 Chair an,;
Comm tted,

-1

_1967 '---\ Consultant
---'----0. an,-_cL.ni-cal

or in mathematiCs education,
ashIngton.

arcn,Committee,,Mathematics Curricul
higan State Department of Education.

o New York State Department of, Educatio
practice in teacher education.

1967 Directbr of a-two-week conference for 30 edllega
professors of mathematics education sponsorea'by
the National Science Foundation. ,(NSF Grant)
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V

Diretcw of Teacher Education
Profosaor of Eduettion,
'Goshen C.:11ege, Goshen, Indiana
.Began setvicea at Goshen College in

Room #a3, Administration_Buildioz
Goshen Colleae, G9shenA
Telephone:- 533 -3161, gxteasion 221

M4rried. 4 cr.na

bate ,cf ray 20, 1915
ffeisht: 5 f,:et 10 inchel

Weight: 16'.% lbs-

. 4 \
_--- , s

Graduate of risher,HighSchael, PiAer-----ols 1932 .\---,
-,, ,

Graduate of Cozhen Colleae, B.A." degrcu,

Major: Music Minors: Ulstory,
.

Graduate, saeol, Ohio State Oniyorsity,, sv=ier 1937 in tie

Education.

Grnduate work, Uktivrsity of /11inoW
Education, Music Education. and,History,

14. A. degree, J942 i

Ed. M. do Ice, 1943 in'Uuestion'
T7f. D. d-aArce, :1949. in F.thleatieneOblinistratiom

Post graduate work, uni'versity nf strniaer W52, ix,

Higher Education.

4,

146fe:isiona1
Enporienca:

Secondary' school toncher:. Music, gns1:.,;11; !-'izhigi!itics

Berlin Puhlic,Schoo?:41, Darlin, 014.6, 393:.19W.,/- .

.Secondary aclicol teacher: ;vista, nie..140.y /
Mehonct High School; Mahnmet, 1.11,ino:7' :','' -194L

© Secondary school administretor and'tnr.r.
Mehemet High School, F.ahot4tt, niinois. l'-1947,. .7.

/ X.
.

.
_

Graduate Nnearch AGateNaut, College of Stlucatioa, Duress of '

Research 4:14 Servica', Vniversitypf IlitLais, Means, IlIiucis,
1947-,1948.

, \\
.

_
Aser4int,2 Profeur.or c.! Educe:.A.a. Goshen cclleso, 194S 1951.

/ ',,r,.tros.-.;or og 1:it1eCti*1'., GO*1 91tC"'Y. 1(.' " ,

te1*,c!:ir4; .:26n, Ce:III.m Cok.:-...-Pi..y2,1. .,,19f0-1364

irirut:te,r 0.: :;azal....c.E0uc.rioli., ii..3L- \' 1 ,

'.114,0-.tXgenurses-ta.C.. ary L.-,-.17.1.1:1,..r., :Stul.,nt.. 1..:a.l.hilv.,

bpv,aia pm,...ntri. ecy:411C'1:,.;:ete. ez;TLr..lozy4 :,:ut.hzda t..t
,

Tc-.2chi3, In:.44,ead:olt i :k1dy . . .

-Curriculum c.,',Atulcent.1 Divictly: et G4idaeze, and teacher 4t

Penn nigh *Scaooll, iishatwa; Indiana, 1Fg:3,-19j,9tOtiefus

:gatibli4cat icala).. 123
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3. (With others), A Meant to a Mis-Ision. WdL:hirigtbr.,

National Center for the Improvement of Education Sy:;tems,
USOE, 1972.

4. (With others), ElemenVlary Education In The Seventies.
Nework: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970.

5. (With others), The New Elementary School Curricull-;. New
York: Van Nosttand Reinhold, 1970\,384 pages.

6. (With otheri), Understanding the Number. System. Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1969, 189 pages.

7. (With others) , Extending Understandings of
Columbds, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1969, 168 pe,c;es.

8. Behavioral Science Elementary Teacher Education, 4):1-c,crc
Volume I, Volume II, Volume III. (Editor and Project
Director) East Lansing: Michigan State' University (6%...4:ription
of model teacher preparation program), 1968, 1975 1:-Jegu:,.

9. FeasibIlit Study Of'the Behavioral Science each
Program (Editor and Project Director) East L
Michigan State. University,, 1970, 41711pages.

10. '(With others) Exploring Regions of Latin America and
Chicago: Follett, 1968,, 414 pages. ,

II., Improving Mathematics Education for Elementay School Teachers,
-East Lapsing: Michigan ,State University (repo t,of 1967
Cdonference for professors of mathematicS educ\kion), 105 pages.

12. (With C.C. Collier, R.R. Schmatz, W.J. Walsh) Tehchinr in the
Modern Elementary School, New York: Macmillan, 1 , 310 pages-.

13. (With Frank glackington III and Horton Southworth) ,rofessional
___----6-roWEE-Through Student Te'ching. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.

Merrill Books, Inc., 1965, 311 pages.

14. (With-Roger Osborn, M.N. DeVault, and-ClaUe Boyd) Exte ding"
Mathematics Understanding.' Columbus, Ohio; Charles. E. errill
Books, Inc., 1961, 278 pages.

15. (With M.V. beVault) Sir Isaac Newton. Austin: TheStedk____,
Company, 1960,-48 pages.
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W. Robert Houston

A
Research MonapraehS

;

1. (With others) Television and Consultant Servjce . of

In-Service Education for Elementary School .12,.._achrJ of
matics: Bureau of Laboratory Schoolg Publication No. 14, The
University of Texas, 1961, 1'25 pages. (A report.of research
project number 7-41-070.00, Title VII, National Defense Educa-
tion Act, 1958).'

cted metr-of In-Service Education and th:: :athematics2.
Achievement- d Interest of Elemen ry School Punl-A Un-
published doctoral dissertation: ustin: The,linivorsity of
Texas, 1961.

3. (With M.V. 'DeVault "Mathematics In-Service Education: Teacher
Growth Increases Pupil Growth," The Arithmetic Teacher. (:;ay,
1963), pp.243-247.

4. (With M.V. DeVault and C.C. Boyd). "Do Consultant Services Make
a Difference?". School Science and Mathematics, (May, 1963), pp.
285-290.

_ 5. (With kin 01m6ted and Frank Blackington) Teacher Stances: A
. Five -Year 'Study of Styles okOSixty Teachers. (East Lansing:

Michigan State University.' 1970) .

'JOURN'AL ARTICLES, 6HAPTERS, AND INSTRUCTIONAL' SYSTEMS

1. (With oye Y.-116114s), ,"Personalizing Mathematics achdr
Prepare o?..,'" Educational Technology, March,' 1972, b. 46 -50.

2. "Objectives for Prospective Elementar y Teachers of Mat:ematics:
A Developmental Procpss," The Journal of Teacher Educat
Fall; 19'71, '.pp. 326-30.

3. (With Bruce Burke), "Teacher Education's Interdisciplinary
'Study," Chapter 6 in Dan W. Anderson,-,et:,. al., Now Dirocti
in Teacher Education (Berkeley, California: McCutdhan, 1972)`.

4. n rfOrm ance7/Opmpetency-/or Pr9ficiency-Based Teacher Educa-
on," (Washingon, D.C.: ERIc Clearinghouse for Teacher

Ed ation, 1972);,
. ,\ .

5. Guide for Staff Development of School Administrators (Houston:
:Houston School District, 1972).

6. (With others), Developing Instructional Modules (Houston:
C911ese of Education, 1972). Includes 190-page worktcxt,
Director's Guicref-four'slide-presentaticris and five aul.10-
tapes.

12 0
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\',\baer_t_lioiks_ton_ ________ \

. (With others) ,, Developing_ a Volunteer Teilchor (aushington
D.C.: National Teacher Corps, 1971) ! In9Odes an 87-page
worktext, slide and audio-tape presentation.

8. Competency-Based Teacher Rducation (Austin: Texas Education."
Agency, 1972). 1

9. Strategies for Desicning A Connetencv7Based_Teac'o r Fducation
jProgram (Austin: Texas Education Agency, 1972).

//
10. Houston Needs Assessm4tit/System (Houston: Colicc,4e of Education

1972). Includee-&Director's Guide, several instruments, and a
slide/tape presentation.

11. "Behavioral Science Teacher Education Program -- Feasibility
Study Summary," Journal of Research and Development in Educa-
tion, Spring,-1970, pp. 45-55. . /

12. (With John E. Ivey, ) "The Michigan State Behavioral Sciende
-Elementary Teacher Education Program,? Journal of Research and

44/4;31.opment in Education, Spring, 1969, pp. 36-39.

13. "Objectives of Mathematics Education -- A Developmental Process"
Section I in Improving Mathematics Education for Elementary
School Teachers, ,1967, pp. 11-19.

'14. (With Julian R. Brandsgi )__ !_eurric-u lum-Revea-u t-i s
lirat.E7'-YormaI, June, 1969: p. 2-5.

15. (With John E. Ivey, Jr,.) "The Michigan State Model Pro m,"
Eletentary Tea er Training Models, 1969,-pp. 36-39

16. "A Guide to Behavior 1 Science Elementary Teacher Edupatioll
Program," A Reader's Guide to the Comprehensive- Models for
Preparing Elementary Teachers, Washington, D.C.: ERIC Clearing-
house for Teacher Education, 1969, pp. 23-50.

17. (With William Joyce). "The Plowden Report: Englishmen Evaluate,
Primary EdtNati,..on," Childhood Education, October, 1968, pp..'
106-110.

`18. "The.Challenge of In-Service Education," New Directions
Mathematics. Washington, D.C.: Association:for Childhood
Education International, 1965, pp. 65-70..4'

N-.

1'9. "Preparing Prospective Teachers of Elementary School Mathematics
The Arithmetic Teacher, November, 1968, pp. 643-647.

'20. (With W.R. Fielder) "Number Patterns: ,A ferreting Pocess,"
The Arithmetic Teacher, (March, 1962), pp. 119 -121.
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W. Robert ilouston

21. "E.N.raluatizon and Self-Evaluation in Student Teaching," Ci,az?tdr
'''''''''Th\ 10, Handbook for Student Teaching, ed. Htigo David, Dubucue,',.

'''I warWm-. C. Brown; 1964, pp. 457-475. ,

..

22. (Wi4ti

vi,sory
elevision and Consultant Services", Super -
in Education, Ben M. Harris, Englewood

Prentice -Hall, 1963, 'pp. 44,57-475.
1

23. "DimeLipn of - Mathematics Instruction: Number 1?-cterns,"
30 minut udio- mstrip. East ,Lansing, Michigan:' InstruC-
tiona edia Cente , State 'University, 196.4'.

,.. ,..,
, ., . 1.

24. "Dimensions of Mathematics 'Instruction: Analog and Digit -al
Instructional`Materials,1 30 minute audio - filmstrip. East7
Lansing, Michigan: Instructional Media Center, Ma.chigarV.
State University, '1963. I

*.25. (With Hugh Greer) "Pr-oject: Mathematics Videotape "Teaches
Teachers," NAEB 'Journal-, (March; April, 1961),, pp. 45-50.

26., "Shared Destiny," Social Studies li'exas,4ffIX, No.2 (November,
1957)

27. "Identifying the Role of Mathematics Within the, Tota_l.;Pregram,"
Chaptc r -V-T---1-mprovi-rDT-MratIren-ia-tics Isrogii-ms, ed. M.V. , DeVault.

at Columbus, DM:0: Charles-E. Merrill Books, Inc., :1-961',, pp."
146=1'92.

28. (With others) "An In-Service
for Intermediate Grade Teachers," he Arithmetic Teacher.
'(February, 1961), pp. .65-68.

athematics EducationPro(j*rdm
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1110'iio,delt 2trel
'Cubes, Tniiana

1%,.1Ip140.ca: 5Y)-6)69

:1

Mwried. 4 cr,aa
bate ,c1 Eay 20, 1915

ffeight: 5 ft.tst 10 inch33

Weight: 10 1hs-

'7X0'ent Posit:1.0R: Directw! of Teacher Education
Profusuorof Education
Goshen College, Goshen, Indiana
Began services at Goshen Collage in 1943,

* ROom #J.3, Administration_BniIdinz
Goshen College, Ggshen, IndiTIA. ____

Telephone: 533=3161, kixtension 221N. ---- A
, -------:-. -- A,

.

Education: . Graduate of Fisher,HighSchool, Pisholois, 1932 \-'!,
...._

t .
. \

Graduate of cozhnn C011egc, B.A. degrcu, 117136°
.14 Major: Music Minors: Uistory, Lt.131111h -,

''!!,

, .
. ---<_,

Graduate, s,;hool, Ohio State University, sv,saor 193, Ln Huilic

. Education'. . _

Office:

.11111110.1111m

Gra,ducte work, Uuivarsity og 1111noW
pucation, Music Eddcatione andOistory,

M. A. degree, J942
Ed. M. dc3ece, 1943
7e. B. datece, 4949 in !d!Inticsr.A AeministratiQx

Post graduate worn, University 22 Minnasotm. summer W52, in
Higher Education.

Proiessiosal Secondary school teacher: MuSic, Ens1:..)%;

Elporionce: Berlin Public,Schoola, Zarlin, Ohio, .

.Secondary ordicol teacher! Mlisic ./

Mehomet High School, Mahomot, -1942,

4/7
Secondary achool cdminintrator Snci'tcr.
Mahomot High School, :-.ahotlet, I:Ili:Lois, 2.)::4,1%-19:4L W

. .

Graduate '2iesearch AostacuAut, Gene& of N,::ucatioa, Bureau of
Rctearch rind ServicO., Vaivorsity,of 111. 14sis, lhaana Ilitucia,

194, 1948: \
, \

.

AsarLi,:i ?Tofu:mar w! Educa:..ten. Goshen Col/egc, 19/::: 1951.

i 2r.lcoaJor og VUCCtiCW., GO*.) .'1114":f. 11.' ''

1.c!:trz '.:ef,n, Go;-,L,m, C,-..,L*2 'PP.)2-1%I.,,196 -1364

Diruk:Le,r of ',;occl.,nE-,!oc'tiou4 ii.3,6 \ f ,

',!!.,.;%!Ligcnorses-tax.. cr:i L.,5:ict.L.!,?4, 6tui,m Itcollio,

C;nroicomentel ecylicy. :W.tc,,,ec;TI:cluty. Igstlicdo ct

Ti,:aqbW), 7v1c.i.e.t&at S,,..t;dy
.,

-Curriculum C-Aenitant, Divictc,: or buidasze, and teacher 4t ,

2enu High 'Scnool/, iiishawu,:a, Indiana, 19-1959i0ueing

-,'gobbliacal 4410)4
. 1,23.:, :,..'
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Professional :

Activities:
re

Consultant.-Activities

Champaign-Urbana School Survey (by liav.:!rsity, of Illinois), 1M.
Peoria, Illinois, School Survey, (}, of

Culp, Arkansas; Sch I Survey, 1053.'

Curriculum Consultant, Penn 2igh bc;lOol,
Accreditation Conottitz.4-.PenaJII&S4::°''''

aunty Schoolffistrict-P:eorntr 1:!:0-61;

Advisor -d Author of Committee's Coolv,:sh:nlorr.

Teacher Educct Consultant, North C satr.:,, ';4,ollatieft

University cot Minn -ota, summer, 1962.

BOmoia SeScia, Odbouit Puerto aico, 412

jr

I

A

ppance Pt:kin D.ge carve 1962.

ry Community Schools Sisicky, 1965.-
.

Goshen Com. ity Schools Survey, 1'965.

Condnitant ger

N
HCATLNActi ier

ted institutions seakiag Accreditmor. .

-.. .

(National. Council for Acereditot onofTrinothe.z Cducatioa)
.

!-..

, Mori= and Chairman of =ATE VisitinG Teams 2o50Ili:i;as in

1
Michigan, ...,..Ja, and Illtaois, 1974

- , /----,i

Harbor og t le VCATE's Visitation and Appraise' Co.r:-.1it.t.ce.ZI; ,; A
Comite with meetings in Minneapolis, Sz, Loli..;, and Manses,
Cityi-156/-1964%. ---.

_

,

...,,t
t

Associate DirodtorotICATE0 Washington, D.C.. 2n=tr, 1964.
. . . -

.

.Other Profesionsl Activi.ies

Member: North C
ComTittee 1954.

ociation Littoral ',no Study Steering

Mombem: Steering Comm tteee-lifdiana-Taachai kchs_ation Workshop,
1955-1957./

t :- mbar: F rth Centrl Assoc atiop4Iccreditntion tsms
Mid/eoury High Scliool and Penn High.School, 1957195D.

Chair in ot-Gcishen College faculty I:elm of 1.1.=ticipant'S in tha

Danforth loundation Workshop, OlornosColic3r.,.. sumer. :058,

Member: State of Ti diaha Accreditation To Lethcl. I563.
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hember of seven-min study teal to POL':71,, i N3,

by the A;TericaN Asancietion of Cole,;ns f.or
and the U. S. oepartment.of State.

_ Secretary: Goshen Collage Faculty.

hember of Goshen College Faculty CommiiLe..'s:'

Library
Curriculum and Instruction, Chair;
Plans and 2rojects
Wencher Education Advisory Council, Secretary

Trainteship: University of Vinnesota (one veek.)

Mental Retardation
Nember: Indiana Ste TUS Committee 1955-67

1'resideut4elect isldiena Association for Student Teaching

(A32') - 1966-67

I.

Asaos..intion Membershirs

flr lean Association o2 Colleges for Teacher Nd on

In Lena State reacher:: Association
Internatienel Council on i;:dnention for Teachps
Masnal Association of Seconssfy-Sehool N.incipalo
National Education Association
rhi,Delta.Eappa
Aisooiatio6 for ;Student Teaching

Talks

A series, of rsdio addresses _en reorl.ui::;.1., school (114tri,...p.e.r

WILLS. University of Illinois, 1947,1946,
,

Talks to pv, tesohets2 vorkshOps,'vec:ool rdministro:ro"::,

Sunday Soh 1 toe. hers, it :!essicnal oraacirmtions, aluwai

7groups, et .

//

,

ComMcncement addresses. A ...... ww
hri /

Public.r.tions

1. "Uomocrotic Pantiolp:Ition in the ForiUlation
Award System°, School Activities, September,, 1947,

2. "A Technique for Td:2ntOyint; '£c-n.munity :,ull'" Thl J:..T.:11. 1.
. / ..

Educat:.:A::,z0 Seciolo,t7:, Dace:711)er 1°47 p 3°3 '/Wiu-;-2l: ''17-1

/

. - 01. 00 - , 00 : l 0 . 1.. , . .

, .

3. "Pon't Undermine Remnlnicntion", IlliwAl .:e-an.lti*r., lairck. .19=.:.
.

4, "Cpwai3n for Reorganization: A Casa Ot..:lv of V.IP.1 Commv4vy

Unit SChoulAAotrict Elections" plir.o: ..: --.4a, Octo;:v 19!;6.
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5. "Public Cpinbon as Pa:lei:ad tb tha %sol pistr%,
Heorganiaation ia :Talected.Areas L I111::aio°, ..2f1;:a;!1

rental Eertion, June, 1949, Valulce Ca. 4, pp. 3:;9,45).,
(Major portion O. electoral Cheats),

6. A Comprehensive Plan for the Reargani=tioa of the 3cool
Corporations ofElkhart.County, Indiana", 01:'her, 1961 (Mireographea

7. Editor, TO, (Teacher Egocation Bollatiu) Oashen College, Goshen,
Indiana

8. "teacher Education'et Goshen College: )1 liondhook'for Student*

and Counselors ", 1963.
\:

1. "Steps-Ahead in Teacher Education" (at Goshen Collesa),

2. "The Role of the School in mental 11" June, 1957.

3. "Junior Field' Work in Secondary Education", dandbook 1961.

4. "Teacher Education et Coohen College: A neycvt to the iletomal'
Connell-for Accredit/la:en of Teacher Education" JO.ni!ar..y, 1E64.

Five =jar evaluation re orts prepared for tits !let:tonal Council
for Accreditation of Tee her Educa;ien:

_____-------:.----)--i

,,
5. Report of the Visiting -Team on dlarke Co;.1a:;::, Cuhutive,-IOua.

... .

.

. 6. "
n.

" it It " Rilladele ..1z11-L:st.ailladale 10.01:=.
. .

. .

,

'- , 7.,.
.

gy is
, n_ _. , "il "Mope Collesop _Nollan41 Nicht 3na,-

/.,

----8. , .11 ,11 II/ tt ' " " I/1 noia Wpslayan Univ., Bleer4.nt,tort,

.......----------:".7

- 4
0 4. . Illinois.

9. 11 11 11 St " " Olivet Collez.,?, Olivet, Uichigen.

/
Community //7

Aattvitica.: Member: ,Collage 1:ann6nite GhLh, 1943'

Sun4ay-!;ehool teacher crad daprxteact chni'v.an of,hfI schcol-age
youth, Callas:eller:no to Ourch, 1960-3.

Nether: Church-Chapel Board al: Dirootora, Ine.,

mmher and Hest '...)rosIdent: Goshen rrchange.W.th.

4ulletin CoLiLan 1;::chas3a

(Bulletin wen top state award tv,vtaas)

A

14tember:' Utet...art County Study Committet.% 195!.

Member: Elkhart County Economic e;-)pr.nity 10.t nenninc; Cr=itto,.190.-

. Chairman.: Pu51icity Committee for,Gramcroft Villa Retirement
Cowillunicy Ccatnr, 1065.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES FOR TEACHER. EDUCATION
One Dupont Circle,Wasitington,D.C. :003_, 6( )acu,

0

February 1970

4

Supplement to Karl Massanari VITA,

Present addressi

7012 River Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20034

Telephone: 229-5847

sition:

Associate Secretary, AACTE
One Dupont Cirtie,
Washington, D. C:',2C036

..

Telephone: 202.+293-2450

Professional....77 1

Served as staff person for the Evaluative Criteria Study

CoMmittee which developed new national- standards fort the

accreditation of teacher education, 1966:3969,

41Membe lecturing staff, Washington International Center.

Cons ltunt to a number of Member institutions of AACTE.

Other pr ssifonal activities:

Addresses to a number of-i3i.ofessional .organizations, including

Am9rican Home Economics Association
American Association of Heath; Physical Education,

and Recreation
National Association of'Schools of Music
National Association of Art Education
Amerigan'Association of Theatre Educators

NEA's Department of Audio-Visual Education
Associated Organizations of Teacher Education

Member of.NCATE's new

Director, AACTEls Perform
Consultant to -state department

and universities abOut periormanc
,

ttee on ,Standards and Process
.Based .Teacher Education Project

etacition 'and colleges
based teacher education/Certification

0- .74i,--
127
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Publications

k.
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r.

Editor, Evaluative Criteria for Accrediting.Teacher Education:
A Source Book on Selected Issues, published by AACTE,
1967.

Author, "The MCTE -NCATE Feasibili Project: A Test of Proposed
Net4 Adcraditation Standards Teacher Education",
Journal of Te cher Education; S ing 1969.

Participant in riti the newaccreditation standards
Eotommanded dards.for Teacher Education,
pilblished by AACTE, 1969.

Author, "AA Explores Performance-Based TAcher Education ",

CTE etin, Volume XXIV NuMber '1/ March 1971

ti

12c
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Research Strategy for PBTE.' Paper to be presented as part of,a symposium
on performance-based teacher education at the annual convention of the

American Educational Research Association, New Orleans, 1973.

The relation of student achievement and student ratings of teachers. Paper

to be piesented to the annual convention of the American Educational Research

Association, New Orleans, 1973.

6. Related Professional Experiedces
Member, Coordinating Committees National Commission on Performance -Based

Education. ,

Member, Board of Visitors, Teacher Education Research Center, State University
College, Fredonia, New York.

Member (ETS Representative), Hofstra Consortium on Teacher Performance Criteria.

Chairman, Reinforcement and problem-solving behavior. Paper session, annual

convention, American Psychological Association, Honolulu, 1972.
Invited member, panel discussion on evaluation of college teaching. New

Jersey State Conference, American Association of University Professors,

November, 1972.
Reader, Program Committee (Division 15) for the annual convention of the

American Psychological Association, 1972.

7. Professional Societies *.

American Educational Research Association

American Psychological Association

Phi Kappa Phi

Psi Chi

. References - furnishpd upon request.

ti
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1. Personal Data
orn: September 7, 1942

Height: ;5'10'
Weight: 155

,Marital Status: M
Military Status: 1-D
Address: 1

500 Princeton-
Princeton, New,

.1.

-66-;

VITA

DAVID A. POTTER

rried:two children

Phone:

7//
2.

(oyment History1971-present: Associate Research Psychologist,'Educational Testing Service,-,

/ Princeton, New Jerey. Basic duty - conduct research into the relation-

/ ship between teacher bellaVior and student growth. Other related duties

involve participation on the coordinating committee'of,a proposed National
Commission on Performance-Based Education; preparing and presenting a
segment of, an intensive resident course on "Inservice Teacher-Evaluation:'

-,- meeting with vriout external groups to discuss the-/esearch oi. the TeacheL

Behavior Research Group; directing segments of research projects; supervising
the day-to-day operations of the research group; and proposal and budget
preparation.

ngston Road
Jersey 08540

Busidess 609/921-9000
Home - 609/924-4770

1970-1971: Supervisor, Organization and Personnel Consulting, Erngt & Ernst,
St. LoUis, Missouri. Duties include' managempt consulting assignments for
a variety of clients in industry, health, ant government. These engagements

involve areas such as organization planning, management evaluation and
testing, compensationoperations review-of personnel departments, EEOC
compliance i and position description- and- evaluation- ----

1969: Instructor, summer
of New York,tAlege at
undergraduat course in
level course in social p

session, Department of Psychology, State University
Cortland, New York. Duties involved teaching an
industrial psychology and an undergraduate-graduate
sychology.

1968: Research tssistant, Department of Psychology, C
Ithaca, NeWl'&0k.

130
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1968: Lecturer, Department of Kiychology, University of Delaware, Newark,
Delaware.' Duties involved teaching an undergraduate course in developmental
psychol gy and supervising a special studies pro gram for several graduate
stud en s (in conjunction with the developmental course).

1966-1969: Teaching Fellow, Department of Psychology, Cornell University,'
Ithaca, New York. Assisted in courses in general, industrial, and social
psychology; theories of personality, statistics, and research design.

r

3. Edu tion

Ph:D. in'Personality and Social Psychology, with minors in Industrial
Psychology and Organizational Behavior (the latter in the College of
Industrial and Labor Relations); Cornell University, Ithaca; New York, 1970.

/M.A. in Social Psychology and'Industrial Psychology, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, 1968.

B.A. in Psychology, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, 1966.

4. Honors
Phi Kappa Phi, Cornell University - Member
Psi Chi, University of Delaware -,Member
NIGMS 'Trainee in Social Psychology,' Cornell University, 1969-1970.

Halsey M. MacPhee Psi Chi Award as the outstanding 'senior in the Department
of 7 Uniwprs4.ty of-nPl=wre, 1966.

5. Selected Publications
\

Social Comparison TheorY\: The evaluative drive as a function of pe eived
utility of evaluative information. Master's thesis, Cornh- varsity,
1968.

Leadership Training Program for the National convention of Chi Phi Fraternity
at Cornell in 1968. The program included lectures, movies, and demonstration
and laboratory-type groups.-

Accuracy and Interpersonal Attraction. Doctoral dissertation, Cornell Univer-
sity, 1970.

Why Certification? Paper presented to the Hofstra Consortium on Teacher
Performance Criteria, Hofstra University, 1972.

Accuracy of interpersonal evaluations and liking reciprocity: To be
published as a Research Bulletin, Educaffonal Testing Service, 1972. .

Performance-Based Teacher Education: Issues and Strategies. Symposium.
organized for the annual convent4on of the American Educational Research
Associatiolq-New Orleans, 1973.

Personaligth and Interpersonal Attraction. In press, Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology.

13
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Research Strategy for PBTE: Paper to be presented as part of,4 symposiuM
on performance-based teacher education at the annual convention of the

American Educational Research Association, New Orleans, 1973.

The relation of student achievement and student ratings of teachers. Paper

to be pfesented.to the annual convention of the American Educational Research

Association, New Orleans, 1973.

6. Related Professional Experiences
Member, Coordinating Committees National Commission on Performance-Based

Education.
Member, Board of Visitors, Teacher Education Research Center, State University

College, Fredonia, New York.
Member (ETS Representative), Hofstra Consortium on Teacher Performance Criteria.
Chairman, Reinforcement and problem-solving behavior. Paper session, annual

convention, American Psychological Association, Honolulu, 1972.
Invited member, panel discussion on evaluation of college teaching. New

Jersey State Conference, American Association of University Professors,

November, 1972.
Reader, Program Committee (Division 15) for the annual convention of the

American Psychological Association, 1972.

7. Professional Societies
American Educational Research Association

American Psychological Association

Phi Kappa Phi

Psi Chi

. References - furnished upon request. ,-

4
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Ianuary, 1972
, .

Resume of the Proposal (
1. The Rockefeller Brothers Foundation warded a grant of

st,

\

0
1'4)

6e,000 to Educational Testing Servi for the purpdse of

doing a ten-month's feasibility study concernin the

establishment of a consortium of states that w uld move the

member states toward adopting effective teaching performance

as the criterion for,teacher c\ertification. Frederick J.

McDonald of ETS was appointed Director, and Horace Aubergine

of Illinois State University was appointed Assistant P ect

Director (part-time).

ore pecifically, t purposes of the feasibility study

o

a. to select states for participation in the consortium;

,. -------1
b. to develop,

':.*

in each state selected, a commitment to

. . \
_.

\ create a task force that would develop a plan for

mlodifying its teacher certifidation,system;
4

help create in each-seaee,e working task 6Srce that
1

.woulddrawsop a plan to change the sttte's certification--

processes;

d. to assess in each state what problem6 might be encountered

in developing a'nex4 system of certification

e. to assess ,the costs of developing such a system;
iv . .

0

., f. to develop ,a plan for a permanent consortium of states

tkat would kork together to change bertifidAtion practices.

a

1,3 7



Vitae for Allen A. Schmieder,'

Professional_..Organizations:-

-70-

/
National Council for Geographic Education, Executive Board
National Council` for the Social Studies.
Association of AmeriCan Geographers, Chairman; Geographers -in Federal

Government

Honors, Awards:

Outstanding Professor Award, The Ohio State University, 1959, 1960

University .of Maryland, 1962,1963,196.4'

. ,Who's Who Among.Students in American Universities and Colleges, 3954-55
Who's Who in%tne East, 1.69 -72, Who's Who in Government, 1971 ."----

Who's,Who in Arorian }du ation, 1971

Kappa Delta Pi, National Educati
Natiohal Geography Honorary

Quality Service Award, U.S. Cove

1. 1

Publfcationa:

A Dictionary of Basic Geograph
1971 The Hiztoricc.: Coo-

Microfilms Press, 19u:1; Reform-
Reform, t' DOE, 1972; over 50 ar

the social studies and teacher

In Preparation:

n Honorary Society, Gamma Theta Upsilon,

cciety.

nment, 1969.

, Allyn-Bacon, Co., 1970, second printing,

2rie TriPn-le, UniVersity_
-te Jargon: A G2ossary on Educational
idles and monographs on geography,
ducation.

The Myth of the Population Exploiion and Ecological Overskill in Contemporary

America

Poetry-Philosophy Series: *
, . ..

'SomeFrbfound SiMplitudes
And So I Asked Myself
NeW Forms
Love Poems°
Dialogues with God
'Cdnference TbemS ..°

*Many poesm from the following series
have been published separately. Ap-

proximately ten are scheduled'for inclusion
in the September, 1972 edition of Todays.

Education

r. -

to. t.



Vitae for Allen Schmieder ,, e

, lomtures:

Delivered approximately 500 leCtur>
colleges, civic organizations

-

past 15 pars to schools,

sional groups.

BameSelected national programs: Am Jean Association of Schoo

Administrators, Association of ican Colleges fo acher

Education, National Council te" the cial Stli es, American
EducationalTtesearch'Associati n, National Council for Geographic

Education, Association of Amer can Geographers, American Historical

Association, American Econpnies'Association, American Political

Science Association, American Society foi Curriculum Tevelopmeht,

National Council of Teachersiof English, American Association of

Land Grant Colleres and Universities, Southern Association of

Collere Presidents, NEA GRIP,Conferences(6), Annual State Education,

Meetinp, ( 1abalma. Arizbna, Ueorzia, Marylaod,'Ohio,..

Texas, Vermont, New Hampshire)
. ,

Since 1965 have traveled approximately one-half million miles.visiting

schoiols, colleges, universities and communitie to observe out-

standing education programs and to discuss impor nt national:

education issue

Have served on several special task forces--President's Tas ,-Force on

Inter-Agency Talent Development, President's Task Fort on National

Teaching Awdrds, Departgent of H.E.W.'s Task'Force on Crises in

American Education.

Ohe of the architects and OE program monitor of the Nortakota Project

in Education which was highlighted in Silberrian's Book, Crisis in'

American Education.

__---Whiem-reViewing some of the highlight's of amcrican education in the

1960's the, New York Times, described the TTT Program .as possibly

the most significant new federally sponsored educational program

of the decade.

Task. Force '72, A U.S. Office of TAucition teak force

"ahr..ged;:i.rieh Wahlfting'eUtIvennoven4nis'in.nationWleducational.
,

reform and their implications for U.S, Office of Education Programs.

The Task Force which emphasizedcommunication and involvement with

the field net directly with over 10,000 educators and was responsible

for the deValopment of approxlmately/30separate reports on eduCational

i:tform. The Most significant` othede'Were:'Compettney:-Baseff Teacher

Education: Progress, Problems, and Prospects 1Palto,Alto, California,

SRA, June 1972; The Power of Competency Based Teacher Education (Boston,

Allyn & Bacon Co., 1972); Task Force 72 ?inal RePortf, U.S, Government

Printing Office, 1972.
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Appendix C vik

ol Coordinating CoMinittee
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meetings expressed a willingness to discuss the Consortium of

States notion at greater length and accepted invitations to come

tto the meeting in Princeton in March.

March, 1972

rinceton, March 14-15

1. Attending this meeting were ten state department personnel, repre-

senting six states, as Well as TedAndrews, chairman of the Multi-

State Consortium; 17 college and university deans and directors

of teacher education, located in 13 states; and representatives of

the Office of Education, AACTE, the Ford Foundation, and the Teacher

Corps.

2. The two-day meeting had been organized by an enlarged Coordinating

Committee. Fred McDonald and 3a4 Hollister of ETS, and Horace

Aubertine of Illinois State, had been joined by Robert Houston,

Professor of Education at the University of Houston, an expert in

the design, implementation, and assessment of-COmPitency-based

teacher-eduCation programs; Ted Andres, Associate in Teacher

Education at the York State Department of Education and chairman\New

of the Multi-State Consortium; and Karl Massanari, Associate Director

of the AACTE and chaian of its Performance-Based Education Committee.

The participants reached consensus that a national organization on

P.B.T.E. training and certification was not only desirable, but should

be activated as quickly as possible. Some of the reasons for

supporting this national organization were:

14 2
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g. to write a proposal noting the fund re uired to operatt

a consortium and to conduct the resea: -and-development

plan. Funding for this proposal would be sought from

federal and state agencies and private, foundations;

h. to init- iate the formal organization that would carry out

the work of the, consortium.
111,

Four kinds of activities were to ,be undertaken over the

ten-months' period: (1) creation of Coordinating

Committee charged with the responsibility of drawing up a

plan for the consortium;' (2) meetings of theprincipal

officers of the states' educational systems, deans of

major teacher-training institutions, and superintendents

Of major city school systems; (3) meetings of the general

_

advisory-countil in consultation with the Coordinating

Committee for purpose,of program planning and implementation;

(4) me- eti the Task Force in each state .,and periodic

meetings with the 'Coordinating Committee.or individual

members thereof. -

It was assumed that, at the condluS'ion this time,

each state would have developed a plan 'delineating three

distin/ phases related to (a) performance-based certifi-

cationcation and ( ) performance -based education programs,

including d elopment and implementation, and (c) formative

, :itt And summative"assessment schemes.

13.6
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2. The initial ma activity planned by the interim

Coordinating Committee was to hold a meeting in Atlantic

City, on February.16th, to coincide with the American

Association of School Administrators .(AASA) convention.

The purpose of this meeting was to obtain input on

of a National Consortium of States on Performance-,

,__Aased Education and Certific on from a sample of

educators and publi ficials. In preparation for this

meeting-tpe Coordinating Committee prep.1.4"-aridsent to

selected individuals "A Proposed Organization for the

Consortium of States to Develop a Plan for the Performance -
\

Based Certification of Teachers," and also an outline of

what it considered the role and tasks of various groups to

be.

February, 1972

1. Attending the Atlantic City meeting, on February 16, were

repTesentatives of state departments'of education, the

Office of Education, teacher-training institutions, private

funding agencies, professional organizations, and civic groups.

At the foimal meeting five reports were given on the state of

the art of performance-based education (PBE). Allen

Schmeider of the Office of Education wave an overview of

national organizations and groups concerned with PBE;

Behjamin Rosner of CUNY discussed Task Force '72 and identified

as a key problem the measurement of teacher coMpetency as
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related to pupil performance; Jim Steffenson reported onthe

Teacher Corps and its activities in this area; Karl Massanari

gave background information on the American Association of'Colleges

of Teacher Education's (AACTE) Committee on Performarice-itased

Teacher Education and the state of the art as revealed through\

commissioned papers; and Theodore Andrews of the New York State

Educat n,..pepartment discussed the Multi-State Consortium, which

was attempting to develop a management system needed to move

P.B.T:E. and teacher certification from initial conception to

full implementation.

2. A major directional change occurred in the Coordinating Committee's

thinking at this time, although it did not yet emerge as a policy

r ye

a. It had been assumed that state superintendents would play

.

a major role in the development of PBTE cer 'fication pro-Ncedures, but it was apparent from the comments many

state superintendents that they were dealing with too many

other,problems to give this movement their concerted effort.

In addition, PBE certification presented them With,many

problems related to their relationship with various teachet

associations.

b. The Multi-State Consortium appeared to be struggling with

the certification issues and.there was some question about

duplication pf resources;

c. there was still sme feeling that the consortium could beo
4

developed around he certification officers currentlyt

interested and doing some work in this area,:but only if
' -44. . ,

teacher training institutions could he found in.those states

10
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working on performance-based teacher training. Florida,

appeared to be the only state that had a close-knit relation-

ship between teacher trainers and certification officers

working on P.B.T.E. programs and -certification. There were

other states moving in this direction, but not enough to make

a consortium feasible.

3. It was the consensus of those who participated in the day-long

deliberations at AtlantiC City and those who met informally that a

form of national organization was needed to develop a perspective

on' the P.B.T.E. movement and give it direction. At present no one

group, agency, or/institution could fulfill these goals. A decision

was made at this meeti g to hold -a two-day conference 'in Mardi at

ETS in Princeton with a b oad range of persons engaged in P.B.T.E.

and Certification. In addit , the== p,oject director and assistant

project director planned to attend the AACTE anZ"'the Association

of Teacher Education (ATE) meeting kn Chicago (Febttary 21-24) for

the purpose of continuin heir inform interviews of deans and

teacher trainers and other groups attending the meeting, and of

inviting interested parties to the Princeton me ing.

4. AACTE-ATE meeting in Chicago:February 21-24

During this time the project director and assistant project director

met in a series of meetings and informally with many educators and

state department of education officials to discuss the feasibility

National Consortium on P.B.T.E.,- Many individuals indicated

that a tonal consortium should be broader in scope than just

state department personnel and should include all persons and groups

working on performance-based teacher education and certification.

Several of those with whom the director and assistant director had
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meetings expressed a willingness to discuss the Consortium of

States notion at greaterlength and accepted invitations to come

tto the meeting in Princeton in March.

March, 1972

14-inceton, March 14-15

1. Attending this meeting were ten state department personnel, repre-

senting six states, as Well as Ted Andrews, chairman of the Multi-

State Consortium; 17 college and university deans and directors

of teacher education, located in 13 states; and representatives of

the Office of Education, AACTE, the Ford Foundation, and the Teacher

Corps.

2. The two-day meeting had been organized by an enlarged Coordinating

Committee. Fed McDonald and Jack Hollister of ETS, and Horace

Aubertine of Illinois State, had been joined by Robert Houston,

Professor of Education at the University of Houston, 'an expert in

the,design, implementation, and assessment of competency -based

teacher-education programs; Ted Andiaws, Associate in Teacher

Education at the New York State Department of Education and chairman

of the Multi-State nsortium; and Karl Massanari, Associate Director

of the AACTE and chairman of its Performance-Based Education Committee.

The participants reached consensus that a national organization on

P.B.T.E. training and certification was not only desirable, but should,

be activated as quiCkly as possible. Some of the reasons for

supporting this national organization were:
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a. the lack ofia centralized agency -that could collect,

organize, and disseminate information about P.B.T.E.

and certification throughout the nation;

b. the need to place into pe.Ps'pective the scope and direction'

of the movement, what has to be done, as well as the

definition of "what is meant by performance-based teacher

education?";

c. the need for some mechanism in which an institution,

individual, or state could get assistance or find

out where assistance might be obtained relative to a parti-

cular P.B.T.E. problem or issue;

d. the need for an organization to conduct research and develop-

ment work in P.B.T.E. that could not be done at present within----

current institutions or agencies. This last point was given

great emphasis by the partiFipants, and the Coordinating

Committee took cognizance of this fact in. later developments.

The participants also made the following observations and

retommendations concerning the consortium and the concept of a

,consortium:

a. Having a cOnsortiu would permit a more comprehehsive

and P.B. teacher Ce ification movement than was possible with

csr
separate institutions r groups.

..:

b. The consortium would pr ide greater visibility, impact. and

4
---C-----j--

--- -----

interest than any other single institution or group could.

provide,.

c. There were greater possibilitie of attracting external funding

with a consortium than with individual institutions or projects.

. 1
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roup effort could encourage and coordinate other group efforts.

e. A group effort could establish standards on which to e aluate

performance of individuals and groups and P.B:T.E.

programs. 1

3. Many issues and problems raised by those attending the meeting

were left to the Coordinating CoMmittee to discuss and_ then prepare

a consortium proposal for dissemination. It should be noted here'

that those problems raised in Atlantic City concerning a State

Concortium had now been fully discussed by the participants at

Princeton and by the Coordinating Committee. A P.B.T.E. consortium

repregenting many constituencies was nowbeIng recommended. At the

__,/end of this meeting the project director officially announced the

'Coordinating Committee membership as follows:
4 .

Theodbre_AnArtWs Fred McDonald, Director

Robert Houston

Karl Massanari

Howard Coron *

Horace Aubertine, Assistant Director

\ Jack Hollistei, ETS

James Deneen (ex officio), ETS

4. The Coordinating Committee met briefly at the end of this meeting

and set April 10-4 fox the accomplishment of the following objectives:

to-review-the-input_of_the various participants in formal

meetings, and the input' f various informal discussions;

b. to establish a time schedu e for work sessions of the

Coordinating Committee;

* Professor Howard Coron, Direcfnr-af_Student Teaching and the Teaching
_ _

Performance Center at New York University and a Policy Board Chairman

of a New York State Trial project in Performance-based teacher education ,

was asked to join the Coordinatig Committee, at the conclusion of tb

meeting.
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c. to define roles and tasks of members of the Coordinating
4.

Commit tee;

d.* to discuss

Consortium

during the

April, 1972

Ts

I A
possible organizational intteFIS for a National

4

\

and possible projects\that could be undertaken

first year, the next five years; and over a decade.

Work of the Coordinating Committee / I

!

1. Outcomes of the Coordinating Committee meeting, on April,10-11:

.a. A schedule for future meetings was established. The Committee

would beet at E.T.S. on:

April 24-26
May 1-2 °
MAY 15-17
June 5-6
June 19-20

\11/
2. A preliminary draft of a proposed National Consortium was reaaiedl

oi

for a May 1 presentation to the Multi-State Consortium May 3

meeting to beheld at Sugarbush Inn; Warren, Vermont. Members of the

Multi-6tate consortium would be asked to suggest revisions of the?

draft.

3. A revised working paper was mailed to the full Multi-State Consortium.

(representatives of eleven states).

4. A third working paper was prepared,., based on the inp received from

the membership. It was anticipated that the P.B.T.E. National

Consortium plan would be far enough along for a meeting, to be held

at ETS early in the summer, with representatives of foundatid s that

miet be interested in funding various aspects of the program.
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5. At itt April meeting the Coordina g Committee addressed itself to:

a. the establishment of objectives of the Consortium for the next

two years, the next five years, and the next ten years;

b. the outlining of specific systems or structures that the National

Consortium would establish (for example, a National Assessment

Center) .

1. The culmination of tile-work-sessions of dne.C7rdinating Committee

was a working paper submitted to ,a meeting of the nii State

Consortium project, on May 5 at Sugarbush Inn, Vermont, under the

direction of Theodore Andrews.

2. A key decision was made as a result "of the meeting in'Vermont. It

was decided to abandon the notion of a "Consortium of States " ,and

to adopt the Concept of a "National Commission". A National Commission

would be less restrictive and provide greater opportunities for

individuals and institutions within a state to participate. Further-

more, a National Commission did,not rule out the possibility of an

entire state's becoming a full member.

3. The results of the Coordinating Committee's work by May 30 was compi ed

in a preliminary document, which was to be examined and re-edited at

the next meetiag, on June 1-4, at Lumberville, Pennsylvania.
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4. The Working Style of the Coordinating Committee

The Committee was composed of individuals, some of whom had had

only superficial contact with each_other prior to being named to the

Coordinating-Conitittee, butWhOWere,aWare of each other's activities

in the P.B.T.E. movement. Theirselection to the Coordinating

Committee was based- on-thiir history of Involvement in the P.B.T.E.

movement, knowledge of the subject, their willingness to give a

great deal of time to working on the project, their general enthusiasm

about the potential of P.B.T:E., and their task-6rientedness.

During the various meetings it became apparent that the

Coordinating Committee was composed of individuals who could accept

and build upon the_ideas of other members, reject inappropriate ideas

as relatedto the overall goals of the Commission, and give

constructive criticism. Duringifie-long hours the group was

together, the members observed that they sere so attuned to each
1

other'S thinking that they could often fin h the. 7sentenc begun

by others At the same time, they were sc6histicated1 enough to hold

fora fu ure agenda comments which might indicate that an indi dual

i \\

was kigatacknotusefultothe grouri at the,par i filar time.

\
t 0 \..

i

This supportive behavior reinforced for each Member is desire
\
to

continue working with the group.

Much of the meetin time was taken up by group discussions. As

ide s were clarified and rojects suggested, mall task g oups met

to flesh out the ideas, then brig them-back to the larger groups for

`,analysis and further development. Often individua s would ' -ke the

lysisnrterials and spend time ht home

\ o the-grourgideas. Constant evaluation sessions were held d

reparing a more detailed

\ '7
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Ar
new directiOns,emerged as a result IA the interaction. The group

consistently reviewed the input of other professionals and incorporated

those ideas -that furthered the development of the Commission. Quite

often members of the group played devil's advocate solely for the pur-

pose of clarifying the ideas. It became apparent that the members were

learning from each other; there was l' tle need to take "ego trips"

to present credentials. The members trusted each other.

June, 1972

At the work session at Lumberville,.Pennsylvania, on une 1-4, the

Coordinating Committee analyzed and edited the progre s repo t of work,

dated May 30.

2. Members of the Coordinating Committee met On June 5 with Presi

Turn bull and other officials of ETS to discuss th progress and projection

SoMe of theof t,he'Coordinating Committee at that pot it in time.

suggestions offered were:

a. There was a need to re-examine\the Organizaio 1 structure and to

reconsider developing a highly centralized structur

b. Discussibns should be held concerning the cpncept of Board Of

ITrustees, andiiteir rol \.,

c. It might be helpful o o in lud,e a historian -on7th-d-rii-st -year

planning staff to'do4nTent development of the National

\
_

Commission. \

d. A statement etas needed on the need for -and -scope of the National

Commission.
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3. On June 19-21, the toordinating Committee tet at Houston, Texas to:

a, examine the revised progress report.(June 16) based upOn the

work at the Lumberville meeting and the outcome of the meeting

with E.T.S. Officers on June 5 at Princeton;

b. establish a calendar,of activities for the remaining months of

the planning period;

c. develop additional project relatedrelated to the Commission.

Additional Outcomes were these:

a. An invitational conference was set up to be hereon

August 10-12 at ETS in ceton, New Jersey, for the pur-

pose of obtaining input from invited experts, in two areas of

immediate interest to the Coordinating Committee and other

participants:

1. Model of teaching and teat training.

2. Thetraining of teacher educators.

b. summary statement completed July 31, 197' , was prepared

for the par icipants at the August conference.

c: bpecific follow7up meeting dates were'llideferred until tl

August meeting.

d. A proposed meeting with national leaders of teacher-

.organization groups, scheduled for July, was cancelled because

of inconvenient time. This cancellation concerned the

Coordinating Committee.' ayes apparent that too few leaders

of t

alth

acher organizations had been represe ted in the deliberation

ugh individuals had been contacted on hn informal bases.

1. 4 9
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August, 1972

An invitational conference was held at Princeton, New Jersey, on

August 10-12 for the purpose of gaining input relative to. the

following topics:

Models of teaching and their implications.

b. Training of teacher educators.

2. Attending this meeting, besides the Coordinating Committee, were ten

individuals involved in the implementation of P.B.T.E. programs.

In addition, there'were representatives froaKthe Office Of Education

and the Florida State Education Department.

'3. The conference fell somewhat short of achieving its intended

ectives. The, - general discussion that ensued during the

conference period indicated clearly to the Coord a4ing ComMittee
.

that:

it had addressed itself to the,central, issues regarding p.B.T.E.

during their spring sessions. The ideas that emerged from the

conferenfe participants had been identified and discussed at some

length by the Coordinating Committee earlier in the year;,

b. it became quite evident again that one of the immediate priorities

of the National Commission would be to survey the field and

develop perspective on the P.B.T.E. movement; '1

c. it:was soon realized that of professions (medicine, dentistry,

nursing, law, engineering and others)' were interestedin,performance-

based education. As a result, the word "teacher" was dropped from

the title of the organization to symbolize the broadening of the

National Commission'S scope;

10
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d. Allen Schmeider of the Office of Educatinnsas invited to

becoffie,a member of the 'Coordinating

e. a meeting date of SeptembeT 14, 15,.

purpose of:

1, presenting working papers' on:

Committee;

and 16 was set for the

a. A Rationale for the National Commission
4..

b. The Models of Instruction (Bobollouston%

(Karl Masanar

HowaTd Coron)

c. The Logistics of Program Imp14mentaticip,(Horace Aubertine)

2. continuing discussion on the nature and structure of the

Commission and the composition of the Coordinating Committee.

September, 1972

*41

1. The Coordinating Committee met at Princeton on SepteMber 14, 15 and

16, and formulated.thgeneral outlines for specific projects to be

considered.duiing the first year of operation of the National

Commission.*

a. Proposal topics selected were based upon the following criteria:

1. immediacy of heed and contribution to P.B.E. movement;

2. those which were not being done or could not be done readily

by any existing Agency, institution, or state.

Thevoposed topics were:

1. rdels of instruction coupled with taxonomies of teaching

ston and Coron);,

2., Training, educators for managing program implementation

(Aubertine);

.,
11.

`1.

.11
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,3. Survey of P.B.E. and certification as a means to develop national

perspective.

b. Agreement was reached to develop the National Commission's
, ..,

,

( ..
..

--administrative strudtune on an evolutionary/gradual basis. The

. .

4first year of operation would be an interim stage in whicht

N

the, Advisory board membership,, the policy:-making unit'ofthe

Commission, could tre formulated in a deliberate manner;,

2. the cost of administrative operation could be more.closefy tied

in with emerging
4

policies and programs,as"determined by 014

advisory board;

c. More detailed analysis of the projects was needed for the Coorldinating ,

Committee's work session and fdr assembling and synthesizingthe

components for the work.-and proposal to the Rockefeller Brothers

Foundation in November of 1972.'

October, 1972

The Coordinating Committee met at Princeton, October 5, 6. and 7, for the

speoific purposes of:

1. reviewing and revising- the four proposals for the first-year activities

of the National Commission:

a. developing models of,performance-based,education;

b., planning and conducting a Management-Training Institute.for Personnel
OP

in PBE Program Implementation;

c. survey of'PBE and Certification throughtout the United States;

id. establishing a National Clearinghouse for PBE.
.

15-2
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SUMMARY OF KEY DECISIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS DURING THE PLANNING PERIOD

1. The nature of. the national organization changed froma "Consortium of States"

to a "National Commission." The latter expands the eligibility of membership

to incrUde individuals, agncies, and institutions, in addition to states.

4

The National Commission's activities:

a. focus on the evolvement of a "Consortium of Foundations" in addition to

government agencies interested in P.B.E. in fundihg projects.

b. .seek long-raniefunding commitments for National Commission's operatiori.

2. The proposed framework of. the National Commission would consist} of the

follOwing posts and policies:

a. Advisdry 'board (policy determination)

b. Coordinating Committee (responsible for policy 'implementation and mahage-

ment of activities)

c. Special task forces to carry out projects based on pdlicies formulated by

the National Commission e

. d. Activities undert'aken by the,National Commission would be confined only

to those areas that cannote'accoMplished by machinery in existing

I\

o ganiitions

e. 'The National Commissidn would bp an independent,' non- profit Quan'ization
.

f. Durng the first Tear, the Commission's organization.would fdnction with

an interim or intermediate administiltive operation.

3. The National Commission on P.B.E. will include in its scope of interest and

activities the professions of medicine, dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, law, and

engineering, in addition to teacher. education.

4. The first year's activities 9f the. National Commission Will be as follows:

a. To set four task forces:
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1. *survey oCP.B.E, nationwide.

= 2. instructional models development.

3. management training for eduCationalimpkementation.

4. national'61earing house for P.B.E.

b. To establish an advisory board and incorporate the National Commission:

1. 16cation of administrative offices.

2. selection pf executive director and support staff.

c. To develop a perspective paper on status on P.B.E., which also s ests:

1. immediate priorities (1-3 years)

2. intermediate priorities ( 3-5 years)

3.' Long range plans (5-10 years)

d. To seek a broad base of financial support:
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Appendix D

Program Manager Position Description

/
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TITLE: Program Manager

REPORTS TO: Executive Director

BASIC FUNCTION: under adminigtrative direction, coordinates the day-to-

day operations of the Commission.

QUALIFICATIONS: Master's degree in business administration or equivalent

experience; must include familiarity with basic accounting

and financial management procedures.

. At least one year's experience in*an educational research

and development setting

Demonstrated ability to coordinate proposal and report

writing for federal agencies and foundations.

. Demonstrated ability to communicate, effectively in

written and spoken English.

Demonstrated ability to build and maintain good inter-.

personal relations with diverse segments of the educational

community (e.g., teacher educators, educatiOnal researchers,

foundation personnel, USOE and NIE staff)

BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES:
IF

Monitors project funds and expenditures

. Prepares budgets for proposals

Maintains accounts of the Commission

. ,Prepares the Commission payroll

. flotiitors t- k-force and project progress

. Maintains in ormation regarding funding sources

(foundations, kSOE, NIE, etc.Y

15'
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Establishes and maintains contact with funding sources

. Coordinates proposal preparation

. Codrdinates auu implements preparation of'progress and

final reports for programs

. Maintains contact with field personnel (task forces,

project directors)

. Maintains Commission records

. Makes arrangements for meetings of Coordinating

Committee, Board -of Trustees, task forces, etc.

401
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\ Appendix E __--------
V. ,,

Model Developfnent Proposal
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Operational Goals

Year One

1. Design specificationsfor five widely different PRE models.

2. Plan for development and testing of models.

3. Initiate design of model assessment procedures.

4. Develop an appropriate taxonomy for each model.
.

5. Demonstrate salient characteristics of each mOcre1---throughvisieptaped

episodes.

Year Two

l.--Dtivelop resources to support each of the five models; prototype

test individual resources; prepare for prototype test of total model'.

2. Modify training programs for teacher educators to explicate basic philosophy

of each of the 5 models.

3. Obtain reactions from educators to model specifications through national

conferences (ACRA pre - session, AACTE, ASCD, APA).

4. Develop assessment system which is consistent with each,of 6h file models,

and which considers both impact of the training program on teachers and on

their students.

5. Analyze models far-generic competencies, distinguishing competencies,

interrelatedness, and potential for a unified training program.

6. Institulans which are to conduct prototype tests of each model select students,

faculty, train faculty, specify procedures for prototype tests.

7. Initiate study of training prog ams in other professions with emphasis on'PRE,

and with particular consi4eratio of the 5 models.

8. Modify specification. for 5 models for use with varied content areas in

secondary schools for school administrat on, counselors, paraprofessionals,

and other educational specialists.
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The Five Year Plan

1.0 Models Design and Development

1.1 Design specifications for 5 models for
elementary school teachers

1.2 Plan for development and testing

1.3 Develop and/or obtain resources for testing
5 models with prospective elementary teachers

1.4 Prototype test of elementary models

\.1.5 Field test elementary models
t.

1.6 Second field test of elementary models

1.7 Modify specifications 5 models for elementary
\ teachers to use with secondary teachers

1.8 Develop design resources for secondary teachers

1.9 Prototype test secondary models

1.10 Field test secondary models

1.11 Modify specifications of 5 models for other
educational workers (administrators, counselors,
paraprofessionals)

1.12 Develop/design resources for other educational
personnel

1.13 Prototype test 5 models with other educational
workers

;7.
1.14 Field test 5 models with other,educatianal

workers

1.15 Mid-project evaluation of 5 models (theory,
assumptions, hypotheses)

1.16 Fifth year evaluation of 5 models (theory,
assumptions, hypotheses) i

1.17 Other models projected for testing

1.18 Analyze models for generalities, differences
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2.0 Assessment

2.1 Specify assessment design procedure

2.2 Modify assessment procedures for each of 5
models - elementary

2.3 Modify assessment#appropmiate for secondary
programs

2.4 Modify assessment for'S models for other
educational personnel

3.0 Taxomony

3.1 Taxonony.developed for each of 5 models

3.2 Taxonony reassessed and revised
.

3.3 Tixonony relatedto secondary teachers

3.4 Taxonomy related to other educational personnel,

4.0 Training o ucational Trainers

4.1 Design general training program materials for
teacher educators

4.2 Modify training progiams so they reflect basic '
philosophy of each of the 5 models

4.3 Train educators at implementing institutions
4.31 elementary
4.32 secondary
4.33 other educctionalpersonnel,

161
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5.0 Involve Other Professions

5.1 Representatives of other professions (e.t., law
medicine, engineering) explore PBTE

5.2 Representatives test specifications of 5
models for viability for them, modify

5.3 Design/develop materials for prototype test

5.4 Prototype test of salient aspects of 5 models

5.5 Assess viability of models fOr other professions

6.0 Disseminite Results
OMP

6.1 Progress-reports made to professional conventions]

6.2 Profession reacts.to models specifications

6.3 Profession reacts to prototype and field test
results

6.4 Profession reacts to taxomony

6.5 Profession reacts to assessment procedures

6.6 Materials from 5 models, limited Available for

training

6.7 Materials generally available

6.8 Teacher educator training generally available

.

16,2
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4.0 Model Development Surer'4Institute

During 3-week institute,specifications
for model and taxonomy drawn.. Process
diagrammed as below:

Com etencies

Assessment Taxonom

The basic model (including assumptions,
propositions, hypotheses, research' and
literature, rationale, and basic
dimensions) would be described more
specifically as teacher competencies,
then. these in terms of assessment
capabilities And- a taxonomy for

that model.

. -5.0 Continued Planning and Dissemination

5,1 While this pha;e.w4Ild initially be
planned in 1.1, after the MDSI, they
would be reviewed and revised to
incorporate new visions.

5.2 Dissemination prlans invciated in-
cluding a publication, .programs on
national professione conferences,
and individua"%contact with program
designers.
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1.0 Planning

1.1 Formulate detailed
plans for project

1.2 Identify 5 Model
DevelApment Summer
Institute leaders,
contact them
secure services,
determine contractual
arrangements.

1.3 Collect Supporting
Documentation

4

2.0 Leader Orientation and
Planning

2.1 Orient 5 MDSI leaders

2.2 Plan Logistics of -
summer institute

2.3 Identify MDSI parti-
cipants, contact
them, secure
services

3.0 MDSI Participant
Orientation and
Planning

3.1 Orient MDSI parti-
cipants

tZ%

3.2 Plan for working
relations within
and among task
forces

ir
-100- .

uec. odn. reu. mar. NA! naAlik %Amu vu 1,

.

.

)

8-9
6 A

8-9 5-6

6----..--A

8-9 12

A
19-21

4

'19-21
.
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1.1 Project,plans d, including ,
logistics and locati.' of s miner
institute, overall plan nd
expectations for the tota project,
responsibility delineation for'

coordinating committee members,
working relations in project (inter,
coordinating committee and inter-
task forces; intra-task forces a
between coordinating committee
task forces. ,

I

Personnel

_Coordinating Committee

1.2 Professionals who'haife ;(1)0141se

with each of the five Ino s will

. be i-dentified,-a,list of th e to
invite to lead a task force-fo
lated, leaders contacted-and;,`
services, secured for the sugler
conference.

1.3 Documents and research related to
,model building, teaching effective-
ness, and the 5 models will be
collected into'a work.ing library
for MDSI participants...,

2.0 Leader Orientation and Planning-

! >-------

2,1 (Two.2-day-cdnferences) MDSI
Task Force 'leaders will have

,loroject described and
expectations again outlined
for there.

2.2 Logistics of the MDS4 out-
.1ined for Task Farce Chair-
men, then refined on,basis'of
their imput,* additional-

resource-needs specified,
4.working\relatiohs defined.

16 6.

4,

Coordinating Committee
in consultation with
teacher education leaders

Project director, secretary,
Coordinating Committee,
Task Force chairmen and
participants.

Coordinating Committee,
Task Force Chairmen

- Task Force Chairmen,
Coordinating Committee

cs
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2.3 Tentative list of Task Force
participants made (theorist,
teacher, educator, curriculum
specialist on each team), con-
tacted, and services secured.

3.0 MOI Participant Orientation and Planning

3.1; (One 2-day conference) Orientation,
.1 teamtuilding, project organization,

and conference expectations outlined
for participants.

3.2 Logistics of working relations among
Task Forces and within Task Forces
worked out. Plans for preparation
for conference and individual assign-
ments made.

Task Force Chairmen,
Coordinating Committee



a. design of training program

b. estimated length of institute

c. date and-To-Cation for institute

d. number of participants

3. Review development of instructional modules.

3rd month:

Task Force committee assembles to complete the following:

1. Continue development of program format.

2. Select instructors for institute.

4th rialtE-:

Task Force committee assembles toy:

1. Review training program format.

2. Assign particular parts of program for revisions.

3. Set qualifications for participants.

3. Finalize list of participants (confirmation of acceptance).

5th month:

Task Force committee assembles to:

1. Make second revision of training program format.'

2. Assemble materiakS for portfolios provided for each participant.

3. Revise time schedule of institute program - complett and ready
for printers.

6th month:

Task Force committee assembles to:

1. Make final revisions of.training format.

2. Review special assignments of Task Force members.

7th month:

Task Force committee assembles to:

1. Provide Coordinating Committee a progress report on plans for
the training institute and work of Task Force during the planning'
period.
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4.0 Model Development Slimer4 Institute

During 3-week institute,specifications
for model and taxonomy drawn:' Process
diagrammed as below: ,

Assessment Taxonom

The basic model (including assumptions,
propositions, hypotheses, research' and
literature, rationale, and basic
dimensions) would be described more
specifically as teacher competencies,
then. these in terms of assessment
capabilities .and'a taxonomy for
that model. fi

Continued Planninq and Dissemination

, 5.) While this phaie.m6uld ;initially be
plinned in 1.1, after the MDSI, they
would be reviewed and revised to
incorporate new visions:

5.2 Dissemination pans initiated in-
cluding a publication, .programs on
national professional conferences,
and individur%contact with ,program
designers.

16 3
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Year Three
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1. Phototype tests each of the 5 models with prospective elementary teachers.

2. Delineate potential of models for other educational workers and for other

. professionals (e.g., medicine, law, engineering).

3. Conduct mid-project analysis of models to ascertain whether unique character-

istics are identifiable in teaching practice, under what conditions, with

what student and teacher populations, and in what instructional contexts.

4. Institution to conduct prototype tests for Secondary School teachers select

students, train teacher education faculty, and specify procedures for

training. N

5. Develop/design materials for secondary school prototype test of S models.

Year Four

1. Conduct field tests of each model for evaluting teachers. Field tests based

on modification'S resulting from assessment of prototype tests.

2. Prepare for Prototype test of each of the 5 models with other professionals.

3. Assess. the impact ofjach model on teacher trainees the school environment,

and on the students they taught during prototype testing. .

4. Refine assessment proceduies and instructional resources for elementary prog am.

5. Prototype test secondary program for 5 model's and program for other educational

workers.

Year Five

1. Reassess mod specifications on the basis of field testing, reconceptualize

philosophic and theoretical bases.of each, competencies in each, assessment

proced#es, and taxonomies. Synthesize and also differentiate unique character-
.

istics.

2. Continue research on impact of each model on teachers, environment, and students.

"3. Conduct second year of field-tests with elementary teachers.

4. Conduct training for teacher educators employing the 5 PBTE models.
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Year Five (continued)

5. Conduct field-tests of the 5 models for 'training secondary teachers and other.
V

educjtional workers.

b. Disseminate models, materials, and leaaership training procedures to the

profession.

N.
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Appendix F

A Program of Training Institutes for Managers of
Performance-Based Teacher Education Programs
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The, plan for the Training Institutes is organized into four cycles.

C cle I: Develop, conduct, and assess a prototype training institute

(one year).

Cycle II: Revise and modify prototype of institute, retest, and assess

(one year).

Cycle III: Formaliz'e institute's program; schedule on regular continuing

basis (two years).

Cycle IV: The management training format will be modified and revised
depending upon the data received -from the ongoing assessment
of the program and its effects in the field.

Plan for Cycle I: (3 stages)

Phase I: Planni4 and designing the prototype institute.

Phase II: Conducting the prototype institute.

Phase III: Assessing outcomes and input for Phase II.

Phase I: Planning and designing the prototype model. (estimated dueation -
7-8 months)

A. Estimated personnel requirements

Task force of 5 persons, plus chairman, a member of the Coordinating

Committee of the National Commission on Performance-Based Education.

Task Force personnel:

1. Experience in ?BE program implementation and management:

2. Currently involved in some phase of ?BE management

3. Willing and available to develop, conduct, and assess

prototype-training institute.

Suggested candidates: Drs. Hugh Baird, Brit, am Young University;

Caseel Burke, Weber State University; He ert Hite, Western Washington

State; Gil Shearron, University of Ge rgia; and Richard Hersh,

University of Toledo.

Estimated budget requirements (7-month period)

1. Task force personnel (5 total)

based on fOilala....pf.$150.00 per day

4 days per month over 7 months

2N-N.

$21,060.00
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a. design of training program

b. estimated length of institute

c. date and-Mation for institute

d. number of p2rticipants

3. Review development of instructional modules.

3rd month:

Task Force committee assembles to complete the following:

1. Continue development of program format.

2. Select instructors for institute.

3. Set qualifications for participants.

4th month:

Task Force committee assembles t: '

1 Review training program format:

2. Assign particular parts of program for revisions.

3. Finalize list of participants (confirmation of acceptance):

5th month:

Task Force committee assembles to: s"°-

1. Make second revision of training program format:

2. Assemble ma- terial for portfolios provided for each participant.

3. Revise time schedule of institute program - complete and ready
for printers.

6th month:

Task Force committee assembles to:

1. Make final revisions of .training format.

2. Review special assignments of Task Force members.

7th month:

Task Force committee assembles to:

1. Provide Coordinating Committee a progress report on plans for
the training institute and work of Task Force during the planning'
period.
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2. Provide a detailed description of training program, objectives,
mpetencies tobe achieved activities, and assessment procedures.

3. Make any last-minute modifications of institute's program
(procedural, not substantive).

8th month:

Phase II of Cycle I: The Conducting of the Training Institute. (2 weeks)

Phase III of Cycle I: Assessment 2.1f training institute's outc es, to be
utilized asinput for modification and r finement
of the second institute.

GANNT CHART FOR CYCLES I, II, AND III

Cycle I: (Fhase'I Planning, 7 Months Duration)

Jan Feb

1.0 Planning:

1.1 Complete plan for Project

1.2 Identify and select four Task
Force members; contract for
their services 4 15

2.0 Task Force Work & Planning

2.1 Develop work schedule; identify
& assign development tasks 30

2.2 Development of Institite Training
Curriculum (Objectives, Training
Modules)

2.3 Plan logistics for Institute
(Personnel, materials,
accommodations)

2.4 Identify and Select Institute
Fartidipants

3.0 Orientation for Institute
Participants

4.111,, Consultation with & Reporting
to Coordinating Committee

174
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Cycle I: Ihase II Conducting the Institute

August: Duration 3-4'weeks

8:0 Conducting Management
Training Institute
(3 4 week session)

Cycle I: Pha

c

July August Sept.

>1-27

Assessment of Training Institute
and Dissemination of Information
(4 months duration: Sept. - Dec. 1973)

6.0 Assess nt<a<fute
eration b ask Force

6.1 Folio -up
Paicipants

7.0 Publication of report of
1st Year's Institute

17',)
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Appendix G

Plans for a National Information Clearinghouse on
Performance-Based Education

176
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For Year One, this project will include six kinds of activities:

1. Preparation

a. Establish the center -- obtain personnel,

physical facilities and equipment.

b. Establish relationships with

(1) other collection agencies, e.g.,

the University of Houston and the

University of Miami (instructional

modules); Indiana University (training

,materials):

(2) other Commission-sponsored projects

2. Policies and guidelines

Establish policies and guidelines for the

collection and processing of information.

3. Collection of documents, slide/tapes, video .tapes

Begin the collection of pertinent documents about

existing and emerging performance-based education.

,programs, experiments, pilot studies,, and'research

activities.

4. Initial survey of higher education institutions and other

agencies regarding status of PBE and PBTE

a. Determine kinds of information and data needed.

b. Relate to the preliminary survey now being

conducted by AACIE.

c. Develop the instrument.



d. Conduct survey.

e.. I-Analyze findings.

f. ,Preparc.report.

-117-
4.. 4

z

5. Development of educational exhibits and training packages

Begin the deveropment of educational exhibits and training

packages about PBE and PBTE which'could be utilid'Itt

institutions, conferences, workshops, etc.

6. Dissemination

Information and documents will be disseminated EhroUgh

either the ERIC Clearinghouse or IED -- or regular project

channels.

For Year Two, Three, and Following, the National Information Clear g-

house on PBE.Will Continue to collect, process, and disseminate information

as required by the needs of other Commission- sponsored projects and as

dictated by the state of the movement itself.

A'NIC /PBE Will require personnel toman the\operation, facilities

'to house it, and equipment, supplies, and services to support the on-

going activities.

I

1 7G.

L:
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Activity Number Four

Assess the state of the scene for each of the 50 states and facilitate the

development of more effective intra- and inter-state information communi-

cation networkb.

1. a) Develop a prototype state asscssment and communication plan
and 'network (build on TISP/TERC).

b) Develop a plan for inter-state sharing (build on ERIC/NCES).

c) Develop ways for "outside" groups to link into the state and
national plan.

2. Develop and conduct a workshop for all interested states on a), b).

3. Develop a strategy tor-linking national resource network to state
network channels.

4. Support workshops a) by prototype state for other states and b) by
interstate network and/or Multi-State Consortium.

People/Places:

Cost: $100,000

Activity Number Five

Multi-State Consortium
Ted Andrews

Sponsor a series of National "Survey" Conferences

. c
.

1. Of leadeis in survey research'to plan §earch strategy.

Or2. 04 leaders of movement to clarify prAedures and specifications
and to.provide and exchapge_information.

3., 'Other.

People/Places:

Estimated Cost: $45,1:169;:

. .

Coordinating Task Force - AACTE" STS

4t#

or

r-
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-,A primary initial thrust of the National Commission will he t

developmerit-andsemiaa-X4= of an.aceurate, up-Co -date picture_
.

movement tgward performance -based edilcation. A joint AACTE-ETS t sk force

will be credted to plan, organize, and administer ,the overall ma agement of

this .effort.,'

Such information regarding'the current state of the PBE mo ement is
',.-

ecsential if ne National Commission is, to succeed in its goal of meeting'

the real needs of 'the movement without duplicating the efforts
/

of currently

successful programs. We anticipate, however, that the long-range impact

/

of the activities of this task force will be based 'not only On..its initial

diagnostic function but also on the dissemination of its findings.
1

This CommunioationS Task Force will be basically a second level

management group that will coordinate the activities of a number of ad hoc)

task forces that will carry out the more specific goal-directed activities
A--e`

in this area. The basic functions °ftile task, force will include:

1. Monitor and coordinatesnrveyand assessment task forces.

2. Coordinate liaison activities between the National Commission and

the task forces.

3., Set specifications'for all survey instruments and strategies to

. 4,4.. t

,insure the quality of'the survey and the building of an accurate

description of Loth the national scene and the processes used in

the creation of its compdnt'nts.

4. Produce and disseminate appropriate puLlications,related to task

force activities.

5. Develop a Tlan for continual updating of s rvey and assessment product

Estimated tirat-ybar-costs for the operation o this task force are

$75,000.
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Activities

Activity Number One

Validate and upgrade current State of the Scene paper

1. tocserve as a°majorresource for the National Cormnissien

2. to serve as a basic document for Survey and Assessment Task Forces

People/Places:

Cost: S1,000

United States Office of Education

Schmieder, Ardike

Activity Number Two

Identify and describe the purpose and range of current PBE information

instruments and systems, e.g., Interstate Consortium Newsletter, AACTE

Committee publications: Analyze their combined coverage and impact.

Recommend needs to filled, antalternative systems-.

People/Places: AACTE/ETS Task Force Staff

# ,

Cost: $2,000 ,t.-

...
'v

r
.

.... e
`

: ,S
0 14

.
I - ' . itt,.

Activity Number Three'
-

Strengthen ties. among professions who are interested and involved in PBE.

1. Survey other professions for PBE - related materials andactivities.
.

2. Develop a strategy for involving leaders from other professions in

PBE-related activities.

People/Places:

Cost:, $75,000

0

Persons from both teacher education and other
professions now working on performance-based programs.

.."
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Activity Number Four

Assess the state of the scene for each of the 50 states and facilitate the

development of more effective intra- and inter-state information communi-

cation network.

1. a) Develop a prototype state assessment and communication plan
and 'network (build on TESP/TERC).

b) Develop a plan for inter-state sharing (build on ERIC/NCES).

c) Develop ways for "outside" groups to link into the state and
national plan.

2. Develop and conduct a workshop for all interested states on a), b).

3. Develop a strategy iorlinking national resource network to state
network channels.

4. Support workshops a) by prototype state for other states, and b) by
,r interstate network and/or Multi-State Consortium.

People/Places: Multi-State Consortium
Ted Andrews

Cost: $100,000

Activity Number Five

. Sponsor a series of National "Survey" Conferences

Of leaders in survey research'to plan gearch strategy.

.1

2. 04 leaders of movement to clarify prc4edures and specifications
and to, provide and exchange...information.

3. 'Other.

People /Places:

Estimated Cost: $45,Q0O

Coordinating Task, Force - AACTE

gTs

.182



Activity Number Six

Identify international esources and establish international communication network.

Communications with nternational education has*finally reached a promising

state -- some pf that communication has been about PBE related programs A

(Munich module festival, for example). There would be great advantage to

1) surveying useful resources overseas and 2) developing appropriate mechanisms

for international sharing of PBE developments.

People/Places:

Estimated cost: :$50,0.00

Activity Number-1,Seven

University of WiSCOriSin,Nere DeVault
Florida International, Wes Sowards

1. Identification and description of developments in areas outside of the PBE

4 movemeht that could usefully be applied to PBE' programs; e.g.:

1. management infOrmation systems
4

2. competency storage and retrieval

3 assessment centers

4.' module development

5. CAI

. 6. Other

Estimated Cost: To be estimated on an.ed hoc basis.

r.

lOes

4.
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Activity Number Eight

Conduct a national survey of states, universities, and/or school districts

to determine:

1. What materials are available - their strengths and weaknesses.

a. Identify strong materials development centers.

b. nevelop a strategy for strengthening materials development
effort.

2. To identify as many PIA products as possible through the use of
current national information networks and to explore and estimate
the utility of these systems for use in a national PBE communications
network. Recommendations will be made for specific ways in which
the National Commission can influence these existing systemp toward
PBE needs and priorities; i.e., in instruments used, Subjects
highlighted, places surveyed, etc.

a. National Assessment Program

b. ETS

c . NCES

p

d. NGA Research Division

People/Places: Far .West Laboratory

University of Houston
Kettering Foundation

AACTE Performance-based Committee,
Texas SEA

Estimated Cost : .$130, 000
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. \

Activity Number Nine

Literature search on key CBE issues, e.g: inservice incentives, behavior

modification, computer storage and retrieval systems, etc. Build as much

as pOssible on existing literature searches, i.e., "Inservice Training of
2,.

Teachers as Behavior Modifiers, Review and Analysis," by Herbert Todd Eachus.

People/Places: ERIC (Education)

Cost: $60,000 (25 issues @ 2,000)

Activity Number Ten

"Related resources" literature search -- identify and d4scribe products, :
ir

systems, etc. not central to PBE but of considerable significance to R-& 0

efforts, e.g. needs assessment modules, individualized instruction,

6
management systems' and outcome oriented training programs in business and

industty.

People/Places: ERIC (Education)

EstimatedCost: $60,000

v

r

, 1 IQ r;
.if Lit/

0
.
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Products

1. An accurate, revisable "state of the Ctene" document - a-flexible,

loose-leaf, "monograph" for limited use; e.g. by the National Commission

and other leaders of the movement.

,2. A Journal of Case Studies of more successful programs for widespread

dissemination - again in a flexible, loose-leaf format so it can be changed

regularly and be used as an effective two-way communication system for the

national leaders in research and development-,in performance-based education.

3. A consultant system for performance-based education.

.

4. A Journal of Performance-Based Education which will focus on conceptual

questions.

5. A national newsletter which will emphasize the sharing of activities

in perfOrmance-based education (develop along the lineS of the Multi-State

Consortium's PBTE newsietterA.

-q


